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The University of Queensland was commissions by the Warwick and District Disability Support Group 
Incorporated to conduct a needs analysis for people with a disability and their Carers in the Warwick 
District. The output is this report and the Warwick and District Disability Resources Directory. 
Methods and Sample 
A survey of Carers and people with a disability was conducted, with 56 Carers and 26 people with a 




The profile of 56 Carers who completed the survey questionnaire shows that approximately th~ee -
quarters are parents, a similar proportion care for one person with a disability, more than two-th1:ds 
of those they care for require assistance from a Care giver and approximately the same proportion 
have more than one disability. On average these Carers are 55 years of age, but almost a third are 60 
years or over. More than three-quarters of these Carers are female. On average these pe~ple have 
been Carers for 22 years, with just more than half being sole Carers. Three-quarters of th1s sample 
report receiving financial assistance from government for caring for a person with a disability, and 
for almost one-half, Centrelink is their primary source of income. 
The eight Carers who were interviewed were selected to represent diversity in terms of location, 
age, age of the person they cared for, and the type of and number of disabilities this person had. 
The interviews revealed that the main everyday challenge for Carers is that caring is 24/7 - it is 
continuous whether it be because the person being cared for has high needs or because constant 
supervision' is required . In addition there are difficult behaviours to contend with, and these in 
addition to the relentless nature of being a Carer require patience . The physical demands through 
lifting and providing personal care are taxing. The role of Carer is unpredictable because it is 
dependent on how the person with the disability is managing on a day-by-day basis, but also 
because service delivery can be erratic. The outcome of these everyday challenges for Carers are 
fatigue and mental stress, and the lack of a social life . 
What these Carers said keeps them going when life is very difficult, is simply that there is no one else 
-they have no choice, but to continue . That most interviewees kept on caring for the person wi~h 
the disability because there was no one else to provide the care is telling. While support from fam1ly 
and friends and their interests help Carers, their key driver is that they feel responsible for the 
person, and despite the everyday challenges, keep on with this demanding caring role . 
The 'costs' of caring are significant. While the emotional costs are deep, it is the social limits that 
serve as constant reminders of simple pleasures these Carers may never have. The financial costs 
range from struggling to purchase basic requirements such as food, to the provision of 
accommodation for long term care . 
Remarkably Carers did not report using any services directly for themselves. Instead the few who 
commented here indicated that either they were not aware of any or they 'muddled' through with 
help from friends or on their own . Carers who completed the questionnaire reported higher levels of 
psychological stress than in the general population. 
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Person with a disability 
A profile 
The people with a disability who completed the survey questionnaire provide a valuable contrast to 
the group reported on by Carers. The 26 people with a disability who responded to the survey are on 
average 53 years, while the 70 reported on by Carers are on average 31 years, so the people with a 
disability who completed the questionnaire themselves, on average are older. They are all adults 
with the youngest being 23 years, with the majority between 40 and 60 years. By contrast in the 
group reported on by Carers, the youngest is 1 year old with almost a quarter being children . The 
differences in age suggest that the disability self-report sample represents a more independent 
group of people than the group reported on by Carers (even though there is a degree of overlap) 
who are at a different stage in life. 
There is a difference in the sex breakdown between these groups, with almost two-thirds of those 
reported on by Carers being male while two-thirds of the disability self-report sample is female. The 
final demographic that distinguishes between the two groups is the relationship with the Carer 
While in the Carer sample it is predominantly a parent who is the Carer, by contrast in the disabilit . 
self-report sample, there is diversity in the type of Carer- spouse, unspecified relative, Endeavou~ 
and paid Carer. In particular, almost one-quarter of Carers of those in the disability self-report 
sample are spouses, while in the Carer sample, only 12% are spousal carers. 
Number of and types of disability 
When ~h~ ty~~s of and ~umbers of disabilities are compared between these two groups, there are 
m~re Slml.lan~l~s ~h~n differences. For both of the disability samples, the most frequently reported 
Pnmary d1sab11ity 1s mtellectual. For the sample reported on by Carers almost half have th 's th · 
p · d. bT 1 as e1r 
nma,';' 1sa I 1ty, and fo.r the disability self-report sample it was more than one-third. While the 2"d 
a~d 3 .. most common Pnmary disability reported by the Carers is Autism and ABI, by contrast, in the 
disability s~lf-report sample, the 2"d and 3'd are Physical and Neurological respectively. However 
when the five most frequently reported Primary disabilities are compared for the two samples four 
are common to each: Intellectual; Physical; Neurological; and ABI. ' 
The self-report disability sample has a smaller number of non-primary disabilities (8) when 
comkpared to the Carer response sample (11). Consistent with the Primary disability results while the 
ran order of the most frequently t d · · .. · ' 
1 f repor e non-pnmary d1sab11it1es varies between the two disability 
Ssamp he~, hou.r of the five most frequently reported disabilities are the same for both samples· peec , P ys1cal; Intellectual; and Vision. · 
How time spent 
Detail about how time is sp t ·d f · · 
approximately half occupy ~:stp7~~ ~s .urther InSight into the disability samples. In both samples 
school while none in the d'lsab'il'to leflr time at home. In the Carer sample, almost one-fifth attend 
' ' Y se -report sample do (b f · 
only 10% percent are employed however i h . . . ecause 0 the1r age). In the Carer sample 
are employed. n t e disability self-report sample, more than a quarter 
Financial circumstances 
The financial circumstances of the two disabilit r . . 
source of income support for the m . 't . fy g oups are Slmrlar for both groups- the primary 
aJon Y IS rom Centrel· k d 
assistance from paid services Howev th f d m , an one-half to two-thirds receive 
· er e un s spent on ac d · 
approximately one-quarter of those r rt d comma at1on show a disparity- while 
epa e on by Carers pa h . . 
on accommodation almost half of th d' b'l' Y more t an a quarter of the1r rncome 
' e rsa 1 rty self-report d . . 
accounted for in part by many of th group o so. Thrs d1fference may be 
e younger sample livi t h . . 
and more independent group have limited d' bl . ng a ome. It 1mpl1es though that the older 
1sposa e rncome. 
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The similarities and differences between the two disability samples in the level of support they 
require highlight key service requirements- in general the older, more independent group require a 
lower level of support than those reported on by Carers, which in some respects is to be expected. 
As the children being cared for grow older some of this group would be expected to become more 
independent, however those reported on by Carers who currently require a high level of care will 
continue to need this. Support needs are: 
• More than half in both groups require support for domestic life and learning, applying 
knowledge and general tasks . These are fundamental requirements, so a lack of provision of 
support in these areas would have a significant impact. 
• One-half or more in both groups require support with working and interpersonal interactions 
and relationships. While those employed comprise a small proportion, paid employment not 
only provides cash which would be important for the more independent group, but self-esteem 
and the opportunity to develop social networks. So support in these two areas is important for 
the longer term benefits that can result. 
• The areas where the least amount of support required is the same for both groups: mobility, 
communication and self-care. A key difference in the groups is the level of self-care required by 
the group reported on by Carers who require more support. However because of the 
fundamental nature of such care, without it, the challenges would no doubt be insurmountable. 
Similarly with mobility - without this the person with the disability would be just unable to 
conduct their everyday life. Similar percentages in both groups require support with 
communication. While Carers become adept at communicating with the person they care for, 
without the ability to communicate effectively on their own, people with a disability may not 
have their needs met. 
• Apart from education, the greatest difference in the needs of the two groups is with community 
and economic life. Approximately three-quarters of those reported on by Carers require support 
here, and by comparison, only one-third of the self-report disability sample does so. 
These support needs demonstrate the comprehensive and intense level of care that is provided to 
many people with a disability, predominantly by informal Carers. 
Services and service gaps 
Accommodation 
• In the survey, overwhelmingly, respondents indicate that a house/unit (with appropriate 
support) is the accommodation 'best suited' to the people with a disability in this study. Just 
less than half in each sample indicate this type of accommodation is 'best suited'. Why this is 
considered suitable by Carers is because they think it would suit the personality of the 
person with the disability and because that person would be safe . However for the self-
report disability sample, their reasons are different: family, having pets and company- so 
mainly familial and social reasons. The Carers who indicate a preference for Village style 
accommodation chose this largely because of the social aspects of this style of 
accommodation, but also because of the support that would be provided. 
• The majority of people with a disability in this study live privately. This suggests that many 
are living in the accommodation 'best suited', since this is most likely to be in a home. 
• While more than three-quarters of the people with a disability reported on by Carers live 
with family, by contrast just 40% of the disability self-report group do so. Almost one-third 
of the latter group report living alone and more than one-quarter live with others. 
• The average length of time the people with a disability have lived in their current 
accommodation is similar - for those reported on by Carers it is 18 years; for the disability 
self-report sample, 16 years. However while half of the group reported on by Carers have 






half have lived there for 10 years, and 13% for just one year. So the self-report disability 
sample appears to be a more mobile group. 
Almost 90% of Carers indicate that they think the current accommodation for the person 
with the disability is suitable and almost three-quarters of the disability self-report sample 
do so. The most frequently mentioned elements regarding accommodation are proximity to 
desired services/activities and the physical structure/layout of the house. Accommodation in 
close proximity to shops and health services is considered an asset as is a house that 
promotes ease of movement within it, with the opposites contributing to making the current 
accommodation less suitable. An element mentioned by both groups in relation to 
accommodation is the importance of learning/teaching independent living skills. 
Similar percentages of Carers and people with a disability who self-report indicate they are 
happy with their current accommodation - Carers 85%, and people with a disability who 
self-report almost 81%. These are similar percentages to those who report that the 
accommodation is suitable. Carers and people with a disability gave different reasons for the 
person with the disability being happy/unhappy with the current accommodation . Common 
to both groups is the importance of family and the desire for close proximity to desired 
locations/services. Importantly for those with a disability who self-report is mention of being 
contented and well supported. 
While more than three-quarters of the Carers indicate that they would like the person they 
care for to continue to have the opportunity to become progressively independent in their 
accommodation and living arrangements, just over half of the people with a disability 
indicated that they would like this opportunity. The Carers stressed the importance of 
independence even though a number indicated that this was not possible in their case. For 
some of the people with a disability, increased independence was a goal while others appear 
to have reached that goal. 
More than half of the people with a disability who self-report and more than 40% of Carers 
indicate that they do not foresee a need for a change in accommodation in the future . 
Carers think this because the person they care for seems happy and they feel they can 
continue providing care. However almost one-third of Carers and one-quarter of the people 
with a disability giving a self-report expect the accommodation needs to change within the 
next 5 to 10 years. Carers report this because they believe by then they will be unable to 
provide care, and stressed the importance of independent living. The people with a disability 
who self-report feel by then their health will have degenerated and this would create the 
need for a change. 
Accommodation service gaps 
• Less than 20% of Carers report that long term, high needs, 24 hour care is available to them 
and almost one-quarter of the self-report disability sample indicate this. The contrast is 
greater with long term, low level support- only 6% of Carers indicate it is available, yet 
almost 40% of the disability self-report group do so. This disparity may be apparent because 
a proportio~ of t~e self-report group may currently be residing in low support 
accommodation w.h1c~. is currently available in Warwick, but is limited. The contrasting 
re.sults for the availability to the individual of independent community housing is similar, 
With more than one-quarter of the disability self-report group indicating it is available, yet 
less than 10% of the Carers reporting this. 
• Th.e results show th~t the greater majority of people with a disability in this study live in 
pnvat~ accommodation, largely find it suitable and generally are happy there. The results 
reportmg the availability of different types of accommodation suggest that the alternatives 
a~e ~ew, an~ s~ .the accommodation landscape for people with a disability in the Warwick 
d1stnct has s1gn1f1cant gaps: 
o Long term, high needs, 24 hour care 
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o Long term, low level support 
o Independent community housing 
• Key informants identify service gaps in: supported accommodation for people with high care 
needs; and younger people with a disability with high care needs. 
• In Carer interviews they report that supported high care needs accommodation is needed in 
the Warwick district. Independent living accommodation is also required and the ability for 
people to transition into different accommodation to what they have currently. 
Respite- a service gap 
• In the survey Carers report greater availability of both planned and emergency respite care, 
than the people with a disability who self-reported . This may reflect a greater knowledge 
due to their need to use it. However just over one-third of Carers report having access to 
planned respite, and less than one-quarter can access emergency respite care. 
• The lack of access to respite is identified by Key informants: respite for people with high care 
needs; and that there is a limit to the existing availability of respite for those with low care 
needs. 
• The Carers when interviewed report that a range of respite services are required : overnight 
respite for a person with high care needs; short term respite for a person with high care 
needs; day respite for a person with high care needs; holiday respite . 
• Clearly planned and emergency respite are important service gaps; as is respite for people 
with high care needs. 
Day activities- a service gap 
• The survey results demonstrate that for these samples, there are significant unmet needs for 
day activities for people with a disability in the Warwick district. While the largest gaps in 
services for day activities reported in the survey are in the provision of recreational 
opportunities (trips and activities)(half to two-thirds can access these}, as reported by Carers 
and the self-report disability sample, of more fundamental importance are the unmet needs 
for day care (long hours and School holiday}(between 20%-40% can access these) in the 
Carer sample, and opportunities to learn skills for independence reported by Carers and the 
disability sample (between 23%-38% can access these). 
• Key informants report service gaps with post school options and learning skills for 
independent living. They report that one facility provides this type of activity but is believed 
to be at capacity or close to capacity. These interviewees report the need for structured 
activities for older people with disabilities, particularly those beyond retirement age . 
• Carers, when interviewed identify a need for day activities in Warwick. Several mentioned 
the need for a day activities centres; also named are day activities for a person with high 
care needs; and age appropriate day activities. 
• When Carers were asked if there was just one service they could have that is not currently 
available, several reported that it would be a Day activity centre/Learning and Lifestyle 
centre. This is seen to be a productive/meaningful outlet not currently available. 
Transport- service gaps 
• In the survey both Carers and the people with a disability report that transport needs are 
largely met. 
• Key informants identify a service gap with transport. This is because of the heavy reliance on 
taxis by people with a disability in the Warwick district and the cost of this to people on a 
limited income. 
• In Carer interviews several transport requirements are identified: non-emergency medical 
transport; wheel-chair accessible transport; reimbursement for petrol costs; and just having 
a car/vehicle. 
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Other service gaps 
• Central point for information about disability services 
• Support, practical help and recognition for Carers 
• Financial support such as a loan/advance is identified as a need. 
• Key informants identified the need for more supported employment places in the Warwick 
district, as there is currently a waiting list for places at the existing facility. 
• Poor wheelchair access in the town of Warwick is identified. 
• Services for older people with disabilities 
The impact of service gaps 
• Key informants perceive that an impact on Carers is lack of time out and related to this 
social isolation . In addition they identify several connected burdens- the emotional burde~ 
of being a Carer when there is inadequate support, the financial burden (current and 
possibly future), and the burden of transporting the person with the disability. 
• Ke~ in~orma.nts identify the impacts of service gaps on people with a disability as: anxiety; 
sacral rsolatron and lack of community integration; and the impact of poor wheelchair 
access. 
Service delivery 
Wh~ should provide/fund services? Generally Carers believe that government should fund the 
servrces ~nd they should be delivered by accredited organisations, however some believed that local 
com.munrty grou.ps,. ~anks/large organisations could well undertake the funding/provision of 
servrces, and the rndrvrdual was seen as having some responsibility. 
How serv~ces should be provided in a small rural community? The common answer here 
collaboratrve~y, tho.ugh one person mentioned the need for a central point for information 
another that rncentrves were required to attract professionals. 
is-
and 
Barriers to servi~e d~liv.e .ry: Key informants indicate that funding is a key barrier, how much money, 
how the ~oney rs pnontrsed and distributed and that organisations compete for it. A second barrier 
reported rs a. lack of awareness of disability in the Warwick district with the third being the 
chadllenges of '.nteracting with government. The other barriers are the stoicism and pride of people 
an also the strgma associated with disability. 
Future 
When Car~rs were asked what their main concerns were about the future as the a ed for ALL 
~:;~r:a~:e;~r~~~:t~~~i~~n~~~e :as t.he unresolve~ futu~e care of the perso~ with ay di;ability who 
whether they would have any l'f of rrrtehd aboult therr contrnued .physical capacity to provide care and 
1 e or emse ves at a future pornt. 
Recommendations 
Priori One- Establish or increase the followin services 
These recommendations are in rank order. 
1. Create a central point for information about d·rsab'rl.lty s . 
Whil th ' · · erv1ces. 
. e rs pornt rs not the strongest point made it is . . . 
rnformation about what services exist eo le wi;h .the .t?p pnonty because wrthout access to 
access services that do exist A key a ' p ph . a drsabrlrty and the Carers, will not be able to 
· rgument ere rs that not h · 
a comprehensive list of the serv·rces av .1 bl . h even t e Key rnformants could provide · ar a e rn t e Warwi k d' t · f 
Whrle the responsibility for this servr·c d . c rs net, or people with a disability. 
. e oes not rnherently r 'th . 
servrce that needs to be sustainable 8 . re wr any one organrsation, this is a · ecause people wrth d' b'l· 
a rsa 1 rty and their Carers access 
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specialist and generalist services, but in a specified geographical location, a logical choice to host this 
service is local government. 
2. Develop a plan for the current and future provision of disability services 
This is a key recommendation . Not once was plann ing for the provision of disability services 
mentioned by respondents. However the lack of a plan is apparent in so many of the comments 
made by people with a disability, their Carers and the Key informants. While it is clear that there is a 
high level of commitment and interest in providing for the needs of people with a disability and their 
Carers in the Warwick district, equally, service delivery appears to be fragmented and sporadic. 
3. Collaborate for service delivery: Revisit existing collaborations and develop further 
collaborations to enable scarce services to be provided . 
4. Address respite care service gaps 
Some respite is available for people with a disability; it is well used and appreciated by Carers, but 
access is quite limited . In addition there are significant gaps where limited or no respite is available. 
These gaps are: 
a. Emergency respite 
b. Planned respite 
c. Respite for people with a disability with high care needs 
5. Address accommodation gaps 
There is some long term supported accommodation in Warwick, but it is limited . There appears to 
be no long term supported care for people with high care needs, and little or limited independent 
accommodation . A primary concern for many Carers in this study is what will happen to their child 
when they are no longer able to provide care, anticipated to happen in the next 5 to 10 years. While 
they want the security of knowing there is future care, they may not be ready to relinquish their role 
of primary carer yet . Therefore, transitional accommodation - places specified as such in supported 
accommodation - would provide the opportunity for the Carer and the person with the disability to 
make this move over a long period of time, as is required . Key accommodation gaps are: 
a. Long term supported, high care 
b. Independent living accommodation 
6. Create a day activities centre 
The value of a day activities centre is that is provides two services in one - respite for Carers and a 
potentially a productive use of time for the people with a disability. The people in this study want 
more opportunities for people with a disability to learn independent living skills - this is associated 
with the need for some of these people to learn to become more independent when their current 
Carer is unable to continue providing care. It is also because the current options are limited. The 
recommendation is for a day activities centre: 
a. To provide respite for Carers 
b. To provide people with a disability with constructive activities 
c. To teach independent living skills 
7. Employment: Provide more supported employment places in the Warwick district. 
8. Transport: 
While most (but not all) transport needs appear to be met, specific problems with possible 
solutions have been mentioned . These are: 
a. Investigate the possibility of public transport being available to transport employees 
of the Endeavour Workshop 
b. Investigate how collaborations between service providers could improve transport 
options within and outside the town of Warwick 
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c. Investigate how increased transport options could be created to meet the needs of 
people with mobility issues 
9. Mobility: Investigate improving wheelchair access to commercial premises in Warwick 
Priority Two- further investigate the following: 
10. Respite 
a. Long hours 
b. School holiday 
c. Age appropriate 
11. Day activities 
a. For elderly people with a disability 
b. Age appropriate activities 
12. Investigate how Carers can be supported directly. 
1. Introduction 
Background 
In the Warwick district unmet needs for people with a disability have been identified for almost 20 
years. They were first documented in 1994 when the Southern Queensland TAFE identified a need 
for housing for people with a disability (in Department of Anthropology and Sociology, 1995). Then 
in 1995 a health and social needs assessment identified a need for respite for intellectually disabled 
people (Department of Anthropology and Sociology, 1995). In addition, while almost two-thirds of 
Carers (of elderly and disabled people) reported receiving no assistance with caring, two-thirds 
expressed a need for some form of assistance, specifically short term respite, personal counselling 
and financial assistance. In 2007 the Warwick and District Accommodation Support Group in 
association with a community forum, conducted a survey, which identified a need for day activities 
and long term accommodation (Warwick & District Accommodation Support Group, 2007) . More 
recently in the Southern Downs Regional Council commissioned Warwick and District Futures Plan a 
number of service gaps and issues surrounding people with a disability were reported (Cavaye, 
2009} . The following points are made: 
• Limited respite (no emergency care; in -home respite unavailable after 5pm or on weekends) 
• More quality, affordable housing for people with a disability required (supported and 
independent) 
• Limited options for care of people with a disability when their Carers become too elderly to 
provide the care 
• Limited support for people with a disability in schools 
• Difficulty for people with a disability accessing services on turning 18 years of age 
• Improved building access required for people with mobility problems 
• More disabled parking required 
• Need for a single point of contact for information on disability 
• Limited financial support packages available for people with a disability 
• Lack of coordination between groups providing disability services 
• Low level of interaction between community members and people with a disability 
In this report, of a needs analysis of people with a disability and their Carers in the Warwick district, 
many ofthe previously identified issues are re-iterated . 
Prevalence 
While the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data shows a lower prevalence of disability in 
Queensland (17.9%), than in Australia (18.5%), prevalence rates are highest for Inner Regional areas 
(22%) of which Warwick is one (ABS, 2011c) . The ABS defines disability as any ' limitation, restriction 
or impairment, which has lasted, or is likely to last, for at least six months and restricts everyday 
activities' (ABS, 2011a, p.27). By definition this description can include (but is not limited to) 
temporary conditions arising from accident or illness, as well as diseases such as Asthma, age related 
arthritis and dementia, and mental illness. 
In 2008, the most frequently reported type of disability was Intellectual (28%), followed by 
Psychiatric {18%) then Physical (16%}(AIHW, 2011). The majority of persons with intellectual 
disability experience severe or profound limitations in core activities and have an additional 
disability, the most common being psychiatric (AIHW, 2008) . 
Of those people with a disability in Queensland, 31% experience severe or profound limitations 
compared to the national rate of 34% (ABS, 2011a). A severe or profound core activity limitation 
refers to a serious impairment of a person's mobility, communication or their ability to self-care. 
ABS data shows a higher prevalence of severe and profound disability in rural than urban areas on 
the Darling Downs (ABS, 2011c). Of the Queensland population in the 2006 Census approximately 
4% had severe or profound limitations due to disability and required assistance with core activities, 
yet approximately 5% {1070) of people in the Warwick Shire did so {COMSIS, 2011). 
The prevalence of disability is higher in the community of Warwick than on the Darling Downs. While 
there are 4.7% {10,037) people with a severe and profound disability in the Darling Downs Statistical 
Region {Australian Bureau of Statistics collection area), when Toowoomba is excluded from this 
figure, the prevalence increases to 4.9% (4,851). In addition, a higher percentage of this group of 
people live in the community- 3% in the Darling Downs Statistical Region and 4% when Toowoomba 
is excluded from these figures. In the Warwick Shire, of the 1070 people with a severe or profound 
limitation due to disability, 879 lived in the community {COMSIS, 2011). These figures indicate that 
unmet need is likely to exist in the Warwick district. 
While the scale of this study is small, it is the indepth focus that is the strength of the study. The 
voices of the Carers and the people with a disability are heard through the quote. These are 
provided to illustrate the points from the analysis. This complements the quantitative data that 




The University of Queensland was commissioned to conduct a needs analysis of the Warwick district 
(pre-amalgamation Warwick Shire) for the Warwick and District Disability Support Group 
Incorporated (WDDSG), and to produce a Resource Directory of disability services. The stated 
mission of the WDDSG is 'To ensure that the best possible services are provided for people with 
disabilities so that they are able to maintain a lifestyle which allows them to reach their potential'. 
This report is the outcome of the research undertaken for the needs analysis. 
The geographical boundaries of the study are consistent with those of the pre-amalgamation 
Warwick Shire, and this area is referred to in the current report as the Warwick district (see 
Appendix 1 for maps). 
2.2 Governance arrangements 
A reference group was formed at the outset of the project to provide insight and expertise in the 
area of disability and disability services. This consisted of representatives from: the Endeavour 
Foundation; Department of Communities, Disability and Community Care Services, Local Area 
Coordination; Southern Downs Regional Council; and Warwick and District Disability Support Group 
Inc. The reference group provided support through: consultation during the development of the 
questionnaires and interview guides; regular progress meetings; consultation on the development of 
the Resource Directory; and consultation on the preliminary results and draft report. 
The project was led by Dr Jennifer Moffatt, Research Fellow, Rural Clinical School {RCS), School of 
Medicine, The University of Queensland (UQ) and Ms Donna Rouse, RCS, UQ, was the Project 
Officer. A laptop and software, wireless card, mobile phone and USB stick were provided to the 
research team by the WDDSG for the project. 
2.3 Methods 
In order to determine the current services available to people with a disability and their Carers 
within the Warwick district, both qualitative and quantitative data were collected: 
• Survey of people with a disability and Carers of people with a disability. The purpose of the 
survey was to quantity the need, and input from both groups was sought to capture a more 
comprehensive perspective. 
• Semi-structured interviews with people with a disability, Carers and Key informants. The aim 
of the semi-structured interviews was to comprehend why these are needs, and to elicit this 
understanding from those who are best informed. 
The methods used in the current study to identify and recruit participants is typical of previous 
research. In this study the identification and recruitment of paid and voluntary service providers and 
seeking their assistance in identifying potential participants from membership/registration lists 
occurred. This approach has been employed in the past by researchers who have looked at aspects 
such as carer quality of life (Burton-Smith, McVilly, Yazbeck, Parmenter, & Tsutsui, 2009; Minnes, 
Woodford, & Passey, 2007), carers' needs and coping strategies (Jorgensen, Pasrsons, Jacobs, & 
Arksey, 2010; Mac Donald, Fitzsimons, & Walsh, 2007), uptake of respite (Doig, Mclennan, & 
Urichuk, 2009), housing needs {Eiey, Hegney, & Boyes, 2006; Ellison, White, & Chapman, 2011), 
health and aging (Shaw, Cartwright, & Craig, 2011) and other issues applicable to both carers and 
persons with a disability. The distribution of questionnaires by service providers has also been 
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utilised, predominantly to maintain client confidentiality (Burton-Smith, et al., 2009; Eley, et al., 
2006; Mac Donald, et al., 2007). 
Interviews and questionnaires have been utilised both separately and in combination in previous 
research to gather quantitative and qualitative data across a range of topics pertinent to persons 
with a disability and their carers. Dillenberger (2009) employed both a structured questionnaire, 
administered within the interview session, and an open-ended interview schedule to obtain data 
from carers about a range of health, family, and planning issues. Minnes, et al. (2007} employed a 
range of standardised questionnaires administered in an interview setting to obtain quantitative 
data on a range of issues associated with health and ageing in carers and persons with a disability. 
Burton-Smith, et al. (2009} distributed postal questionnaires comprising a range of standardised 
instruments yielding quantitative data. By contrast, Eley et al. (2006) used an self-administered 
questionnaire for qualitative and quantitative data then semi-structured interviews of selected 
participants. 
Publicity in the form of newspaper articles, radio interviews and a flyer were used to raise awareness 
of the study. The WDDSG was responsible for all publicity about the project (see Appendix 2}, and 
this consisted of: 
• Five articles in two local newspapers (the Warwick Daily News and the Southern Free Times) 
• Three radio interviews aired on ABC Southern Queensland's breakfast show 
• A flyer was produced and placed in numerous locations around the Warwick township 
The impact of the publicity is apparent in return rate peaks approximately four days after publicity 
events (see Appendix 3} . 
2.4 Procedure 
2.4.1 Survey 
Questionnaire distribution commenced on 11th July 2011 and closed on 26th August. 
Targeted distribution 
The research team packaged the questionnaires with an Information sheet and Consent form, Reply 
Paid envelope and Introductory letter (see Appendices 4 and 6 ) in a sealed, envelope then this was 
provided to : 
• 
• 
Warwick and District Disability Support Group Inc 
Organisations identified as significant service providers to people with a disability or Carers, and 
who agreed to provide this support- Endeavour Foundation (Warwick}, Blue Care (Warwick}, 
Department of Communities (Warwick}, and Carers Queensland. 
~embers of these organisations then either addressed and added a stamp to the envelope or gave it 
drr.ectly to a person known to be a Carer for a person with a disability, or a person with a disability. 
Thrs approach rncluded providing individuals with a questionnaire package who contacted WDDSG 
as a result of publicity about the study. ' 
All of these distributors received further questionnaire packages to send out as reminders at one 
wee.k then two weeks following the initial distribution . Reminders included a note stating ;t was a 
remrn.der, ~nd the questionn~ire should only be completed once. The exception to this is where 
ques~ronnar.res were ~and-delrvered to people with a mild intellectual disability only once, as it was 
consrdered rnappropnate to confront them with multiple requests for participation. 
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As many disability service users are known to more than one organisation, it is acknowledged that 
some people (notably Carers) would have received multiple questionnaires. 
Drop-off distribution 
With this strategy quantities of both Carer and Person with a disability packaged questionnaires 
were distributed to points around the Warwick district. Members of the WDDSG recruited these 
organisations, and maintained the supply of questionnaires at these locations. These sites were 
publicised in radio and newspaper articles, and on the flyer. Distribution sites within the Warwick 
township are: 
• Warwick Library 
• Office Member for Southern Downs, Lawrence Springborg 
• Condamine Medical Centre 
• Warwick Caltex Service Station 
Questionnaire packages were placed at the following locations in the Warwick district, outside the 
town of Warwick: 
• Killarney - St Vincent de Paul 
• Allora Pharmacy 
• Southern Downs Regional Council Mobile Library questionnaire packages available while 
servicing Karara, Killarney, Leyburn, Maryvale, Pratten, Wheatvale and Yangan. 
Signed Consent forms and completed questionnaires were returned in the Reply paid envelopes 
directly to the research team. 
2.4.2 Interviews 
Seventy-three percent of Carer respondents (n=41} indicated on their questionnaire they were 
willing to be interviewed. Interviewees were selected to represent a range of Carer characteristics : 
location (in town/out of town); relationship to person with a disability; Carer age; person with a 
disability age; main disability type for person with a disability; and sex of Carer (see Appendix 5 for 
the variable matrix). Carer interviews occurred between the 1st and 15th of August, 2011. 
Sixty-five percent (n=17} of respondents to the person with a disability questionnaire indicated on 
their questionnaire they were willing to be interviewed. People with an intellectual disability were 
excluded due to ethical considerations. Two interviews with people with a disabilityoccurred on the 
11th of August, 2011. 
Key informants were chosen to represent major service providers of their type in the Warwick area 
or because of their profile in the disability community and were invited to participate. Interviews 
were held between the 15th and 21st of August, 2011. 
Signed consents were obtained from interview participants prior to the interview; all interviews 
were digitally recorded and transcribed for analysis. 
2.5 Instruments 
2.5.1 Questionnaires 
The two questionnaires constructed, one for Carers and one for people with a disability, were 
designed to collect quantitative and qualitative data (See Appendix 6). Some items were developed 
by the research team and others were drawn from previous work, some with modifications. The 
questionnaires were developed in consultation with the WDDSG. 
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Details of items drawn from previous work are: 
• Primary and other significant disabilities; level of support required - Commonwealth-
State/Territory Disability Agreement National Minimum Data Set Collection Service User 
form, 2006-7 (CSTDA, 2006) . 
• Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) (Zigmond & Snaith, 1983). 
• Current living arrangements, future accommodation needs, accommodation availability -
Eley et al (2006). 
2.5.2 Interview guides 
The interview guides were developed by the research team in consultation with WDDSG (see 
Appendix 7). 
2.6 Data analysis 
Quantitative data were analysed using the Predicative Analytic Software (PASW) Statistics 18. 
Descriptive statistics were used to summarise data. Qualitative data were analysed using QSR NVivo 
9 software. Concepts were developed using inductive and deductive processes. These were then 
developed into themes. Quotes are used to illustrate these themes in the Results sections. To 
protect the anonymity of interviewees, each person was allocated a number within their group. For 
example C03 represents the third Carer interview. This code is provided in brackets at the end of 
each quote. 
2.7 Ethics approval 
Ethical clearance was given by the University of Queensland Behavioural and Social Sciences Ethical 
Review Committee (#2010000667) . 
2.8 Limitations 
A limitation of the report is that the results cannot be generalised because purposive samples were 
used. Therefore these results apply to this study alone, so any comparison with other research is 
indicative only, but provided to assist the reader. 
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3. Results- Carers 
3.1. Carer surveys 
A total of 71 questionnaires were returned from Carers. Of these 56 qualified for inclusion in the 
study. Of those carer questionnaires excluded from the study, 8 were from outside the geographical 
area specified for the study, 4 had incomplete or missing Consent forms, 2 were from people who 
were not Carers and 1 was from a person caring for someone other than a person with a disability. 
3.1.1 Carer's responses and locations 
Respondents were asked to provide their postcode by entering the relevant numbers into boxes. Of 
the 56 who completed Carer questionnaires, 83.9% (n=47) lived in a 4370 postcode (covers Warwick 
and Maryvale), 7.1% lived in a 4362 postcode area (AIIora, Deuchar, Goomburra and Mount Morgan) 
and the remainder in 4361 (Clifton, Ellangowan, Elphinstone, Headington Hill, Kings Creek, 
Manapouri, Missen Flat, Mount Molar, Nevilton, Ryeford, Sandy Camp, Spring Creek, and Victoria 
Hill), and 4373 (Killarney) . These areas are in the geographical area of interest - the pre-
amalgamation Warwick Shire . 
3.1.2 The person with a disability cared for 
The Carers were asked to provide information about the person they cared for, by selecting relevant 
items from a list (their relationship was with the person/people with the disability - Parent; Sibling; 
Other relative; Friend; and Other; Sole carer - yes/no) . The number of people cared for was 
calculated from responses, as was the number of disabilities the person had. Information about the 
person with a disability being cared for is reported here to illustrate this aspect of the Carer and 
some information is repeated in Section 4 for descriptive purposes. In total the 56 Carers reported 
on the 70 people with a disability whom they cared for . Details are: 
• Most Carers (77 .6%; n=45) are parents, 12.1% (n=7) are a spouse/partner, 5.2% (n=3) a 
sibling, two Carers are 'other relatives' and one is a friend. 
• While 80.4% (n=45) of Carers cared for one person with the disability, most of the remainder 
(17.9%; n=10) cared for two people with a disability. 
• Sixty-three percent (63 .2%) of those reported on by Carers have more than one disability. 
(See Section 4 for further detail) 
3.1.3 Age and sex 
The respondents were asked to give their year of birth, which was converted to an age, and their 
sex. The mean age of Carers is 55 years and ranges from 28 to 83 years. Almost one-third (32.7%; 
n=18) of Carers are under 50 years, and almost one-third (28.8%; n=18) are 60 years or over. Eighty-
four percent (83.9%; n=47) of Carers are female and the remainder males. 
3.1.4 Length of time as a Carer 
Carers were asked to indicate the number of years they had been a Carer. Participants reported 
being Carers for an average of 22 years, which ranges from one to 50 years . Approximately one-third 
(32.7%; n=18) have been Carers for up to 16 years, and about one-third (34.5%; n=20), for 27 or 
more years. Almost half (45.5%; n=25) have been carers for up to 20 years; a quarter (25.5%; n=14) 
for up to 12 years. Just over half (54.5%; n=30) of the Carers are sole Carers. 
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3.1.5 Carers and financial assistance 
By selecting 'yes' or 'no', participants indicated whether or not they received any financial assistance 
from the government for caring for the person/people with a disability. Three-quarters (75.0%; 
n=39) report receiving financial assistance from the government for this purpose. 
Respondents were asked to select from a list their primary means of income support. For almost half 
(47.2%; n=25) Centrelink was the primary source of income; 18.9% were employed fulltime; 17.0% 
were supported by their spouse; and 9.4% were employed part-time. 
3.2 Carer interviews 
3.2.1 Being a Carer 
The Carers who were interviewed comprised a selection of those who had volunteered via the 
questionnaire to be interviewed and those identified by the Reference group. Eight Carers and two 
people with a disability were interviewed. Carers were selected to give some diversity in terms of 
their location (in town/out of town; their age; age of the person/people they cared for; the type of 
and number of disabilities) . Demographic details of this group were not collected. Consistent with 
the survey sample, the most common disability is intellectual, followed by physical; for two the 
person cared for had multiple disabilities. 
3.2.2 Everyday challenges for Carers 
When Carers were asked in an interview 'What are the everyday challenges for you as a Carer?' all 
spoke of caring being '24/7'. The two people with a disability who were interviewed were also asked 
what their everyday challenges were. Five of the eight Carers also mentioned the difficult behaviours 
of those they cared for as an everyday challenge, and most of these Carers also mentioned the need 
for patience associated with these behaviours, and generally being a Carer. Nearly half of the Carers 
mentioned that the physical requirements of being a Carer could be challenging and that the 
unpredictability of care was an everyday challenge. Quotes are provided to illustrate these themes. 
What emerged when this question was asked are not just the everyday challenges, but the personal 
impacts that result. Themes here are: fatigue and mental stress; and lack of a social life. 






Caring is 24/7 
Difficult behaviours 
Having patience 
The physical requirements 
Unpredictability of caring 
24/7: This label is self-explanatory M f th 1 · · · any o e peop e w1th a disability being cared for require 
chonstant care or constant supervision. The comments below illustrate the range of circumstances 
t at Carers are faced with on a daily basis. 
~~ 1 gues~ t~at the hugest challenge is to get her up and get her moving ... She's low in iron, 
h ry lo_w m Iron. She doesn't walk, or she can't help you at all ... trying to get her up and get 
er gomg and get her on the day can sometimes take until lunch time ... 1 got her to school 
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today midday and that was quite difficult to get her there by that time. Three o'clock, school 
is over ... it's difficult to do anything then after school except for, again care for X. See what 
she wants to do. If she wants to sit in front of the TV for an hour or so that's good . That gives 
me a chance to do some things ... and give her dinner. Take her to the toilet, shower her, get 
her ready for bed .... trying to get a good night's sleep is well; some nights it's better than 
others. But she usually wakes at least once through the night, grinding her teeth ... not 
requiring a lot of attention unless- X's incontinent, so that means sometimes a bed full of 
poo and I really mean that. Everywhere, up her back, through her hair, everywhere. She's 
that doesn't happen every day .... if it happens through the night, you've got to change the 
whole bed . Wash her, clean her .... Sometimes I don't have to get up to her, but it's enough 
to disturb my sleep . .. . if she gets sick ... even with a cold- she's really, really sick .... 1 can face 
the day a little bit easier than he can, if I've got to be up through the night. So ... it's 
challenges, 24 hours a day (C03) . 
It's because someone else has got to do it for them, OK? I've got to think about booking him 
in for a massage, or the physio or the chiropractor, or the doctor. I'm the one who would 
administer any medication to him, or any herbal remedies, or any exercise, or anything, to 
keep him feeling on top ofthings .... Just maintaining his lifestyle, like his social life. 1 have to 
be on top of that all the time, organising things for him to do ... so everything that has to be 
done virtually by me, or my partner (C04). 
... he ended up locked in the bathroom there, in the toilet at least one day and we had to get 
the ambulance because he was jammed with his back up against one wall and his feet up 
against the other ... we had to ring for the Ambos and they came and one managed to 
squeeze in through the door and couldn't get to the hinges ... so they had to ring for the 
Firies so next thing I know the Firies come screaming up the hill here and in they come with 
axe raised ... they had a little skinny fellow and he was able to get in and between he and the 
big ambulance fellow they were able to lift X up, get him on to the raised toilet seat ... then 
got him out onto one of these chairs ... and just checked him out ... so you really can't afford 
to run the risk of just leaving him on his own for any length of time (COS). 
... my day starts at 8.30 she might not get out of bed till 9 o'clock and so ... I go and tidy up 
the kitchen, I feed the cat, if I've got some washing off the line and just chucked it on the 
bed in the spare bedroom I'll go and fold that put that away, change the bins .... I cook her 
meals and get her lunch, get her breakfast, I shower her I dry her, I dress her. She can walk 
but very short distance not long at all so she's got a wheelie walker that she walks around 
the house with. I clean her house, if we've got to go shopping I drive my car to the shops get 
her shopping, put it back in my car drive home, unpack it put it all away. Do her ironing ... 
and for the trips ... I have to run her to the airport and that's more than my four hours ... 
then I've got to unload her, take her into the airport, get her all set up take her to the toilet, 
then get her all set up ready to go, book her in and do all that sort of stuff ... and then I make 
sure she's got lunch and something and then I come out get in my car and then come home 
another three hours or so driving(C06). 
There's no time for cleaning, most of the time you're making sure what is he doing, no you 
can't go and play the computer I need you to sit here for five minutes and just watch this 
show so I can hang out some washing, or things like that ... (COB). 
But X needs somebody all the time. One on one (C04). 
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... she wouldn't let me have the break because she'd keep ringing me, so there's really no 
break, do you know what I mean? (C06). 
1 was getting to the stage 1 don't know how much longer I could have gone on, because I'm 
changing her virtually three times a day. You're here, she's here, every day. I get somebody 
to come in once a week ... and they're here for five hours. Then Saturdays and Sundays 1 get 
an extra two hours because they've got to have a three-hour block before they have a break. 
So, they come at 7 o'clock for an hour. They get X up, shower her, change her, put her in the 
chair. They're here for two hours and then we've got to change her again before they go 
home .... changed then and put to bed until6 o'clock at night(C02). 
... instead of leaving X at home on her own for half an hour, which I really don't like in case 
anything happens ... We came home one day and X's muscle spasms turn her legs really 
badly and of course she slipped out of the chair .... because she did it in the shower chair 
about a month or so ago, and we now virtually have to strap her legs in so that she doesn't 
slip ... So, you never know what could happen (C02). 
Difficult behaviours: This describes both inherently difficult behaviours such as tantrums and 
constant questioning or manipulation, and everyday behaviours that become difficult for a Carer at 
the everyday level because of the extra effort required to manage them. 
... so he doesn't decide he's going to rip out the saw or the chisels or whatever, most things 
are under lock and key most of the time and he's got a very good skill where he can distract 
you by having a disaster somewhere that you've got to fix up so he can still go and do what 
he was going to do originally ... (COB). 
Even shopping is a minefield, I want this and I want that and it's like a five year old tantrum 
in the shops, stamping our feet and crying sometimes because we don't get what we want. 
But just balancing him and his constant requests every five minutes, when's daddy coming 
home, what's X doing at school, all day with just doing things that need to be done, whether 
it's washing or ironing or cooking tea or whatever .... Or he's crying in the isle at Big w 
because he wants a new shaver. No, you're not getting one, oh woowoo, and you get the 
foot stamp and the arms flap, he's almost crying and X says just buy it for him will you the 
kids from school can see us (COB). ' 
She can d:ess herself, she just chooses not to most nights or most mornings ... as soon as 
she gets trred her cognitive functioning goes down, her ability to receive information 
process it and act upon it is greatly impaired, so simple things like getting from her ' 
classroom to the car and through the car park on an afternoon after school that can be 
really hard (COl). ' 
So, you'r~ u~ and .down to her··· when she's ripping up they can go all the floor so you're 
forever prckmg thmgs up on her (C02). ' 
··· but just got to be at X all the time to tell him what needs to be done he sort of can't see 
what n~eds to be done, that's a problem. That's a problem I'm up agai~st very very 
dogmatrc (COS). ' ' 
Sometimes just the mood she's· th t 
1 1 . In, a can rea ly have a very adverse affect on me, I can let 
:teo;p~~go~~:r~~::~r~~~~. ~~~~.off a duck's back, but a few things she's said has being like 
We're going away on holidays at the end of October and we're going for three ~eeks and 
he's coming too, whereas, normally in the past he would have stayed here ... he s very, very 
anti-social he doesn't like mixing with people ... (COS). 
Patience: Carers indicate that they require patience for the difficult behaviours and just the extra 
time it takes for the person with the disability to be cared for. 
••• 1 just sit there and calm myself down and think well yeah that's her, that's he.r p~rsonality 
1 don't have to take that onboard and that, but sometimes it's hard not to, agam, I m only 
human too and you can only take so much. There's some times I've just had a cry, I've just 
come home and cried because it's just too much on me ... (C06). 
A lot of her behaviours are just that of a five year old; she doesn't listen to her parents, she 
doesn't tidy up her room. We accommodate with simpler instructions, more take-up time .... 
1 do need to physically assist her in and out of the car, just because I don't have the time 
wait 20 minutes for her to climb in and out of the car by herself (COl). 
You get a bit desperate at times you've got to nag, nag, nag, he sort of gets fed up with you 
nag, nag, nagging, it's just because of the brain damage that was done ... (COS). 
Physical requirements: Some Carers indicate that one of the everyday challenges can be the physical 
component of caring. This refers to lifting and providing personal care. 
1 do think that there's a lot more physicality involved in parenting her in that I do need to 
physically assist her in and out of the car, just because I don't have the time wait 20 minutes 
for her to climb in and out of the car by herself .... I'm ... pregnant and carrying a 20 kilo child 
to the car while making sure that this one [participant indicates her pre-school child] doesn't 
get run over so that can be difficult ... (COl). 
If 1 bend over and lift her too much, my back goes. I've got arthritis in three places in my 
back. My hip's gone from where she used to lean on me ... My knee on the right side- my 
hip on the right side ... my knee on the right side ... with the arth:itis mucks up. Th~ k~ee on 
the left side mucks up with the arthritis and my foot on the left srde, the doctor sard I ve got 
degeneration in it. So, it does make it harder from time to time to do things for her .... With 
the arthritis in my hands, although there's not a lot of pain, there is times I don't feel things. 
Therefore trying to grip X when you try and pull her pants up, or you're trying to spread her 
legs and that, my hands just give way from time to time. So far, it's not very often, but I c~~ 
probably expect that it will get worse ... it's whether or not my body can hold out. So far, rt s 
only been by the grace of God that I am continuing (C02). 
Because sometimes the work can be very physically draining otherwise it's all mental (C06). 
Unpredictability of care: A component of what makes being a Carer 24/7 is that while some people 
with a disability do not require constant care, because of how services are deliver.ed, the C.are~ ~u~t 
ALWAYS be available. Another aspect of 'unpredictability' is how the person wrth the d1sab11ity IS 
managing and when constant care is required, their care must be the priority. 
Getting out doesn't worry me too much, although it's good to get out every so often. It's just 
a case of there's not a lot you can always do. Because you're waiting for the physio to come, 
I I I I k you're waiting for- because at lunchtime they come anywhere from 11 o clock to 1 o c oc 
to change her .... There's no consistency. You can't plan anything to do anything, because 
you don't know who's going to turn up and when they're going to turn up or anything else. 
... It's just hard for X. You try to do the best you can for her (C02). 
Look, you just can't make appointments to go anywhere. It's no good saying, 'Yeah 1 can do 
that meeting. At nine o'clock I'll be in Brisbane, Toowoomba by 10'. You can't do that, 
because the day has to revolve around X. She has a bad night at night time, or if she sick, 
that's; it's off {C04). 
Weill got told by DSQ four hours a day; it doesn't happen. I can be sometimes with her 
eight, ten hours (C06). 
... costly and stressful, because then you've got to wait for the ambulance. You ask for a time 
for them to be there. They say, "No, we can't do that". It's usually two hours beforehand. 
Say I said quarter to one, they'd say, "Oh, no, we can't do it at quarter at one. It would have 
to be quarter past ten". Then you're waiting. Okay, fine. You ring up those- or where she's 
going and say, "She's going to be earlier". Which means they've got to get somebody there 
to take her at the other end. Then that time comes and they're not here. Like the other day, 
they were supposed to come at quarter to twelve. They rang up at quarter to twelve and 
says, "Oh, somebody's got to pick up the ambulance. They've have had a couple of runs this 
morning. They've got to pick up the ambulance. They'll be there by half past one". They 
turned up at quarter to three. That stresses me out. That stresses X out ... (C02). 
The personal impacts of being a Carer: 
• Fatigue and mental stress 
• Lack of social life 
Fa~gue and mental stress: This results from a combination of the mental and physical demands of 
bemg a Carer. Half of the Carers interviewed spoke of this. 
So it w · t tt. h 
• as JUS ge mg tot e stage, and I'd had my two young grandchildren here for several 
weeks and most of the school holidays and I was just exhausted this time (C02). 
1 
can face the day a little bit easier than he can, if I've got to be up through the night. So it's 
challenges 24 hours a day (C02). 
Yeah, and I can come home and 1 ld b . h 
d 1 cou e Wit her for four hours and I will be absolutely flat 
an lhcou dn't go and get the clothes off the line because I was just drained and that to walk 
out t ere would be too much (C06). 
Yes, just the brain stress by the end f th d . , . 
probably the harde t rt J h 
0 
. e _ay, Its JUst mentally exhausting and J think that's 
s pa . ust t e bram gomg to mush d . 
question all day and b th . an gomg round and round the same 
' Y e time you get to the end of th d h h 
from work, here talk to X for five . . e ay, w en my usband gets home 
now? When is he going on J mmutes, I need him to stop. Please can he go to sleep 
s eepovers to Blue Care again? (COB). 
I don't know if a lot of others my age were b . 
were quite proud but when X r 
1 
rought up thJs way or if it's just that my parents 
' was Itt e ··· everything was just chaotic, you don't put your 
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hand up for help or they'll think you're a bad mum and they'll take him away. So when he 
was little there was no respite because you didn't go and ask for help because that means 
you're not coping and you're not a good mum, so there's that whole stigma of asking for 
help, so it makes it a little bit difficult you don't want to admit that it's not going so well. I'm 
going just a little bit insane (COB). 
Lack of social life: Having social needs met is an important component of living a rewarding life-
some Carers and one person with a disability report the limits they experience. 
I've always done everything for her, so I don't have a life. I never think of myself, but I've got 
to start, because I'm 60 in a couple of weeks ... (C02). 
It's really hard to be a good granny, because my days are taken up with X and like, to 
babysit, X and a baby, it's very difficult, you know. So I don't mean to be sort of resentful 
towards X, but it gets a little bit like that. You just feel like saying 'can you just go away for a 
minute? 1 really would like to do some baby', you know, that sort of thing. It's hard to do 
that, you know, and I should be able to do that. But X is, well she's demanding and she 
needs that attention, so you know, it's hard to do those sorts of things (C03). 
These quotes illustrating the everyday challenges show very clearly the relentless natur~ of caring 
for a person with a disability. While it could easily be assumed that only people Wit~ _severe 
disabilities require high levels of care, these quotes show clearly that this is not so- superv1s1on can 
be required constantly, in order to protect the person with the disability from harm or to ensure that 
support services are received. 
3.2.3 What keeps Carers going 
Carers were asked 'What is it that keeps you going at the times when life is very difficult?' While the 
responses were diverse, five of the eight Carers said they kept going because they had no choice. A 
number of Carers named people who provided support. Interests and inner strength are also 
mentioned. Quotes that illustrate these points follow. 
What keeps Carers going? 
• Having no choice 
• Support 
• Interests 
• Inner strength 
No choice: Most Carers continue caring for the person for the disability because they see no other 
choice. 
Lack of choice there's no choice in giving up. When you're a parent that's just it, that's 
where your lif~ stops ... I'm going to cry here. Her needs are greater than mine, that's just it, 
so it doesn't matter ... it would be the same thing for X and for this one coming .. . we just 
push through for them .... Knowing that there's nobody else around at the moment to look 
after X. That's the only thing that keeps me going, is that she needs me and I need to sit 
down, grab myself together and keep going .... So, at the moment, I've just got to keep going 
and knowing that she needs me just keeps me going (COl). 
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1 guess my love for her to do it for her because I know no-one else would, honestly, and 1 
wouldn't see her go without, I couldn't sit here and know that just because she annoyed me 
that then she'd have to do it by herself or get Blue Care to come in and do it. Because what 1 
do for her ... they don't have the time or the staff or whatever to be able to do for her and 
she deserves a happy life, she deserves to live in her home if she wants to and it's not for me 
or anyone else to make that judgement ... So I know if I don't go then it'll be taken out of her 
hands ... 1 think everybody has a right to live what life, as long as they're not hurting other 
people and doing bad things, but to live the way they want to and experience whatever 
(C06). 
There's nobody else, really at the end of it, if I dropped him off at the hospital doors and said 
no I'm not doing it anymore, there's no-one else who would look after him, so we kind of 
have to just, that's how it is . We were desperate to have somebody and we had him, so and 1 
must admit that I yelled at my sister-in-laws, two of them a few years ago and that's why 
they don't talk to me anymore, that no it's not a blessing having a disabled child and 1 said 
no it's not, there's no blessing involved, and it's not that they're given to special parents, 
they're given to the guys who just are unlucky, we're just the one the cloud settled over that 
day and there's no choice you just have to keep going, and at the end of the day that's how 
it is (COB). 
Support: Carers spoke of the support they received from family and friends; a pet was mentioned by 
one of the people with a disability. 
I have a girlfriend down in Sydney that, if I need to, if I'm really bad .. . 1 rang my girlfriend up 
and I talked to her for five hours and that got me through it. So, I've got that, is about the 
only back-up I've got (C02). 
My grandchildren, my children and my husband, you know. The family. Best friends.(C03) 
I guess family. I got a little granddaughter now (C03) . 
If I'm starting to get down or something, I usually have my children (C02) . 
"'!e need each ~ther. I pat him [interviewee indicates pet dog] every day quite a lot and he 
likes that and I like that, so I get as much out of it as he does (PWDOl) . 
Interests: For some Carers their personal interests helped them to keep going. 
1 keep active, busy doing things. I like to do craft and art, and I sew and paint and 1 like to 
garden (C04). ' , 
1 sing and play guitar, so I guess I sit down upstairs and play my guitar. It keeps me going I 
guess (C03). 
Inner strength: One Carer spoke f · , 
English stock' (COS). o mner strength. Inner strength I suppose, I've come from good 
3.2.4 The 'costs' of Caring 
Carers were asked 'What are the costs of carin ?' M . 
costs of caring (by five Carers), and the socialli g: · . entloned mo.st frequently were the emotional 
costs mentioned are financial. mlts Imposed by bemg a Carer (by five Carers). Other 
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Emotional costs: These are the personal costs that Carers report. 
It took a lot of the joy out of buying toys for her because we'd have to find the educational 
toy or the toy that worked on the pincer grip or rolling over ... You can't buy a toy just for 
aesthetics or anything like that, you have to buy the toy that has the function (COl) . 
I am prepared as much as you can. I'm not going to bury my head in the sand, saying, "No, 
she's not going to die" . As she's deteriorating, you can see it. I would prefer to keep her at 
home so I can see it. Instead of having her away, where I'm not seeing it all the time, and it 
will be harder for me to let go at the end (C02). 
This is our life until we die ... there' s no easier bit ... It's like having a baby, still, at SO (C03) . 
Social limits: Carers report that caring creates social limits in their life. This is consistent with the 
' lack of social life' mentioned as a personal impact of Caring. Because they give the person they care 
for priority, this results in them missing out on social events and opportunities that they would 
enjoy. Some of these limits occur because of a lack of support services. 
Social and emotional! suppose are the worst ... I shouldn't probably say that because if we 
had the finance to employ a carer or if there was some sort of scheme that enabled you to 
get a carer into the house, you'd be able to do the social thing that you want to do .... I can 
just see in years to come when my little granddaughter has to go to a sports day. I'll have to 
not go because you try pushing a wheelchair over the grass, trying to have a nice day where 
you're looking at the sports. X won't want to be there, you know and I'd have to look after 
her anyway, so you just, you don't go. Lots of things you don't go to. Lot of friends sort of 
pass you by, because you really can't go. Like if X and I wanted to go out, unless we had a 
babysitter ... services don't provide anyone after five o'clock, so you just, you don't go. You 
can't go (C03) . 
.. . she' s been having a hell of a lot of trouble with this other scooter that she's had and next 
minute she can be broken down and then I'm back in town again . So if I'm going to do 
anything with friends then I have to pull the pin on them to go and do her because I can't 
leave her in the middle of a street or out in the sun or the cold ... (C06). 
. .. the circle of friends restrict very tightly from when they're tiny ... gees they're different to 
our kids and you lose a lot of friends along the way, we only have a handful left ... (C08). 
... the costs of caring for X, you probably don't always get invited everywhere, you 
know?(C04). 
Well, you're limited in what you can do and where you can go. I can't go out a lot because I 
have to be here with X. I go to church. They have functions on; I can't go to them, because 
I've got to be back here for X .. .. My granddaughter and I went to the pictures ... at 
lunchtime when somebody was here, which is very rare .... I can't even get to Toowoomba, 
because in that four hours, it's an hour up to Toowoomba and an hour back. There's two 
hours {C02). 
Sometimes 1 get caught doing different things and X is here and I've got try and rush back ... 
It would be good if you get a carer to come in for one night a week or one night a month or 
something, where X can stay at home ... and I just go out and do my thing for the night or for 
the weekend (COB). 
... there's always three of us. The costs are, when I see friends and family, friends, and even 
family, who buy vans, and go tripping around Australia, that's not us, unless there's going to 
be three of us doing it. That's something that's a cost. You can't just say, let's go away for 
two weeks. There's always three of us (C04). 
Financial: The financial costs of caring reported here vary. It includes: struggling to purchase food; 
being unable to purchase care because of the high cost; being unable to work; petrol and a vehicle; 
medication and nappies. 
... we're struggling to feed everybody every week, but probably better off yes, we do spend 
more time at home together (COB). 
... at Blue Care, and I said like 'I would be happy to meet half way' ... we'll pay half and they'll 
pay half. But I was told that it's ... 36 to 40 dollars an hour to pay a carer to go to Blue Care 
to look after X ... we're trying to help ourselves and it's just, it's out of the question (C03). 
I don't even want to think about dollars, what's missing in the dollars for not being able to 
work (COB). 
You've got to get web packs. Now, most of the chemists in Warwick now do not do web 
packs ... They do it for people who want them all the time, but they do not do it for those 
that just want it occasionally .... last time I got it done, charged me $20 for a web pack for a 
week. I found the discount place, they only charged me $5 this time (C02). 
There's a lot of running around, in the car, picking him up, and taking him places, and in that 
regard, there's a fair bit of cost, and the fact that we built a little unit for him on the side of 
the house. That was a huge cost (C04). 
···just something to help me out with the cost of running my car ... makes it really hard 
when you're on this little amount of money, rent takes that much so I'm left with this much 
and I've still got to buy food I've st1·11 t t · ' · · 
car or don't eat (C06). 
, go o pay my car ... Its e1ther have Insurance on the 
···they subsidis~ nappies ···they only subsidise, they don't give you a whole lot, there's a six 
week break until you get the next lot. So you got to buy the pull-ups for six weeks .... So I 
bought two cartons. I think they were about 90 dollars each {C03). 
The medications the vehicle w ' 1 · . ' · e reP annmg to get another vehicle. For X to be transported 
around we st1ll rely on a taxi b t h 1·d . . 
h . . . . · ··· u 0 1 ays 1s a b1g concern too, trying to find a unit which 
as d1sab1ltty handra1ls, showers, toilets (COl). 
3.2.5 Services and Carers 
3.2.5.1 Services used by Carers for themselves 
The data for this question is drawn from the interviews with Carers and with Key informants. Carers 
were asked 'What services do you currently access for yourself?'. The results indicate that they 
access very few for themselves; the only service mentioned is Blue Care, for respite. Responses to 
this question are reflected in the following comments: 
Occasionally X goes to Blue Care overnight, probably once every couple of months ... there's 
nothing else .... I don't get any service (C03). 
No because I didn't know they existed (C06). 
No, we sort of muddle through the best we can ... and talk to some other parents from time 
to time and I still keep in contact with my friends down in Brisbane that have other kids, a 
group of us started at the same school as teacher aides at the same time and we all had kids 
with ASD (COB) . 
Don't really feel! need it, I mean I've sort of coped all these years, of course I'm pretty easy 
going so things don't tend to put me in a flap or worry me too much, I suppose I've just got 
used to coping (COS) . 
Key informants were asked 'What services are currently available to specifically support Carers in 
their role?'. Services mentioned are listed alphabetically: 
• Blue Care for skills for independent living 
• Community Options, Blue Care and Disability Services for respite; perhaps specialised 
transport from Community Options 
• Carer Respite Service which is reported to be ceasing mid 2012- which currently 
provides transport and cash contribution towards the cost of overnight respite 
• Carers Queensland operate a Local Carers group that meets monthly with guest speaker 
provided and lunches; respite program for older parent carers; Friend's Care mentoring 
program for Carers; free counselling 
• Parent to Parent, a support service for parents of people with a disability (Toowoomba) 
• Public Trust for financial situations; Guardianship Tribunal 
3.2.5.2 Service gaps for Carers 
When Key informants were asked 'What do you think are the gaps in services for Carers in the 
Warwick district?', most comments were made about the need for: more respite and supported 
accommodation to give Carers a break; Post school services/Skills for independent living to both give 
Carers respite and to provide young adults with constructive activities; and a central point for 
information about services. Transport is also mentioned. 
Service gaps for Carers: 
• Respite 
• Supported accommodation 
• Post school services/Skills for independent living 
• Central point for information about services 
• Transport 
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Central point for information about disability services The importance of having access to relevant 
information is raised . 
... there's not always that information out there, especia lly revolv ing around payments ... 
Centrelink is not always forthcoming ... you almost have to know the system to be able to 
access it ... They will tell you if you ask, but you've got to know what questions to ask ... 
wasn't aware of mobility allowance ... the family just wasn' t aware of it at all, even though 
their son was on the disability support pension, it's someth ing they'd never been told that 
was available .... or the taxi subsidy scheme ... entitles them to a half fare .. . So the 
information isn't out there all the time (KI01) . 
What's missing is a central point- a portal, a one-stop shop- that says "Oh, you're in the 
Warwick area and you have a child with special needs"- those special needs might be 
hearing impaired, visual impaired, in a wheelchair, whatever- "You need to know this 
phone number because that deals with this service, you need to know that phone number ... 
Oh, you have a child who has Asperger's system? Right, the phone number for the local 
Asperger's person is this and there we are. Oh, you're dealing with dementia? Right . 
Alzheimer's? Right, the Alzheimer's Awareness Association's phone number is- here it is 
there" ... . One of the things that need to be done is to draw together ... a central repository 
of contact details for service providers and related organisations within this area ... . that the 
communities page, the Southern Downs Council, should be where people begin to look 
(KI02) . 
A lady rang me .. . she is the secretary of the Alzheimer's Society of Warwick and they get no 
help through anybody .... They get no support- formal or informal, they get nothing from 
disability services, they probably don't even know that they can apply, they didn't know of 
the existence of Carers Queensland ... How would they know? No-one tells them so they're 
just assuming- like a lot of country folk- that you just tighten the belt a notch or two and 
knuckle down and get on with it (KI02) . 
... a resource centre where they can go and get access to the information that they need, 
when they need it. That's one of the biggest issues ... but they don't know what they don't 
know, so if you're a Carer and you had one of these community centres in your town that 
might be some place that you go to find out .... carers don't have access to internet to be 
able to do the research ... so the community centres often offer, like a computer there so 
that you can come in a do the research, or show them ... So there's a lot of just basic stuff 
that carers need access to, so that's access to information and support when they need it, in 
a timely manner, is probably one of things I think is most lacking in the Warwick area (KI04) . 
Transport This comment on transport indicates that this is an issue that has the potential to be 
resolved, because suitable transport currently exists. 
Transport. Most people as they age, aren't able to carry or move people and when you've 
got a charge who has some mobility issue, this becomes very difficult for you. How do you 
organise to get these sorts of things done? All of the service organisations provide mobility 
issues for aged people- you'll see the buses everywhere. Some of those have got turn and 
lifters in them; the cab has a turn and lifter in it; they've got specialised bits and pieces that 
address all these issues (KI02) . 
Key informants reported gaps in services for Carers and people with a disability. They indicated there 
are gaps that would provide Carers with much needed respite- in the form of more respite services 
and supported accommodation -and for people with a disability, ways to productively use their 
t ime and at the same t ime provide respite for their Carers -with post school options and teaching 
skills for independent living. Transport was also mentioned as a service gap. 
3.2.5.3 The impact of service gaps on Carers 
Key informants were asked 'What impact do you think these service gaps have on people with a 
disability and/or their Carers?' In this section of the report, material on Carers only is presented. The 
comments about service gap impacts on people with a disability are at Section 6. The impacts 
perceived by Key informants are: financial, emotional and transport burden; lack of time-out; and 
related to this, social isolation. 




• Lack of time-out 
• Social isolation 
Financial, emotional and travel burden: These are the impacts grouped together, so could be 
considered the key impacts. Without adequate services/support these are the areas where Carers 
are called upon. 
Financial burden ... if one of our supported employees is earning $50.00 a week and their 
taxi fares are costing then $60.00, then someone's got to make up the shortfall .... if they've 
got school aged children and it's trying to get everyone where they want to be by 8.30am, 
because we start at 8.30am, ... then they've got ... pick them up in the afternoon ... . Some of 
our parents live out of town, so it's coming in and out of town to pick up their son or 
daug~ter .... if they don't have transport, what if the mum or dad doesn't drive, or they' re 
too s1ck, or 1t costs too much to run a car .. . the financial burden is always a bit of an 
emotional burden as well isn't ·,t h · t b f " · · . ··· avmg o worry a out mances ... 1f they' re only earn1ng 
$50.00, forkmg out. $60 .~0 on transport, how are they saving for their future, who is going to 
take care ofthem fmanc1ally in the future .. . (KIOl) . 
1 
think we ha~e an increased depression .. . when they can't get the services they need to 
look after their loved one. Increased depression, anxiety, stress and therefore and financial 
~tress as. well ··· having to travel to get the services that they need to sometim,es or even 
Just gettmg them in their own commun·t s f. · 
1 
' 
h . . 
1 y. o manc1a stress ... plus the emotional strain, 
t e anxiety, the depress1on most of th d · · 
h . . ' e epress1on and anx1ety, ten times higher in carers 
t an tn any other group m our society, did you know that? (KI04) . 
Lack of time-out and social isolation · B th f th · . 
· 
0 o ese 1tems remforce the constancy of being a Carer. 
··· it gives them time to have a bre th ·t . 
gives them time to catch u a er~ 1 gives them time to go and have their hair done, 
having to worry about h p onha .few thtngs that they want to do- for themselves- without 
w ere t e1r charges are ... (KI02). 
Isolation is the biggest thing 1 believe a d . 
are bound to the house 
0 
t th . h:· · n the same applies to the parents. If the parents 
, r o e1r c lid, then they're not h · 
1 
• . 
then you are socially isolated (KI03). avmg a norma lifestyle e1ther ... 
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Well basically they don' t retain the skills that they need, they don't really learn the skills that 
they need to ... life skills ... in the end too it isolates them from the community. It isolates 
the person with the disability and their family from the community. They' re not really feeling 
included, they don't have access to jobs and that sort of stuff that normal people do and 
therefore it effects their self esteem, their self confidence ... The impact I think in the longer 
term will be that these people will become more isolated and less respected and less 
needed in the commun ity and my great theory is that we' ll go back to the old days of 
institutionalisation and those sorts of things, and parents are only given that choice . If I had 
a dollar for every parent that I know who was told just leave them in the hospital and walk 
away I think I' d be a wealthy lady these days (KI04) . 
3.3 Carer anxiety and depression scores 
The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) is a self-report survey initially developed to assess 
anxiety and depression in a clinical setting (Zigmond & Snaith, 1983) . However it is now widely used 
in a variety of health settings as well as for normal populations in many countries . The two subscales 
have been shown to be reliable and valid measures ofthe presence and severity of anxiety (HADS-A) 
and depression (HADS-D) (Bjelland, Dahl, Haug, & Neckelmann, 2002) as well as providing an overall 
measure of psychological distress (HADS-T) (Pallant & Tennant, 2007) . The instrument consists of 14 
items, evenly divided between the two subscales. Each item has four response options 
corresponding to varying degrees of distress or anxiety. An example of the depression items is I can 
laugh and see the funny side of things; with the response options: As much as I always could; Not 
quite so much now; Definitely not so much now; Not at all. The instrument provides cut off scores 
for anxiety, depression (both 10) (Herrmann, 1997), and psychological distress (12)(Pallant & 
Tennant, 2007), although other cut-offs are used (Herrmann, 1997). The Hospital Anxiety and 
Depression Scale was used to measure psychological distress in both carers and persons with a 
disability. 
Anxiety 
The mean Anxiety score for the Carer sample is 8.14. A score of above 10 is considered to be an 
'abnormal' level of anxiety (Herrmann, 1997). In the Carer sample 28.0% (n=14) scored an 
'abnormal' level of anxiety. 
Depression 
The mean Depression score for the Carer sample is 6.44. As with the Anxiety scale a score above 10 
is considered to be 'abnormal' depression . In the Carer sample 16.8% (n=8) scored an 'abnormal' 
level of depression. 
Psychological distress 
When the Anxiety and Depression scales are combined, this gives a Psychological distress score, with 
a cut-off of 12 (Pallant & Tennant, 2007); the mean for the Carer sample is 14.17. In the Carer 
sample 62.5% (n=30) scored 'abnormal' psychological distress. 
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4. Results- Person with a disability 
A total of 26 quest1onna1res w . . . . . · ere returned by people with a disability and all qualified for inclusion 
in the study. Of these 69.6% received assistance m completmg the questionnaire. 
4.1 The two 'person with a disability' groups 
There is data on two groups of people with a disability: 
1) Those who are reported on by the Carers; and 
2) Those with a disability who provide their own responses. 
Sections labelled 'Carer responses' provide information reported by the Carers, on the person with a 
disability they care for. Correspondingly, the sections labelled 'Person with a disabil ity self-report' 
provide information that comes directly from the person with the disability. 
Based on the Consent forms it appears that there is a small overlap between the two person with a 
disability samples- a total of five respondents appear to be both reported on by a Carer and to have 
provided a self-report. As the provision of contact details was optional it is possible that there is 
greater overlap than this. 
Despite this overlap the data depicts two samples that have clear differences. The results for both 
samples are reported together in order to highlight the differences and similarities, and to provide a 
comprehensive view of what the needs are of people with a disability in the Warwick District, from this study. 
Carers' responses 
Respondents were asked to provide some details about the person/people with a disability who they 
cared for. They were asked to give the postcode for the area where the person/people with a 
disability resided. Most (83.9%; n=47) of the persons with a disability resided in a 4370 postcode 
area (covers Warwick and Maryvale). Four percent (3.6%) lived in the 4373 area (Killarney) and 3.6% 
in the 4362 area (AIIora, Deuchar, Goomburra and Mount Morgan) (both n = 2), with the remainder 
living in 4305 and 4350 areas (all n=1}, and some unspecified. This indicates that some of the people 
with a disability lived in a different postcode area to their Carer. Interview data indicate that some 
children lived elsewhere because no suitable accommodation was available locally. 
Person with a disability self-report 
As with the Carer questionnaire people with a disability were asked to give their postcode. Of the 26 
people who completed the questionnaire, 88.5% (n=23) live in the 4370 postcode area (covers 
Warwick and Maryvale); 7.7% (n=2) in the 4362 postcode area (AIIora, Deuchar, Goomburra and 
Mount Morgan) and one person in the 4373 (Killarney) postcode area. 
4.2 Relationship between Carer and person with a disability 
Respondents were asked to select from a list. their relationship with the person they cared for/their 
relationship with their Primary care provider. 
Carer's responses 
M~st Carers (78.6%; ,n=45) are parents, 12.0% (no7) are a partner/spouse, 5.0% (no3) a sibling, 3.6% 
(n-2) an unspec1f1ed Other' relat1ve, and one Carer is a friend (Figure 1). 
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Parent 77.6 % 
J I ! 
Spouse/partner 12.1% 
Sibling 5.2% 
Other relative 3.4% 
Friend 1.7% ---
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Figure 1: Carer responses- who they care for. Carers reported multiple relationships due to 
b do not add to 100% because some Note: Num ers 
caring for more than one person. 
Person with a disability self-report . f . their relationship with the Primary care 
d 1 t from a list o Items, . d 
Respondents were aske to se ec . . . . ther . A spouse was the most frequently mentlone. 
Provider (Child; Sibling; Other relative, Fnend, 0 ) .f . d 'Other' relative both at 19.0% (n=4) . This 
primary carer (23 .8%; n=S WI n ( _
3
) f !lowed by a Friend as Carer (9.5%; n=2 , WI 
) ·th E deavour and unspec1 1e ) 'th 
'O h id' Carer at 14.3% n- ' 0 
was followed by t er pa T d 'Other' as carer (5 .0%; n=1) (Figure 2). each of a Sibl ing, Child and unspecl le 
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Figure 2: Person w1th a d1sa I I respo rted multiple relationships due to 
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caring for more than one person. 
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the Carer sample, only 12.1% are spousal car~rs: ~nother difference lies with the self- report 
disability sample listing paid Carers, but also one child Carer. 
4.3 Age and sex of the person with a disability 
k d 
· the year of birth of the person/people with a disability they cared 
Respondents were as e to g1ve 
for, and the sex. The year of birth was converted to an age. 
Carer's responses 
The average age of the person with a disability being cared for is 31 years, and ranges from 1 year to 
79 years; with 22.9% (n=16} being children; and 57.1% males. 
Person with a disability self-report 
The average age of the person with a disability self-report is 53 years, ranging from 23 to 80 years. 
With only two respondents in their twenties, two in their thirties, and tW0
0 
o~er 6_0 years, the 
majority are between 40 and 60 years. Fifty-seven percent of respondents (57.7%} In th1s sample are 
females. 
Therefore the Carer sample of people with a disability is on average younger (31 years) than the 
disability self-report sample (53 years). The sex breakdown also contrasts. Almost two-thirds of the 
Carer sample of people with a disability is male, while almost the same percentage are female in the 
person with a disability self-report sample. 
4.4 Number of and types of disability 
Sixty-three percent (63.2%; n=36}) of those reported on by Carers have more than one disability and 
SO% of the self-report sample do. This count includes Primary and non-primary disabilities. 
4.4.1 Primary disability 
Respondents were asked to select one primary disability from an eleven item list of types of 
disability labelled 'Primary disability group'. The identical list was in the Carer and Person with a 
disability questionnaire. Items are: Intellectual; Spceific learning/ADD (other than intellectual); 
Autism-including Aspergers' Syndrome; Physical; Acquired Brain Injury; Neurological - including 
Epilepsy and Alzheimer's Disease. 
Carer's responses 
The most common primary disability in the group of people Carers reported on, is intellectual 
(46.7%; n=28); next most frequent is Autism (18.3%; n=11). This is followed by: Acquired Brain Injury 
(ABI)(10.0%; n=6); Physical (8.3%; n=S); Neurological (5.0%; n=3), Psychiatric (3.3%; n=2} and one 
person each had as their primary disability: DeafBiind; Vision; Hearing; Speech; and Developmental 










0 Developmental delay 
Figure 3: Primary disability- Carer's responses. 
Person with a disability self-report 
The most frequently mentioned primary disability reported was intellectual (38.5%; n=10), followed 
by physical (26.9%; n=l), then the same percentage reported neurological and psychiatric disabilities 
as their primary disability {7 .7%; n=2); and one person each reported ABI, Specific learning/ADD, 
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Figure 4: Primary disability- Person with a disability self-report 
While for both samples the predominant primary disability reported is intellectual, the rank order 
changes for the self-report sample. However the samples do share four of the top five primary 
disabilities: Intellectual, ABI, Physical and Neurological. The absence of Autism in the self-report 
sample may reflect the inability of this group to communicate at the level required to respond to a 
questionnaire. 
4.4.2 on primary disabiJities 
Respondents were asked to select from an eleven item list of types of disability labelled 'Other 
significant disability', any or all other disabilities. The identical list was in the Carer and Person with a 
disability questionnaires. The items in this list are identical to those in the primary disability list. 
Carer's responses 
In the sample reported on by Carers, the most frequently mentioned non-primary disabilities are: 
Speech (16.5%; n=16); Physical 14.4%; Neurological 14.4%; and Intellectual 13.4%. Fewer than ten 
percent are reported to have Autism, Learning/ADD, Hearing, Psychiatric, ABI, DeafBiind and 
Development delay. In totalll non-primary but significant disabilities are reported (Figure 5). 
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figure 5: Non-primary disability -Carer rep rt· p f · · · . . . o . ercentage o persons mdtcatmg non-primary 
dtsab1hty. 
Person with a disability self-report 
While 85% reported one p· rimary d' bTty h · 
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1 1 t ere ts a range of non-primary disabilities. Those most 
o en mentJoned are· Speech (20 7%)· v· · ( 
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Figure 6: Non-primary disability- Person with a disability self-report: Percentage of persons 
indicating non-primary disability. 
4.5 How most time occupied 
Carers were asked 'How does the person with the disability occupy most of his/her time' and asked 
to selected one box from a list of items (Attends secondary school; Employed part time; Employed 
casually; At home; Other}. The person with a disability questionnaire item was asked 'How do you 
occupy most of your time?' and asked to select one item from a list (Employed part time; Employed 
casually; At home; and Other). 
Carer's response 
Just over half (50.7%; n=35) reportedly occupy most of their time at home; 18.8% (n=13) attend 
school (10.1%, n=7-Primary; 8.7%, n=6 Secondary); 10.1% (n=7) are employed (7.2%, n=S part time; 
2.9%, 2 fulltime); 7.2% (n=S} spend most time at Blue Care; and 13.0% reported 'Other' unspecified 
activities (Figure 7). 
•At home 
• Attend secondary school 
Ill Primary School 
• Employed part time 
Ill Full time employment 
Bluecare 
OOther 
Figure 7: How the person with a disability spends most of their time -Carer's responses. 
Person with a disability self-report 
More than half (53.8%; n=14) of the respondents in the person with a disability sample report 
occupying most of their time at home, 26.9% report being employed (n=7)(15.4%, n=4 full time; 
11.5%, n=3 part time) and the remaining 19% doing 'Other' unspecified activities (Figure 8) . 
• Employed part time 
•At home 
D Other 
• Employed Full time 
Figure 8: How the person with a disability spends most of their time- Person with a disability 
self-report. 
4.6 Receipt of paid assistance; income; and accommodation costs 
Carer's responses 
Carers were asked 'Does the person with the disability receive assistance from any paid services?' 
(yes/no); 'Do you receive any financial assistance from the government for caring for this 
person/people?' (yes/no); 'What is your primary means of income support?' and asked to select 
fro~ a list (Full time employment; Part time employment; Supported by spouse; Supported by other 





57.8% of the persons with a disability receive assistance from a paid service 
23.1% pay more than a quarter of their income on accommodation 
Centrelink is the primary means of income support for 84.1% of those cared for 
9.5% are supported primarily by family members, and 4.8% by DSO/Other disability income 
Person with a disability self-report 
People with a disability were asked 'D · · 
'Wh . . 0 you rece1ve ass1stance from any paid services (yes/no); 
at IS your pnm_ary means of income support?' and asked to select from a list (Full time 
employment- Part t1me employment· s rt d b 
Centrelink; ~SO/Other d. bT . ' u:po e' Y spouse; Supported by other family member; 
d . , lsa 1 lty, Other), and Do you pay more than 25% of your income for 




Alm~st half (47.6%) of this sample receive assistance from paid services 
44.0% pay more than a quarter of their income on accommodation 
For 80.8% of the sample Centre link is th · · 
th . . ' e1r pnmary source of income. For one person each, e pnmary source of mcome is· full r 
1 
. 
member· DSO/Other d' b'l't · d lme emp oyment; part t1me employment; by a family 
' 1sa 1 1 y; an Other. 
Table 1: Carer and Person with a disability self-report on financial assistance and accommodation 
costs. 
Receives assistance from a paid service 
Receives assistance from a paid service 
Pays more than 25% of income on accommodation 











With fewer than two-thirds of the disability sample reported on by Carers receiving paid services it 
would appear that the majority of the caring required is provided by the Primary Carer. This 
contrasts with less than half of the disability self-report sample indicating they receive paid care . 
This is consistent with the youth of the Carer sample, with approximately one-quarter being less 
than 18 years of age. 
Approximately double the percentage of the disability self-report sample pay more than one-quarter 
of their income on accommodation costs, when compared to the sample reported on by Carers. This 
is consistent with the younger age in the latter sample. Public housing rent is calculated to that not 
more than 25% of household income is paid on rent, so this result raised the question of the 
availability of public housing in the Warwick district. 
More than three-quarters of both disability samples receive most income from Centrelink. For the 
older, more independent disability sample, with almost one-half (44%) paying more than a quarter 
of their income on accommodation, this implies that their disposable income would be limited. 
4. 7 Level of support required by the person with a disability 
Respondents were asked to indicated the level of support required for the person they cared for- or 
for the person with the disability, what their needs for support are through the question 'How often 
do you need personal help or supervision with activities or participation in the following areas?'. 
Nine domains were listed (Self-care; mobility; communication; interpersonal interactions and 
relationships; learning, applying knowledge and general tasks and demands; education; community 
(civic) and economic life; domestic life; working) and a Likert-like scale for each domain (1=Unable to 
do or always needs help/supervision in this life area; 2=Sometimes needs help/supervision in this life 
area; 3=Does not need help/supervision in this life area but uses aids or equipment; S=Not 
applicable) to indicate for each domain the level of support required. In addition to this question in 
both questionnaires, only the people with a disability were asked 'Do you require the assistance of a 
care giver- more than two-thirds (69%; n=18) answered 'yes'. 
Carer's responses and Person with a disability self-reports compared 
The responses to these questions are summarised in Table 2 and Figure 9 (detailed results are in 
Appendix 8). Because the purpose of this report is to identify the needs of people with a disability, it 
is the support requirements that are the focus of this section. The responses and the comparisons 
show: 
• the people with a disability being reported on by Carers require a higher level of support than 
the disability sample who self-report 
• the type of care that Carers provide or arrange for the provision of 
• the diversity of care required by people with a disability 
• that while the types of support for the two groups differ, there are similarities 
More than half of both groups require support for domestic life and learning, applying knowled 
and general tasks. These are fundamental requirements, so a lack of provision of support in the;e 
areas would have a significant impact. e 
Half or more in both groups require support with working and interpersonal interactions a d 
relationships. Ten percen_t of ~he group r~ported on (10.1%) and 26.9% of the self-report gro:p 
work. Interpersonal relat1onsh1ps are an 1mportant component of continued working life. Wh"l 
Centrelink is the primary source of income for the people with a disability in both groups '.de 
I · , pa1 emp oyment prov1des not only income but is also known to provide a measure of self-esteem 
Therefore support in these two areas is important for the longer term benefits that can result. · 
While more than three-quarters of those reported on by Carers required support for education 
1 
one-quarter of the disability sample do. However this is largely a reflection of the different a~e~:~ 
the people concerned -the youngest person with a disability to respond is 23 years. 
In three of the four domains the least amount of support required is the same for both . 
mobil"ty · · d groups . 
. ' , commu~1cat1on an self-care. However for the group reported on, almost two-thirds 
~eqUJre supp~rt With se!f-care, while only one-third of the self-report sample does so. Like domestic 
life an_d learnmg, applymg knowledge and general tasks, self-care is fundamental to everyda l"f 
and Without support in this area, the challenges would no doubt be insurmountable. Y 1 e, 
Table 2: Com~arison between Carer-reported and person with a disability self-reported levels of 
support requ1red for the person with a disability 
Carer's responses 
Approximately three-quarters of those being 
cared for require support for: 
Person with a disability self-report 
- Learning, applying knowledge & general tasks 
-Community and economic life 
- Domestic life 
-Education 
Approximately two-thirds of those being cared 
for require support for: 
-Working 
- Interpersonal interactions and relationships 
-Self-care 
Approximately half of those being cared for 




Approximately two-thirds require support for: 
- Domestic life 
-Learning, applying knowledge & general tasks 
Approximately half require support for: 
-Working 
-Interpersonal interactions and relationships 
Approxim~tely one-third require support with: 
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Figure 9: Level of support required -Carer's responses and Person with a disability self-report. 
While only half of the group reported on required support with mobility and one-quarter of the self-
report group did so; without this support, the person with the disability would be unable to conduct 
their everyday life . 
Similar percentages in both groups require support with communication . While Carers become 
adept at communicating with the person they care for, without the ability to communicate 
effectively on their own, people living more independently may be unable to have their needs met. 
Apart from education, the greatest difference in the needs of the two groups is with community and 
economic life. Approximately three-quarters of those cared for require support here, and by 
comparison, only one-third of the disability sample do . 
Again this shows that the disability sample is more independent than the group reported on, and the 
differences reflect more than the different age groups. However half or more in both sample require 
support in at least four ofthe nine domains; half or more the sample being cared for require support 
in all nine domains. 
4.8 Person with a disability Anxiety and Depression scores 
Anxiety 
The mean Anxiety score for the Person with a disability sample is 7.67. A score of above 10 is 
considered to be an 'abnormal' level of anxiety (Herrmann, 1997). In the Person with a disability 
sample 25.0% (n=6) scored an 'abnormal' level of anxiety. 
Depression 
The mean Depression score for the Person with a disability sample is 6.88. As with the Anxiety scale 
a score above 10 is considered to be 'abnormal' depression (Herrmann, 1997). In the Person with a 
disability sample 20.8% (n=5) scored an 'abnormal' level of depression. 
When the Anxiety and Depression scales are combined, this gives a Psychological distress score, with 
a cut-off 12 (Pallant & Tennant, 2007); the mean for the Person with a disability sample is 14.54. In 
the Person with a disability sample 66.6% (n=16) scored 'abnormal' psychological distress. 
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s. Results - Services for people with a disability: survey 
results 
This section reports on services for people with a disability investigated by the survey. 
5.1 Accommodation/Living arrangements 
It is because accommodation is so fundamental that considerable effort was expended in 
understanding the needs of people with a disability in this respect, through asking a range of 
questions. While accommodation is not in itself a 'service', frequently a particular type of 
accommodation or living arrangement is ideal or required for people with a disability. So it is in this 
sense considered a service in this context. 
5.1.1 Accommodation best suited to the person with a disability 
Respondents were provided with a list of possible accommodation options and asked to select the 
option considered to 'best suit' the person with the disability. Carers were asked 'What type of 
accommodation do you think would best suit the needs of the person you care for?' (Large 
residential- accommodating more than 20 people; Small residential7-20 people; House/unit -living 
alone or sharing with other people with appropriate amounts of support; Village style - several 
people in unit accommodation in a supported village style environment which provides various 
facilities eg social, recreational; Other) . People with a disability were asked 'What type of 
accommodation do you think would best suit your needs?', with the same answer options. 
Carer's responses and Person with a disability self-report responses compared 
The most frequently mentioned accommodation type, as 'best suited', for both groups is a 
house/unit, either alone or shared (Carer's response 38.5%; n=26; Person with a disability sample 
43.5%; n=10) (Figure 10). For the Carer's this was followed by Village style supported 
accommodation (7-12 people)(21.7%; n=S), but the people with a disability who self-reported 
nominated Small residential (7-20 people) as their second preference (20.0%; n=12). The third most 
frequently selected 'best suited' type of accommodation for the Carer's response is Village style 
accommodation (13.0%; n=12) and for the Person with a disability self-report it is Small residential 
(7-20 people)(15.0%; n=3). Neither the Carers nor the people with a disability selected Large 
residential (>20people). While 21.7% of the Carers selected the 'Other' category, the qualitative 
comments indicated there was a preference for a 'home-like' environment, with Carers referring to 
accom~~dation in 'their' home, or for the person with the disability have their own home (see Box 
1). A s1m1lar percentage of the self-report disability sample also selected 'Other' and most open-
ended comments suggested the same. 
d t ·on is 'best suited' to the person with the disability: 'Other' category-Box 1: Type of accommo a • 
Carer's responses and Person with a disability self-report. 
carer's responses 
With family (C04}. 
Not at the moment he is with family (C11}! 
0 h e because they all live together with me now ... (C32). wn om ... 
In their own home with some support (C39}. 
own home (C16}. 
Person with a disability self-report 
Already in his own home (PWD22}. 
Live by myself (PWD07}. 
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Figure 10: Accommodation best suited to the person with a disability- Carer's responses and 
Person with a disability self-report. 
k d t o ide in open-ended format the To better understand these choices respondents were as e o pr v . . . 
reasons for this choice. The reasons that Carers gave for choosing the house~umt o~tlo~.vaned (Box 
2}. Four comments referred to this suiting the personality of the person With a .d•sab_Jiity. an~ two 
referred to this being safe. The people with a disability who chose the house/unit option Indicated 
· t "th two comments about each. Other that family pets and the company of others were 1mportan , WI 
' . · f b · nd people of a comments related to: this being the size of a family umt; the Importance o emg arou 
similar age; and being independent. 




Sensitive to noise and others. Less people to bother (C18). 
She doesn't like too many people around (ClO). 
This would best suit his personality (C26). Very private person (C57). 
Safe 
~ould allow for him to receive the care & attention he would need to be safe & happy (C40). 
This would enable him to have a safe place whilst giving him the confidence he needs (C45). 
Person with a disability self-report 
Family 
At home with family (PWD04). I live with my mum (PWDOS). 
Pets 
You can have a pet bird {PWD06). Most places don't like pets (PWD06). 
Company 
Will be in a relationship (PWD16). 
Then I wouldn't have to be lonely because I had no money to go anywhere and 1 wouldn't be 
imprisoned in a nursing home waiting to die (PWD04). 
The reasons that Carers gave for believing that a Small residential (7-20) would be best suited varied 
(Box 3). Two comments indicated that the size/number of people was important; one comment was 
about the balance between independence and support and another because of the social nature of 
the person with the disability. The only reason given by a person with a disability for this choice 
related to the number of people and social aspect: 'More social with less people small groups to talk 
to' (PWD08). ' 
Box 3: Why respondents who selected the Small residential thought this 'best suited' the person 
with the disability. 
Carer's responses 
Size 
Small numbers with nursing carers (CSS). 
X is very demanding and bossy at times so I think smaller numbers is better (COl). 
Other 
Because he gets on with groups of people (C30). 
Independent with support (ClS). 
Why Carers thought a Village tyl f · 
. 1 . s e 
0 accommodatron would be 'best suited' was largely for the 
socra aspects thrs style of acco d f ff . 
1 f ~mo a ron ° ers wrth four comments regarding this (Box 4). The on Y comment rom a person wrth a disablt I 
from Carers related to sup t· h 
1 1 
Y wa~ a so about the social aspects. Three comments 
por, one c ose because rt was 'modern'. 




She is very sociable and loves outings (C27). 
Greater scope for involvement in community (C24). 
Because I want her to interact with other people (C14). 
He likes to have friends around, going out {COG). 
Support 
1 would like to see accommodation for people of similar ages available with proper support and 
recreational opportunities available {C29). 
Village style sound nice- if there was enough support (C59). 
It would seem more natural and able to support an individual's needs best (C23). 
Persons with a disability self-report 
I enjoy social activities ... (PWDlS). 
5.1.2 Current accommodation- of the person with the disability 
Respondents were asked to select from a list where the person with a disability usually lives. They 
were asked 'Where does the person with a disability usually live?' (Private residence; Domestic-scale 
supported living; Supported accommodation facility; Boarding house/private hotel; Independent 
living unit within a retirement village; Residential aged care facility; Psychiatric/mental health 
community care facility; Hospital; Other) . 
Carer's responses 
Over three-quarters (86.6%; n=58) of the persons with a disability reported on by Carers, not 
surprisingly, live in private accommodation; 4.5% (n=3) live in a supported accommodation facility 
and the same number are living in a hospital. Three percent (n=2) live in unspecified arrangements 
and one person lives in a residential aged care facility (Figure 11). 
• Private residence 




• Residential aged care facility 
Figure 11: Type of accommodation the person with a disability currently lives in - Carer's 
responses. 
Persons with a disability self-report 
People with a disability were asked 'Where do you usually live?', with the same answer options as 
for Carers. Approximately two-thirds (65.4%; n=17) of these respondents report living in a private 
residence, and approximately one-quarter (26.9%; n=7) live in a supported accommodation facility. 





Independent living unit within a 
retirement village 
• Supported acommodation 
facility 
• Pnvate residence 
Figure 12: Type of accommodation the person with a disability currently lives in- Person with a 
disability self-report. 
5.!.3 Current accommodation - who the person with the disability lives 
With 
Ques~ion~~ire_ respondents were asked to select from a list of three items, whether the person with 
the d1sab11ity lived alone or with others. 
Carer's responses and people with a disability responses compared 
Carers were asked 'Does the pe 'th th d' · · 
1 
. . . . . rson WI e 1sab!llty usually live alone or with others?' (Lives 
alone, Live~ With family; Lives with other). People with a disability were asked 'Do you usually live 
a one or With others'?' with the · 






9%, n-58) reported that the person with the disability lived with family This is also 
w ere e argest group ofth d. bl · 
( _6) f e lsa 
1 lty sample who self-report are living (40.0%· n=10). Only 9.1% 
n- o those reported on by Carers live with th b . ' .. 
self-report live w·1th othe Th 
0 
ers ut 28 -0% (n=7) of the d1sab1hty sample who 
rs. ree percent (n-2) of th th c 
one-third (n=8) of the dl·sab·l·t 1 - ose e arers report on live alone but almost 1 I Y samp e who setf-re'port d Th 
the disability sample who s If rt . . 0 50 · e greater level of independence of 
e -repo IS apparent In Wh th f' · 
spread between the three styles f r . h h 0 ey rve With. They are far more evenly 
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Figure 13: Who the person with the disability usually lives with - Carer's responses and Person 
with a disability self-report. 
5.1.4 How long the person with the disability has lived in this 
accommodation 
Respondents were asked to indicate how long the person with the disability has lived in 'this 
accommodation', in years. in the group reported on by Carers, this averaged 18.3 years, ranging 
from 1 to 50 years. By comparison the average for the disability sample is 15.8 years, but the range is 
the same. Half of those who Carers reported on have been in the current accommodation for 20 
years or longer; one-quarter (n=14) for less than seven years and 8.0% (n=5) for just one year. In the 
disability sample, one-half (n=12) have lived in this accommodation for 10 years or longer; less than 
one-quarter (18.2% n=4) for three years and 13.6% (n=3) for just one year. So for both groups there 
is great diversity for the length of time lived in their current accommodation. 
5.1.5 Suitability of current accommodation 
An item about the suitability of current accommodation was asked, with the answer options on a 5 
point Likert-like scale (5=Very suitable; 1=Very unsuitable). 
Carer's response 
Carers were asked 'How suitable is this accommodation for this person?' Almost half of the Carers 
(45.5%; n=25) reported they thought this accommodation was 'Very suitable'. Almost the same 
percentage (43.6%; n-24) thought it was 'Suitable'. Six percent (5.5%) were 'not sure'; 3.6% indicated 
it was 'Unsuitable' and 1.8%, 'Very unsuitable'. Therefore almost 90% of Carers indicated that they 














Figure 14: How suitable is this accommodation -Carer's response and Person with a disability self-
report. 
Respondents were asked to provide reasons for this answer, in open-ended format. Of those who 
indicated that they thought the current accommodation was 'Very suitable', nine of the fourteen 
comments indicated that it was because they lived with their family; for several of these the Carer 
indicated that it was because of the child's young age; three comments indicated that the suitability 
of the physical layout of the house was why they chose this response; two comments indicated that 
the location made it 'Very suitable' (Box 5) . 
Box 5: Why Carer's thought the current accommodation was 'Very suitable'. 
Carers responses 
With family 
He is happy, enjoys life with family (Cll). 
Family is best! 13 years of age (C35). 
Likes to be with me ... (C57). 
It's our culture to look after our own (C14). 
House layout 
He's able to get up and down the steps very well (C30). 
Small and easy to clean and maintain (COS). 
Location 
Close to hospital and shops (C12). 
Of the 19 comments explaining why Ca h · d' , . , rers w o m 1cated that the current accommodation was 
Su1table , the most frequent reasons given were that the need for a chan · d t. d ge 1n accommo a 1on was 
~xd~ectted,thand t~e accommodation is suitable (4 comments each); followed by comments that 
m 1ca e e ratmg was given be th · 
d b h 
. cause e person was bemg cared for by family because of stress, 
an a out t e des1re for more indepe d t/l'f k'll ' . . n en 'e s 1 s to be taught; (3 comments each)· and two 
comments regardmg distance (too great) s h'l ' 






e most were remarks of a positive nature, some 
Box 6: Why Carer's thought the current accommodation was 'Suitable'. 
Carers responses 
Change expected 
Suitable now but as he and we get older maybe needs other accommodation options (C23) . 
It is suitable now as carer is able to monitor progress and address any short falls. Will become less 
suitable as carers age increases and capacity decreases (C45) . 
At present we can look after him but he is deteriorating and this may change (CSS). 
Accommodation suitable 
... a well supervised, secure, staff v. Good (C54) . 
Everything she needs is there ... (C43). 
Few steps/stairs and good bathroom/shave arrangements (C07). 
With family 
Parents are able to care for her (C53) . 
As X lives at home with family she is well looked after (COl). 
Stress 
He needs constant support, supervision & interaction- more than we can afford to purchase (C40). 
He has behaviour problems & aggression (damages property, sometimes physically abusive) (C27). 
Desire for more skills to be taught 
Preparing him for more independent living and teaching living skills (C44) . 
It was her choice I feel they could be more proactive in advancing her life skills (C48). 
One reason was given why the Carer was 'Not sure' about the suitability of the accommodation -
'My son is comfortable in this living situation but it doesn't allow him to attend work/or activities 
more often because of distance. It also isn't helping him to prepare for the future' (C29) . One also 
for the accommodation being 'Unsuitable' - 'No bathtub, old, dusty and on railway line, does not 
have own room' (C51). 
Person with a disability self-report 
People with a disability were asked 'How suitable is this accommodation?' . More than a third 
(38.5%) rated it as 'Very suitable', a similar percentage (34.6%) rated it as 'suitable'; 15.4% were 'Not 
sure', 7.7% indicated 'Unsuitable' and 3.8% 'Very unsuitable' . So almost three-quarters indicated 
they found their current accommodation suitable (Figure 14). 
The only comment made relating to accommodation being 'Very suitable', when respondents were 
asked to give reasons for their choice of rating, indicated that it was because this person was living 
with 'my mum' (PWDOS). Three of the nine comments explaining the choice of 'Suitable' 
accommodation were about physical aspects of the house- two positive and one indicating that 
changes would be desirable. Two comments were about a positive capacity for independence and 
two indicating that distance was a problem. As with the Carer's responses, some of the remarks 
indicate how the current accommodation could be improved upon (Box 7). 
Box 7: Why People with a disability thought the current accommodation was 'Suitable'. 
Person with a disability self-report 
Physical aspects of house 
I need a walk-in shower, the shower at the moment has a high step into it (PWD06). 
... I designed and built this house, we love it and hope to be able to stay here (PWD01). 
Independence 
Learning to live independently and learning life skills (PWD02). 
To be more independent, negative- mum is further away (PWD03). 
Distance 
Bit far away from shops/doctor, comfortable home (PWD13). 
Distance from shops and Dr. (PWD15). 
-
Of the two . comments referring to the choice of 'Not sure' about the suitability of the 
a~commodatJon, one comment was about the neighbours, and another noting the accomm d f 
With more support may be required in the future . 
0 
a Jon 
Jh~ ~eason~ f~r cho~sing 'Unsuitable', varied: one mentioned that mental needs were not catered 
, or, m. a SJ~ila: vem another comment indicated that it was crowded, however added 
sometimes [it] IS ok to have help around' (PWD09)· the third rea . d. d that 
independent living in the community. ' son m Jcate a preference for 
In summary 
Almost 90% of Carers indicated the th h h 
disability was suitable and almost th~ee-oug ~ t e current accom~odation for the person with the 
}he qualitative data provides insights int;~h e;~i~: the people ~Jth_ a d~sability in~icated the same. 
IS lacking or problematic with the c y ccon:modatJon IS SUitable and Importantly what 
urrent accommodation In sum th I 
current accommodation suitable ·1n th C , . · mary e e ements making the e arer s v1ew are: 
• With family 
• Physical structure/layout of house 
• Proximity to desired services (e .g. shops, hospital) 
• Adequate supervision and support 
• Stress of the self-provisio f b 
n ° care ecause of high needs/difficult behaviour 
What is considered lacking by Carers is: 
• While currently suitable, will not remain so . 
carers/deterioration of condition of b~cause_of agemg of 
• Ad . person With a disability 
equate teachmg of independent living skills 
• Close p · · · 
roxJmJty to desired services/activities (e .g. work) 
• Old, dusty, and noisy 
• Lack of privacy 
Elements the peopl ·th d' . e WI a Jsability reported that d h . 
• ~h-ysical structure/layout of house rna e t e accommodation suitable: 
• IJvmg independently and learning life skills 
What is considered lacking by people with a d. . . 
• Suitability of the physical st JstabJI/Jty who self-reported is: 
rue ure layout of ho 
• Close proximity to desired services ( e g sh duse 
• Crowding · · ops, actor) 
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The most frequently mentioned elements here are proximity to desired services/activities and the 
physical structure/layout of the house. Both are mentioned as assets and problems with the current 
accommodation. Accommodation in close proximity to shops and health services is considered an 
asset is does a house that promotes ease of movement within it, with the opposites identified as 
what contributes to making the current accommodation less suitable. An element mentioned by 
both groups is the learning/teaching of independent living skills. 
5.1.6 How happy the person with the disability is, with the current 
accommodation 
Respondents were asked how the person with the disability felt about their current accommodation 
and provided with a 5 point Likert-like scale (S=Very happy; 1=Very unhappy) to answer. 
Carer's responses 
Carers were asked 'How do you as a carer think the person with the disability feels about his/her 
accommodation arrangement?' More than half (55.2%; n=37) of the Carers reported they thought 
the person w ith the disability was 'Very happy'. Just fewer than a third (29.9%; n=20) selected 
'Happy' ; 10.4% were 'Not sure'; and 4.5% indicated they thought the person with the disability was 
'Unhappy'; nil reported 'Very unhappy' . Carers therefore report that 85 .1% of the people with the 
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Figure 15: How happy the person with the disability is with the current accommodation- Carer's 
responses and Person with a disability self-report. 
In order to gain insights into why the person with the disability may be happy or otherwise with the 
current accommodation, as perceived by their Carer or directly from themselves, questionnaire 
respondents were asked to give reasons for their answer. 
When asked to give reasons for this response, of the 13 comments made by Carers regarding why 
'Very happy' was selected, three comments each were made about: the person having their own 
space; being with family; and being relaxed (Box 8). 
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New home, own bedroom and bathroom, own room to enjoy their music etc. (COS) . 
Because he can do his own thing etc. (C32). 
With family 
Our son likes being at home ... (C59). 
Likes to be with me (C57). 
Being relaxed 
H~ does not like change and as he has lived here for a long time feels quite comfortable (C17) . 
... rs more relaxed at home (C57). 
-
Th_e Ca~ers who_ indicated that the person they cared for was 'Happy', gave a range of reasons for 
thrs ratrng: Family ~as m_ention~d in two contexts (3 comments): two comments indicated that the 
person mrssed berng wrth therr family, and the other that they were with their fam·l T 
comments each were about the importance of friends, and distance (Box 9). 
1 
y. wo 




She is independent and with her friends but misses her family (C48) 
Happy enough (but wants to come home). He wants to come ho · .. 
permanently) (c49). me (we say for a vrsrt, but he thinks 
Friends 
She is happy enough but also enjoys sleep-overs with her friends at respite (C27) 
Distance 
He is happy living at home but has to rely on me f h. 
farm x kms from Warwick and h b
0
1
. r rm to attend supported work as we live on a 
ave no pu rc transport (C29). 
Of the five Carers who indicated they were 'Uns ' 
disability was, they said it was because of d"tt· I ure how happy/unhappy the person with the 
D·tt· 1 rcu ty commun· t' . 
' rcult to communicate with patient d t h' . rca rng wrth the person (Examples are: 
. ue o rs drsorder (C54)· H 
express hrmself clearly (C30)· Unabl t . ' e seems very happy - he can't 
th ' e o communrcate (C38) Th 
ought the person with the disability was 'Unha . . · e one comment indicating that they 
(C08). ppy', sard rt was because: ' ... we are all crowded ... ' 
Person with a disability self-report 
People with a disability were asked 'H d 
Fort · ow o you feel abo t 
y-srx percent (46.2%· n=12) of th 
1 
. u your accommodation arrangement?' 
th h' , e peope wrth ad ' bT . 
an a t rrd (34.6%; n=9) indicated the , rsa I rty sard they were 'Very happy' more 
and 3 8% , Y were Happy· 7 7% , ' 
. • 0 were Very unhappy. In summ 
1 
' · o were Not sure', 7.7% were 'Unhappy' 
berng happ · h h . ary a most 81% of res d . 
Y wrt t err current accommod t. ( . pan ents wrth a disability reported 
a ron Frgure 15). 
When respondents were asked to give reasons for their choice of rating in open-ended format, those 
who chose 'Very happy', indicated this was so because of family reasons (2 comments) and that they 
were contented (2 comments) (Box 10). 
Box 10: Why the person with a disability reported being 'Very happy' with the current 
accommodation. 
Person with a disability self-report 
Family 
I can tease my sister (PWD21). 
Happy because my sister and my dog are here (PWD17). 
Contented 
Positive- minimal maintenance etc. companionship- social activities, Negative- Nil (PWD11). 
Being able to have the land that we love and a house that suited our life and family; only thing is 
most our family have moved away {PWD01). 
The reasons that respondents gave for selecting 'Happy' about their current accommodation varied: 
three indicated that they are well supported; two indicated that more support was needed- respite; 
house management; one indicated that distance was an issue. So while respondents are indicating 
why they are happy with their current accommodation they are also providing reasons why it is less 
than ideal (Box 11). 
Box 11: Why the person with a disability reported being 'Happy' with the current accommodation. 
Person with a disability self-report 
Well supported 
Have good neighbours and caring friends who check on me (PWD15). 
Happy to live with husband. Good neighbours (PWD08). 
Has nice bathrooms; staff support me; people fighting (PWD20). 
Support needed 
House too large to manage like where I am (PWD07). 
Need more respite accommodation (PWD08). 
Distance 
Bit far away from shops/doctor, comfortable home (PWD13). 
The reason given for being 'Not sure', was that initially this person was happy, but 'due to changed 
circumstances now unhappy' (PWD24) . Those who gave reasons for choosing 'Unhappy', mostly 
gave the same reasons as for the accommodation being unsuitable. 
In summary 
Similar percentages of Carers and people with a disability who self-reported indicate that they are 
happy with their current accommodation- Carers 85.1%, and People with a disability almost 80.8%. 
These are similar percentages to those reported for the suitability of the accommodation. Carers and 
people with a disability gave different reasons for being happy/unhappy with their current 
accommodation. Why Carers thought the person with the disability is happy are : 
• They have their own space 
• They are with family 
• They are relaxed in their current environment 
The elements that result in the Carer perceiving that the person with the disability is less happy than 
would be possible are: 
• Missing family 
• Lack of close proximity to desired locations 
The reasons that the people with a disability gave for being happy with their current accommodation 
are: 
• With family 
• Are contented 
• Are well supported 
Why the people with the disability were less happy than would be possible are: 
• Inadequate support/respite 
• Lack of close proximity to desired services. 
Com~on to b~th groups is the importance of family and the desire for close proximity to desired 
locat1ons/serv1ces. Important points for those with a disability are being contented and well 
supported. 
5.1. 7 Independence regarding accommodation and living arrangements 
Respondents were asked to indicate ('Yes' or 'No') if they would like to see the person they care for 1 
or themselves continue to h th · 
. ' _ _ ave e opportunity to become progressively independent in their 
accommodation and l1vrng arrangeme t A · 
h . f . . n s. n open-ended question requesting reasons for this c 01ce allowed th1s quest1on. 
Carer's responses 
Carers were asked 'Would yo l'k t h 
to become progressiv I . d u I de o ~ee t _e person you ~are for continue to have the opportunity 
Percent (83 3%) of C e Y rn epen ednt,rn their accommodation and living arrangement?' Eighty-three · o arers answere Yes' to th' -
open-ended sect1·0n of th . f IS question. The most common reason given in the e quest1on or this cho' - . 
(11 comments) There w 
1 
' ICe was regardrng the Importance of independence 
· ere an a most equal numb f . 
wanting the person they ca f t . er 0 comments refernng to ageing as a reason for 
re or o contrnue to h th . . 
independent and those say1· . . . ave e opportunrty to become increasrngly ' ng rncreasrng 1ndepend . 
respectively) (Box 12). ence was not an opt1on (9 and 8 comments 
Box 12: Preference for person with a disability to have ongoing opportunity to become 
progressively independent in living and accommodation arrangements- Carer's responses. 
Carer's responses 
Importance of independence 
The change is what we would like to see to help him on the journey of independence as we age and 
for his own sense of self so his independence is not forced upon him because we have died! 
So he has time to learn and adjust with our support. Important for his own self esteem {C23). 
Yes, so they can be self sufficient (C58). 
She wants to be closer to Warwick and her friends (C43). 
Yes with assistance and motivation, support and guidance from myself and others when grow older 
can be independent (C51) . 
Important for everyone to have opportunity to grow up and leave home. Not be dependent upon 
parents (C35). 
Ageing 
I'm not going to be around forever to look after them (C12). 
There will undoubtedly come a time when I can't look after her & she need to transition (C19). 
As we are getting older she will need some sort of future (COl). 
If something happens to us, we're getting old (C14) . 
Not possible 
But he will always need supervision and care (C49). 
Not capable of living independently (C24). 
As she is deteriorating and will only get worse, there is no chance of that happening {C25). 
Person with a disability self-report 
People with a disability were asked 'Would you like the opportunity to become progressively 
independent in your accommodation and living arrangement?' More than half (52 .4%) said 'Yes'. 
When asked to give reasons for this in an open-ended format, for three people this represented a 
goal, for two people this meant staying were they were; the possibility of changing circumstances for 
two were suggestive of greater independence; and distance from town was mentioned as an issue 
by one person (Box 13). 
Box 13: Preference for person with a disability to have ongoing opportunity to become 
progressively independent in living and accommodation arrangements- Person with a disability 
self-report. 
Person with a disability self-report 
A goal 
Yes I would like to be more independent and not need a 24 hour carer (PWD02). 
I've always wanted that kind of accommodation (PWD19). 
Yes I would I to be more independent and not have to call mum every time I kicked my toe and lose 
my phone {PWD03). 
Staying 
Yes, I would like to be able to stay here (PWDOl). 
Yes, do not really want to shift (PWD07). 
Distance 
Stuck where I am, have to get taxis all the time, want to be more independent, bit closer to town 
(PWD24). 
Of those who said 'No' to this question, two comments indicated that _they were satisfied where 
they were, and two inferred that their support needs wou!d prev~nt th1~ from ,occurring; the fifth 
comment indicated that more independence would result m loneliness: Then I d always be alone' 
(PWD04). 
While more than three-quarters (83.3%) of the Carers indicated that they would like the person they 
care for to continue to have the opportunity to become progressively independent in their 
accommodation and living arrangements just over half (52.4%} of the people with a disability 
indicated that they would like this opportunity. The Carers stressed the importance of independence 
even though a number indicated that this was not possible in their case. For some of the people with 
a disability, increased independence was a goal while others appeared to have reached that goal. 
5.1.8 Expected change in accommodation needs 
The questionnaire respondents were asked to indicate if they foresaw a change in the person with a 
disability's accommodation needs, and were given five answer options ('No, I do not foresee any 
change'; 'Yes within 1 year';' Yes within 2-5 years'; 'Yes in 5-10 years'; and 'Yes over 10 years'). They 
were asked to provide their reasons for this choice in an open-ended format. 
Carer's responses and Person with a disability self-report compared 
Carers were asked 'Do you foresee a change in this person's accommodation needs in the future?'; 
people with a disability were asked 'Do you foresee a change in your accommodation needs in the 
future?' The majority of Carers and people with a disability selected 'No, I do not foresee any 
change' (Carers 44.4%, n=28; Person with a disability 53.8%, n=14} . The next most frequently 
selected option was 'Yes within 5 to 10 years, with almost one-third of Carers (30.2%; n=19} and 
more than one-quarter of people with a disability (26.9%, n=7) nominating it. Approximately 10% of 
the Carers and people with a disability indicated they expected a change within one years (Carer's 
response 9.5%, n=6; Person with a disability 11.5%, n=3). This represents a high level of consistency 
between the two groups for the responses to this question (Figure 16). 
Figure 16: Foresee a change in ac d . 
Carer's responses and Pe s .tchomd':'
0 ~~Jon needs of the person with a disability in the future-
r on WI a tsabriJty self-report. 
When carers gave their reasons for their choice of answer, of the eight comments relating to 'no 
changed expected', three reported that it was because the person with the disability was happy and 
three referred to the Carer being able to continue providing care for the foreseeable future (Box 14) . 




He seems happy, relaxed where he's living at the moment (C30). 
We live on a farm which he loves (C06). 
Happy where she is (C57). 
Carer to provide care for the foreseeable future 
Because 1 am happy taking care of X until ill health stops me (C32). 
Until my death (C11). 
With her disabilities her life span is about 40. Depending on what happens to her health she may 
need to go into a nursing home when I can't look after her any longer {C25). 
Only two people with a disability provided reasons for indicating that they did not foresee a change 
in the future accommodation needs. One remark indicated that the person was 'happy where I am' 
(PWD03) and the other remark was 'I don't know' (PWD06). 
Of the Carers who perceived that a change to accommodation would be needed in the next 5-10 
years, the most common reasons given for this choice are because the Carer would no lo~ger be 
able to provide care, and the desirability/need for independent living for the person w1th the 
disability (5 comments each); two comments indicated that changed accommodation would be 
needed because of the progressive deterioration in health caused by the disability (Box 15). 
Box 15: Foresee a change in accommodation needs of Person with a disability in 5-10 years-
Carer's responses. 
Carers comments 
Unable to continue providing care 
I will get older and be unable to physically care for him anymore (C58). 
We the parents/carers are getting older and it is becoming too hard {C27). 
Needs to be set up with peers before we are too old to look after him (C41). 
Would like her to experience assisted independent living; I may not be able to physically take care 
of her any longer (C19). 
Desirability of independent living 
We feel both x could manage, with some support, to stay in the current home (C39). 
He needs to be able to survive on his own (C18). 
Imaging he will wish to attempt independent living. Don't know what options he will have. (C35). 
Progressive deterioration 
Disability is progressive in nature (C07). 
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5.1.9 Accommodation and respite available 
Respondents were asked to select from a list, the types of accommodation currently available to the 
person with a disability (Long term supported accommodation with high needs and 24 hours care; 
Long term shared accommodation with a low level of support; Transition to care; Respite care 
(planned); Emergency respite care; Short term recreational accommodation; Community housing -
Clusters; Community housing- Independent living). 
Carer's responses and Person with a disability self-report compared 
Carers were asked: 'Please indicate which of the following types of accommodation are currently 
available to the person with the disability; people with a disability were asked: 'Please indicate which 
of the following types of accommodation are currently available to you' . With the exception of 
respite care, consistently the Carers report lower availability of each type of accommodation than 
the people with a disability who self-report {Figure 17). This result is difficult to interpret. It is 
possible that respondents are only aware of the types of accommodation that they/those they care 
for currently need. Alternatively, the group cared for have more care needs. 
While respondents were not asked to indicate if their accommodation needs were met, in this 
question, other results show that the greater majority of people with a disability in this study live in 
private accommodation, largely find it suitable and generally are happy there. The results from the 
current question though, suggest that the alternatives are few. 
These results suggest that the accommodation landscape for people with a disability in the Warwick 
district has significant gaps. 
Long term, high needs 24 hour care 
Long term, low level support 
Community housing- Clusters 
Community housing- Independent 
living 
Transition to care 
Short-term recreational 
0% 
0 10 20 
38.1% 
28.6% 
30 40 so 
Carer's responses 
• Person with a 
disability self 
report 
Figure 17: Accommodation currently available- Carer's responses and Person with a disability 
self-report. 
In contrast to the more permanent types of accommodation (except short term recreational), Carers 
report greater availability of both planned and emergency respite care, than the people with a 
disability (Figure 18). Just over one-third (38.2% n=21) of Carers report having access to planned 
respite yet less than ten percent (9.5%; n=2) of people with a disability who self-report do . Almost 
one-quarter {23.6%; n=l3) of Carer report access to emergency respite while 14.4% (n=3) of people 
with a disability do so. However it is Carers who are far more likely than people with a disability to 
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. . · g to note therefore that only approximately one-third of Carers can need resp1te care. It IS concernm . 








• Person with a disability self 
report 
Figure 18: Respite care currently available- Carer's responses and Person with a disability self-
report. 
5.1.10 Current and past problems with accommodation 
Carers and people with a disability were asked to provide positive and negative comments on 
current or past 'problems, obstacles, choices, difficulties and concerns' with accommodation. 
Carer's responses 
While there are diverse comments here, the most frequently mentioned issues are : limits to respite; 
limited long term supported accommodation; lack of choice in accommodation; lack of 
accommodation for special needs; limits to housing (Box 18). 
Box 18: Current and past problems with accommodation -Carer's responses. 
Carers responses 
Limits to respite 
Respite care needs to be planned weeks ahead (COl) 
Day respite Blue Care not very stimulating, boring (ClS) 
In Warwick there is only limited respite available (C19) 
Need to plan a long way ahead for respite (CSS)' 
Limited long term supported accommodation 
No long term available particularly without a 'package' (C24) 
We n~ed more sup_ported accommodation in Warwick (C44) 
No su1table supervised accommodation available (C29) 
Lack of choice in accommodation 
There's not_ a lot of places for people with a disability in the country (C06) 
Lack 
0~ choice regar?ing type of service, high demand/lack of availability from few providers (C58) 
There 1s no recreational accommodaf · · · 
. 1on, no emergency care l1ttle respite and no real trans1t1on 
opt1on (C45) ' 
No future option in Warwick! (C35) 
Lack of accommodation for special needs groups 
No aged care accommodation for men with disability in Warwick (COS) 
Accommodation is unable to administer medication, therefore it isn't really a rest for me (C20) 
Limits to housing 
Because of bad behaviours and mood swings the house has to be suitably adjusted eg Perspex in 
vulnerable windows ... (C49) 
Showering- needs to be more hand rails in the house .. . (C42) 
... need bigger house with more rooms and bathtub and heating and cooling (CSl) 
Person with a disability self-report 
When people with a disability were asked this same question, they also spoke of limits to 
accommodation in Warwick. Comments were mainly about availability; and house structure (Box 
19). 
Box 19: Current and past problems with accommodation - Person with a disability self-report. 
Person with a disability self-report 
Availability 
It was difficult to get into supported accommodation in Warwick (P02) 
Affordability and available of suitable accommodation (P07) 
House structure 
Floors cement without the proper thickness of rubber backed carpet arline increase pain of 
osteoarthritis in lower spine and legs (P04) 
I would like a place that I could get around in, wheelchair height and access to everything and walk-
in shower (P06) 
Mobility issues are a concern (P13) 
5.1.11 What is impacting on future accommodation needs 
Carers and people with a disability were asked in an open-ended format question, 'Please tell us 
what is impacting upon the future accommodation needs'. 
Carer's responses 
The most frequently issue Carers mention is lack of availability; this is followed by lack of choice; 
what will happen when the Carer is able to provide care; the level of care required; and 
independence (Box 20). 
Box 20: Impacts on future accommodation needs -Carer's responses. 
Carers responses 
Lack of availability 
Availability and affordability (C40) 
Availability when needed, probably at short notice (C43) 
No suitable supervised accommodation available {C29) 
Lack of accommodation for her age group, only aged care and mentally disabled available (ClS) 
Availability of appropriate accommodation/care {C26) 
Lack of accommodation options (C23) 
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5.2 Day Activities 
Respondents were asked to select from a list of activities, firstly those that the person with the 
disability/themselves would participate in if they were available, then which of this same list of 
activities is currently available to them. 
Carer's responses 
Carers were asked 'Listed below are the types of day activities that adults with a disability may wish 
to participate in. Please indicate which of these activities the person you care for currently would 
participate in if they were available'. Figure 19 shows that for the Carer report group demand 
outstrips supply with day activities. It is apparent that there are gaps with the availability of 
activities. The percentages that Carers report their person with the disability WOULD participate in if 
available is higher than for percentage reported for the AVAILABILITY of that activity for all activities 
listed except 'Day activities- Other' . The largest gaps are with recreational activities (73 .7% and 
35.2%) recreational trips {64.9% and 25.9%) and Skills for independent living (43.9% and 9.3%). 
However no less important are gaps with Long hours day care {15.8% and 3.7%), School holiday day 
care (8 .8% and 1.9%) and Education for literacy and numeracy (31.6% and 20.4%). 
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Figure 19: Activities- what is available and what the person with a disability would participate in -
Carer's responses. 
Person with a disability self-report 
People with a disability were asked 'Listed below are the types of day activities that adults with a 
disability may wish to participate in. Please indicate which of these activities you would participate 
in if they were available'. The results from the disability sample reflect a very different situation for 
this group (Figure 20), when compared to that reported by Carers. The difference is that while 
demand outstrips supply for four of the five types of activity (Recreational trips; Recreational 
activities; Skills for independent living; Other Activities), the difference is very small when compared 
to the Carer's responses. However the largest gap is in an area that is of fundamental importance for 
a sample where many are living independently- Skills for independent living (40.9% and 23.8%). 
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Figure 20: Activities- what is available and what the person with a disability would participate in-
Person with a disability self-report. 
The study demonstrates that for these samples, there are significant unmet needs for day activities 
for people with a disability in the Warwick district. While the largest gaps in services for day 
activities are in the provision of recreational opportunities (trips and activities}, as reported by 
Carers and the self-report disability sample, of more fundamental importance are the unmet needs 
for day care (long hours and School holiday) for the Carer sample and opportunities to learn skills for 
independence reported by Carers and the disability sample. 
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5.3 Transport 
The respondents were asked to select from a list (Usual car travel; Public transport [e.g. bus, train]; 
Transport purpose built for a person with a disability [e.g. Maxi taxi] the type of transport the person 
they care for/themselves currently require, then which types on the same list are currently available 
Carer's responses 
Both Carers and the people with a disability report that transport needs are largely met. Almost all 
of those who require usual car for transport are able to access this and all those who require taxi 
travel are able to . There are gaps with public transport and purpose built transport. The supply of 
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Figure 21: Transport available and required- Carer's responses. 
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6. Results - Services for people with a disability: interview 
results 
In an effort to identify existing services Carers were asked to indicate services they currently access 
for the person with a disability they care for, and Key informants were asked what services exist for 
people with a disability. 
6.1 Services used by Carers for people with a disability 
Carers were asked 'What services do you currently access for the person with a disability that you 
care for?' The most frequently mentioned services are: day activities; and planned respite. Also 
mentioned are: physiotherapy; personal care; Homehelp, access to a wheelchair, shopping; 
subsidised lawn mowing; transport; and Meals on Wheels. One Carer took the opportunity to 
comment on the poor quality of care available, another the lack of services, and a third that the 
person cared for would not access a particular service because of the cost of transport. One person 
spoke of the stigma attached to seeking services. 
Five of the Carers and one person with a disability spoke about day activities. Due to a disagreeable 
experience one Carer has withdrawn his/her child from day activities. Most interviewees mentioned 
attending Blue Care, usually two days per week. The Uniting Church Friends, a social group, was also 
mentioned. These day activities appear to operate as Carer respite. 
Five of the Carers also spoke about planned respite and appear to have worked it into their routines· 
I 
one mentioned the cost as an issue. A Carer with a child who is high need can only access respite 
outside the local area, at considerable cost and with a lot of coordination. 
6.2 Current services for people with a disability 
Key informants were asked to identify services that are currently available to people with a disability 














Ende.avour -supported employment (primarily for people with an intellectual disability, not 
physical); supported accommodation; in-home support for those in their own home· casual 
drop-in care; post-school services ' 
Blue Care- day respite; overnight/short stay respite but limited to those without high care 
need.s bec~use of staff shortages (3 beds); in-home respite; supported accommodation; learning 
and life sk1lls program limited to those without high care needs because of facilities. 
Rules th~t prevent people from accessing the same type of service from different providers e.g . 
day resp1te. 
Community Options- supported a d · ( 
ccommo at1on two houses); in-home respite where person 
comes to home of Carer; transport 
Disability Services -local area coordinators 
W~r~ick Supported Employment Service has shut down . 
Unitm~ Church Fri~nds (ex-Crossroads)- social activities/trips 
Edu~atlon- Warwick East special education unit; Warwick High School 
St Vmcent de Paul- accommodation . 
Carers Queensland- support to parent d C 
t . . . san arers; guest speakers· cultural competency ram1ng, mentor program ' 
Parent to Parent- Carer support; training . 
Headspace and Lighthouse 
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6.3 Service desired and service gaps 
In order to elicit what services are required, Carers were asked to list the services they 'desired' 
('Considering your circumstances, are there services that you wish you could access?') while Key 
informants were asked to report service gaps ('What do think are the gaps in services for people 
with a disability in the Warwick district?'). 
6.3.1 Services desired by Carers 
Table 3 lists services that Carers desire (in brackets the number of Carers that listed it). This is 
detailed through the use of quotes, following. 
Table 3: Services desired -Carer's responses. 
Accommodation - supported, permanent, high Transport- non emergency medical (2) 
care (3) 
Accommodation- transitioned care (3) 
Accommodation- independent (1) 
Respite - overnight for person with high care 
needs (1); short term for person with high care 
needs (1) 
Transport- a car (2) 
Transport- reimbursement of petrol costs (1) 
Transport- instead of taxis (1) 
Respite - overnight in facility planned (1); Transport- wheelchair accessible ambulance (1) 
overnight in-house planned (1) 
Respite - day, for person with high care needs 
(1) 
Respite- holiday (1) 
Live in Carer (1) 
Day activities - for person with high care needs 
(1) 
Day activities centre (3) 
Day activities centre - for person with high care 
needs (1) 
Day activities- age appropriate (1) 
Paediatric occupational therapist (1) 
Mental stimulation (1) 
Day activity centre: 
Parenting advice for parents of children 
disabilities (1) 
Financial support- loan/advance (2) 
Central point for information (2) 
Support for Carers (2) 
Practical help for Carers (1) 
Recognition for Carers (1) 
Understanding the system (1) 
with 
An activity centre ... which could be great in a perfect world. If there was a big shed ... that 
enabled a lot of disabled people to come out there for day time activities, but focused on 
high-care kids, because there's nothing here for high-care kids ... it takes an extra person ... 
they have to be supervised all the time .... big activity centre where they can do lots of 
things, like maybe bus rides, lunch outings, movies, to the library, have somebody come in 
and play music with them ... pottery, scrapbooking, heaps and heaps of things that's in our 
community now ... we'd know that they'd be right. Maybe they could stay and have lunch 
and tea ... access the occasional overnight stay. That would make my life happier. And hers 
too .... X is intellectually disabled and physically disabled ... she can't talk and she can't walk, 
but she's switched on enough to want to get something out of life herself ... She's not happy 
having nothing to look forward to, as I'm not .... even though these kids are severely 
disabled, they still get excited and like to look forward to something. So they're not deaf, 
dumb, blind and stupid ... she loves to be excited about something ... something like ... the 
aged-care up there ... I would like to see something like that for disabled persons ... where 
you've got plenty of qualified workers (C03). 
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... in the UK .. . something similar to that ... the kids went to school, then school progressed 
to activity centre with respite care. So there was a progression ... we don't seem to have that 
in Australia. It seems to be that disabled people, that the responsibility's gone back to the 
family and that the government aren't helping. Just in that one area . And our kids don't 
seem to progress to anywhere and they even say that with the kids that are accessing Blue 
Care and government-funded homes here in Warwick, that there's no progression ... There's 
nothing for them to go to as they get older ... if they've been going to Blue Care, that's 
where they stay. Or once they move out to the home, then they can't access Blue Care so 
they stay there ... We're not going from A to B to C to D .... They're just letting them rot in 
one spot (C03) . 
To move on. To progress. We've fin ished school now. We need to go on to something else 
(C03). 
Support group for Carers: 
I would like to see some sort of support group where you don't have to pay to become a 
member. I've only just found out there is one in Toowoomba but again the one here it's no 
good because it's at 9 o'clock in the morning tillll or something, well I'm with her, so 1 
could go but that means she gets nothing done and it's no good coming in and giving her 
breakfast at 12 o'clock, she can't be left all day so I could go there, so that does me no good 
because I can't attend it (C06). 
... even if there was a mother's group or something, like we used to do when kids are at 
preschool or something, have a cup of coffee ... (C08) . 
Recognition for Carers: 
.. . I th ink that there's a government mentality that while we're quiet they just throw a bit of 
money at us from time to time and we'll be thankful with that, but 1 think at the end of the 
day, there's got to be some sort of recognition from higher above that if we all put our 
hands up and said no where not doing this it's too hard, there'd be a lot of people that need 
looking after all of a sudden (C08) . 
Understanding the system: 
... I think it's earmarked, this year we're going to fund lots of people with not too desperate 
need, that _they don't need a whole lot of help to do things, they can shower themselves or 
whatever, It's cheaper for us to set up a series of smaller houses with limited care or 
another year it might be we're going to fund a couple of people with really signifi~ant needs 
and ' . t ' 
. you ve JUS got to meet what they're looking for at the time. It's just like applying for a 
JOb, :he~ kn~w wh~t they're looking for that year and if you send up the right flags in your 
application, If the nght person is helping you write it and you say the right things and that's 
what they're looking for then you'll get help (COB) . ' 
In order to indentify a high priority n d C 
could have th t d , ee arers were asked 'if there was just one service that you 
, a you on t currently have, what would it be?' . 
Three Carers named a Day activity t f 
mentioned that this could be a cen re_- requently called a Learning and Lifestyle Centre. It was 
productive and/or meaningful outlet for those unable to attend 
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Endeavour either at all or for those who were unable to when their health deteriorated . One Carer 
mentioned time apart from the person he/she cared for, another mentioned swimming, yet another, 
a Speech Therapist. 
6.3.2 Services gaps for people with a disability 
Key informants were also asked to identify service gaps. They report gaps in : accommodation; 
respite; post school services/training for independent living skills; employment; services for older 
people with disabilities; and transport. 
Service gaps for people with a disability: 
• Accommodation 
• Respite 
• Post school services/ training for independent living skills 
• Employment 
• Services for older people with disabilities 
• Transport 
Accommodation: When accommodation was mentioned, interviewees indicated that there was an 
absence of accommodation for younger people with a disability or that provides high care, for 
example with retirement villages and hospitals not having the credentials to care for people with 
disabilities. Following are comments from key informants that portray these difficult situations . 
.. . that person was high care needs like an ABI ... he would have to go to the only place that 
can take him which is a place like the Oaks or an aged care facility ... There's a need for 
places like that but not for young people with a disability because they can't meet the needs 
that the young people have . It's the last place you can send them but it's the only place at 
the moment that they can go ... (KI02). 
It's very difficult for people who are planning for this aging process .. . For example, I'll be 62 
this year; I could quite happily [retire] and move into any one of a thousand retirement 
villages ... can't take X ... no-one can go there unless they're aged 55 as a minimum . ... You 
can't even plan for a transition that involves you going there and the person that you are 
caring for going there ... they haven't got around to thinking about that yet .... if you don't 
include it you force these people to make difficult and desperate choices- they have to start 
thinking about relinquishment for example, they have to start thinking about how we can 
get ourselves out of this, our health is failing, we've got other things we want to do with the 
balance of our life ... what can we do with little Johnnie who by now is big Johnnie ... (KI02) . 
There are no high care facilities in Warwick ... I know of three children that would qualify for 
that; there are undoubtedly more ... If they need to go away for specialised care then those 
young adults either have to go to places that can deal with them which would be 
Toowoomba or metropolitan Brisbane like ladies with MS have to do or they simply are 
passed around amongst the family or some accommodation has to be made ... such as the 
emergency department of the hospital or something like that .... However, I think what 
would happen is that the aged care facility ... would go "Oh no, we have people with aged 
care certificates; we don't have people with disability certificates- they're different 
certifications and therefore we can't fit you in" (KIOl). 
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... So there's definitely a need for more accommodation services here for people who as 
they get older ... know that their son or daughter is living somewhere that they're bein 
looked after and taught some skills while they're not living at home anymore {KIOl) . g 
Respite: Comments about respite revolved around the lack of respite available for people with h. 
care needs, but it was also noted that there was an absolute limit in what was available f 1
1
gh 
. or ow 
support resp1te. 
There is no respite for very high care people that I'm aware of {KI03) . 
... here's only one real respite place and that's Blue Care. It only has three beds· ·1t t 1 
d 
. . , s rugg es 
to eal w1th h1gh care needs people because of the rules relating to how those pea le h 
to be cared for ... {KI02) . P ave 
·:· ~lue Care ~ouldn't cover every~ody that's here in Warwick ... because I'd imagine they're 
l1m1ted, they ve only got 365 days m a year and if families are only allowed so man d d 
h f ·1· h Y ays an 
ow_ many amJ .Jes.are t ere that are wanting respite .. . situations might arise where a 
family member 1s s1ck and they need respite in an emergency situation 1 don't k h 
h f h · , . . , now ow 
muc o t at 1s out there . I d 1magme that Blue Care tries to accommodate that but 1 k 
Endeavour doesn 't have any respite services at the moment. So there's probably ~ow 
that area as well (KIOl). a gap In 
Post ~ch~ol activities & skills for independent living: A key informant noted tha . 
organJsatJon provided this type of activity he/she believed it was close to capacity. t while one 
~~u:~:~:~o~h:r:a~~i~~~~h~.;n~y 
1
thing they can d~ is go h,ome. There would be facilities at 
other Learning and Lifes.tyle c~netsr: f:~i~i~i~: .~~~It:~~~ ~~:t :t~~~~~r:od c;~oac:!: ~~~~ea;~e~~ 
ie~~~~n~edo!:~i~~:i:~ ~~~:prove th~ir .life skills, t? improve their social skill~, to correct 
thirds of the work· probablw~~ss ... tIS community- extended family groups do over two-
' Y ree quarters of the work ... {KI02). 
E~?lovment: The need for more places for su . 
d1ff1culties faced by people with d. b.
1
. .pported employment was ra1sed and some of the 
b . a 1sa 1 1ty m open employm t . . 
enef1ts of supported employment are highlighted. en were mentioned . The soc1al 
Supported employment 
We need more placements, we are limited to h 
federal government wed h . . t e placements that we are given by the 
' .. . 0 ave a wa1tmg list f 1 . 
and so with our 37 placements f 
1 
or peop e to come 1n .. . we are at capacity, 
· 'so we ee that we could · h 
JUst a matter of getting the gover t cope Wit more placements so it's 
placements so that we can providnmen Ito acknowledge that and provide us with more 
e emp oyment opportunities for more people. (KIOl) . 
... it's a pretty secure environment and th 
a lot more reliable than some oth ey are very stable, very reliable in fact. So probably 
k . . er people out in the kf war , wh1ch 1s another great thi th war orce. And they love to come to 
• 1 ng, ey are very enthu · · 
soc1a network for them it's h 
1 
. SJastlc, they want to be here it's a 
b ' a w o e environment f h ' 
ecause we don't lose people at the th or t em, so we need those new places, 
o er end (KIOl) . 
... they are with their peers, so they make a lot of . . 
at work, so coming to work h their soc1al arrangements themselves here 
ere creates also as . I 
OCia network for them, they go to the 
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movies outside of work together, they go down town and have lunch and dinner and all that 
sort of stuff together. So they form a bit of a social network themselves {KIOl). 
People with disabilities in open employment 
.. . sometimes get people ... aren't treated very well in open employment, they're bullied or 
given jobs that are very demeaning, or people aren't very tolerant of their lack of skills or 
ability, and taking the time to train and teach ... people with disabilities those skills, so they 
end up coming here because they're just not treated very well in open employment. So 
that's been our experience with a few of our supported employees {KIOl) . 
... I think he was medically blind .. . He worked at X- they took him on and did a bit of 
community work for him ... I don't think that's continued because I think what's happened is 
that it's too hard for them to have him cared for ... and where he was working that job or 
that area has changed and the kind of work he'd now have to do requires better sight so 1 
think they've struggled to keep him on. There are a couple that are involved in the livestock 
industry who do a little bit at the sale yards for the sheep or for the cattle or down at the Pig 
and Calf but this is not a job; this is something to do on a Wednesday or a Tuesday or 
something- it's not really a job (KI02) . 
Older people with disabilities: Like a shortage of structured activities for younger people with a 
disability, it is stated there are no activities for older people with disabilities, specifically those 
beyond retirement age. The existing services for aged people are considered unlikely to be able to 
accommodate older people with a disability. The lack of independent living skills training is 
mentioned again. 
... there's nowhere for people who ... for ... medical reasons or aging reasons, become non-
productive or their skills deteriorate to a point where they can't come to work anymore, 
there's nowhere for them to go during the day ... there needs to be a day service here ... do 
a little bit of vocational work, your leisure activities, even some independent living training, 
cooking skills and things like that, that can still be worked on even if they're older or have 
some medical limitations, just somewhere to keep them ... active during the day rather than 
just sit there and do nothing {KIOl) . 
... when you' re 65 when you're a male- you pass out of the state's administrative control ... 
into the federal's responsibility .... Where do they go then? What can they do? What 
programs are run specifically to meet the needs of aging people with a disability? The 
answer is not very much- structured . There are organisations like church groups, for 
example you see Uniting Church, UC Friends and other church-driven organisations which 
run bus tours and trips ... but they're once a quarter type things (KI02) . 
I know of no structured seniors program for people with a disability in any of the areas here. 
In fact, I think that if you were a senior with a disability you would struggle to be part of a 
standard seniors program due to the special needs that you would bring to that group ... 
{KI02). 
Transport: Transport is raised as an issue because many people rely on taxis for transport and these 
are very costly. In addition no bus service operates at times that suit people attending supported 
employment, and in wet weather preference is often given to people without a disability . 
.. . work in the industrial estate, there's actually no bus service that's at a time that would 
suit ... they did a study into it, but I don't know what happened from it ... come to work in 
private vehicles, pushbikes or a taxi ... some ... earn less than the taxi costs them to come to 
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work ... We've only got one taxi service in Warwick, so they've got a bit of a monopoly, and 
the public transport, there's no bus that comes out here (KIOl). 
... accommodation service relies heavily on the taxis ... get the guys to their appointments 
because you can't expect staff to use their own car all the time ... we have about half a ' 
dozen taxis come here at 6 minutes past 4 to pick our guys up when they finish, but if it's 
raining, they also get a lot of calls from downtown and quite often our guys are still sitting 
here at 4.30pm waiting for their taxi to come (KIOl). 
But it's based on the HACC guidelines, and they have limited funds. So once again it doesn't 
mee,t the ne~d . It's meant. to be, you can tak~ so~eone to a doctor's appointment now, but 
that s up until the last rev1ew of the HACC gu1delmes that wasn't possible, it was only for 
social (KI03). 
6.4 The impact of service gaps on people with a disability 
Key infor~ants .wer~. asked ~ow they thought the lack of services they identified impacted on the 
people .w1th a d1sab11ity. Anx1ety, social isolation and lack of community integration are identified_ 
shown 10 quotes below. Poor wheelchair access and its impact in the town of Warwick is highlighted. 






Lack of community integration 
From poor wheelchair access 
Anxiety: When arrangements, in this case trans o . 
the person with the disability d . P rt arrangements, go awry, th1s creates anxiety for 
an 10 some cases for the Carers as well. 
Well they get quite agitated and ' · · 
home yet' · it affects the st ff ·te ~ego~ parents nngmg to say 'my son or daughter isn't 
leave, so ~e've got to waitafo; ·~~e ~e ~~still got people sitting here at 4.30pm, we can't 
agitated because it's out of routine a,~ ot co~e and get them . And it gets them quite 
here at 4.30, where is my taxi?' · ~ axl comes at lO past 4 every day, I'm still sitting 
4.30 in the afternoon ... It has .th~~ :a:ckeo~~m or dad's made a doctor's appointment for 
them, which they didn't plan 
0 
d . W , ffect. The parents might have to come and get 
· . n omg. e ve had taxis fo t 1 • 
s1ttmg here at a y. to 5 and the taxi has for ot rge peop e all together, st1ll be 
very often ... that has a bit of a k k ffg ten to come and get them ... It doesn't happen 
noc one ect (KIOl). 
~ocia~ isolation : The lack of structured activities avail 
Isolation both for the people with the d' b.
1
. able for people can result in a level of social 
ISa 1 1tv and for the Carer. 
Young people with a disability have just as muc . . . 
go out and meet different people and do differ: ngh~ to soc1alise and just as much right to 
everybody else, they need the apport .t nt thmgs as everybody else does. Like 
never having holidays If peopl uhnl Y to do that. ... I think it's very important. It's like 
d 
. · e never ave a holida 
an JUSt look at the rose garden . y, never ever take time out to sit down 
. ... you JUSt become · t 
networking ability and that's a . so 10 reverted that you lose your social 
s Important for people 'th d' .. 
WI a 1sab11ity as it is for everybody 
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else. That's the benefit that you get out of a higher degree of interactivity as simply as a 
social event (KI02) . 
Isolation is the biggest thing I believe, they don't get the opportunities that we do to build 
relationships, have friends, learn how to be independent. Because if they're not getting 
enough access to our learning and life skills programmes, then they're not reaching their 
potential, so they are not getting the same benefits that everyone else in the world gets. 
That's I think the biggest affect on them, and the same applies to the parents. If the parents 
are bound to the house, or to their child, then they're not having a normal lifestyle either ... 
Communities are losing out, and I think that's the biggest thing (KI03) . 
Lack of community integration : It is claimed that the lack of structured activities for people with a 
disability results in them being inadequately integrated into the community, which is perceived of as 
a loss for all. 
... this is equally as important- is that it presents people with a disability in the wider 
community so that they can be seen and observed by members of the wider community as 
being part of the community. Only when they can effectively act in the wider community can 
that wider community see the value in the work that they do and, in turn, give the people 
with a disability that sense of community value that they deserve (KI02). 
If people knew what happened at Endeavour ... and they could see what these people did-
they'd be far more accommodating to the kind of work that's done .. . unless you've got a 
personal involvement with these people or with a family that has someone like this, it's 
largely missed . You've seen them- "Oh yeah, there go those funny kids in the bus again"-
but you don't know anything about them . If you were engaged with them, if you see them 
socially, if you actually meet them at an event that isn't work-related; it's social- then you 
get the opportunity to see a bit more of them in a different sense .... It's necessary that that 
happens ... being involved in a wider social and community ... there'd be benefits for both 
the community and people with a disability- big benefits (KI02). 
Poor wheelchair access: 
I did write to ... the mayor. He is pretty hopeless and he basically said 'Tough shit' .... I said 
most of the shops I can't get into because there is always a bit of lip or something or a step 
... I can't go in .... There is only one place that X and I have to go. I am sick of going there ... 
we have lunch there quite often or tea and it always the same and you know what is on the 
menu. You know everything, you know everyone who works there . It is alright but it is a bit 
monotonous. How long have we been doing that? Six years or something (PWDOl). 
... accessing things and especially toilet blocks and things like that because I reckon if you go 
in a wheelchair ... how would they access that if they've got to push a wheelchair and then 
open the door .... they say we can't put a ramp in here because it's heritage listed there's 
fold away ramps ... they'd write them off against their tax and they're going to get it back 
anyway ... so they're really not paying anything. So it's very frustrating for me as a Carer that 
she can't access some of the places that we would like to go (C06). 
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7. Results- Service delivery 
This report documents what services are known by particip~nts t~ be available and the organisations 
that provide them. To elicit from Carers their views on serv1ce ?eliv:ry they were asked who 'should' 
provide/fund services, and 'how' to provide disability serv1ces_ m a _small rural ~ommunity. To 
complement this Key informants were asked what barriers to serv1ce delivery they believed existed. 
7.1 Who 'should' provide/fund services 
Carers and people with a disability were asked two questions: 'In your view who should be providing 
services for people with a disability?' and 'Who should fund services for people with a disability?' As 
the responses to these questions were similar, the results are combined. In summary most Carers 
perceive that government should fund the services and they should be provided by accredited 
organisations. However some thought funding could be provided by local groups, banks and or one's 
self. Examples of these comments follow. 
Accredited organisations to provide services 
... NGOs, and government funding people should run them, because they're accredited for 
doing these things ... It's a huge job to become accredited, but if people like Blue Care, or 
Endeavour, or Community Options, or even Vinnie's have a house now in town, so even 
they've become accredited to do this sort of work .. . (C04) . 
There is a DON ... everyone's qualified and it looks to be running fairly well. Blue Care is a 
non-government organisation .... there are care-plans in place, so it must be accredited ... 
(C03). 
And they should have a minimum standard, grade 12 at least, and preferably they will have 
done some study or something in aged care. If they've got some aged care behind them they 
might be able to handle disability, you would hope (PWDOl). 
Government to fund services 
:·· g?~er~ment _h,as ob~ig~tio~, respons_ibilities to citizens ... Whether that's on an equity 
JUSt1~1cat1on or 1t s soc1al JUStice, equal1ty ... so many different reasons for providing those 
services ... . Whether or not it's going to come down to a state or federal funding thing, that's 
up to someone else other than me but if we want people with disabilities to become 
~roducti~e members of society then we need to put the money in, particularly early 
mtervent1on. So if all the government rhetoric and discourse is over labour markets and 
pro?~ctivity, t_hat's what they need to be doing, that's their obligation to do that ... So it's 
their JOb .. Obv~ously you get the charities and welfare groups and things like that but I don't 
~;c~ssanly thmk that they should happen. Obviously they're government funded as well so 
Its JUSt very much a division of responsibility 1 guess (COl). 
1 
just t~ink the government have to look after everybody in their community They're 
forgettmg the disabled people .... There's people that really need help ... The.re's a story 
recently of a lady who is so elderly she had to go into a nursing home but there was 
nowhere for her daughter to go f ' 
dollars to d. blt" b or many, many months ... they say they give billions of 
b _
1
sa ~ 1 les ut we never see that. That goes to administration That keeps 
some ody m a JOb ... but it doesn't come ... to the people who need it (~03). 
~-h~~~i~k (·~;~~bably all government departments should be helping out a bit more than 
I think it should be somebody who gets the funding from the government ... places like Blue 
Care that already have the van ... why can't the government give them extra money to use 
that van ... So, yeah, something like that. But government can pay. I mean, I believe Blue 
Care do have a committee that do fund raising so that that can also be in it .... something like 
that: an organisation like Blue Care that ... the government will help fund (C02). 
... both NGOs, and government funding people should run them, because they're accredited 
for doing these things. They know the system (C04) . 
Local community groups, banks, companies and self to provide/fund 
... community groups like the Granite Belt Support Service are able to self-manage a lot 
better and therefore cater to their local needs more because they know the community, 
they know what the needs are. I know the Disability Workforce Council is actually working 
under that premise at the moment ... community groups do know their community better 
and what's needed (COl) . 
I'm not certain it will be fixed by federal bureaucracy either but it may- if you get more local 
input into how it's administered, I think ... (KI02). 
... we all say well the government's got all this money but I suppose that if every subgroup in 
the community put their hand out to the government for money there'd be no money left 
there either, so I don't know, the banks always seem to be making millions of dollars of 
profit, maybe they could sponsor something for a change, give something back to the 
community for a change .... Yes the big companies that are, you know ... And they, if they 
had a, like a stockpile or something that you could access and pay back to or something 
(COB). 
The person themselves should, but even though I can fund everything for myself because I 
worked all my life, a lot of others haven't worked and haven't done anything and they 
shouldn't be treated differently, but I suppose the government has to then (PWDOl) . 
7.2 How to provide disability services in a small rural community 
Carers were asked: 'In a small rural community it is more difficult to provide the range of services 
that would be available in the city. What ideas do you have about how more services could be 
provided for people with a disability, in the Warwick district?' It is because Carers are those best 
acquainted with the services for people with a disability, that they were asked for their perspective 
on how such services could be provided in a small rural community. Key informants also commented 
here. The responses to this question were varied depending on how it was interpreted. 
The most common approach mentioned was through collaboration. Also mentioned are lobbying for 
funding; offering incentives/rural service and having a central point for information. Some 
interviewees spoke of how collaborations could be brought together and others detailed existing 
collaborations. 
How to provide disability services in a small rural community: 
• Colla boratively 
• Lobbying for funding 
• Incentives to attract professional staff 
• Central point for information 
ir • ere 'leeds o oe O' e 
0 
:JOse •. e ao ' o,.. ourse es as , e · just 
o :: n·ensi ·e plan ·. g 
ear •,o ar esta e ... about eight hundred ousartd do ;us, so a 
· ego er me +- put some l"'lOre money to • ards i· eo Endea o r d"d, so 
• e ".ego:: is :. o ce - ~ fac· · So ·magine · 's nance, b aga· , ·"~ e go a oe er 
Jli=O e are here .• no neeo e serv"ce, hen he migh be more inc ·.,ed 
ris area C04). 
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e • e co..,· g ·og<:t er oe er ard av· ng that · nteragency support as 'lell ( 104 ). 
... Transport services are run by Community Options ... that came about because we had a 
community transport partnership that was developed ... goes back to probably 2003, 2004. 
We set up a partnership between Community Options, Blue Care, the ambulance and St 
Vinnie de Paul bus. So that partnership is still in existence, and it still meets every three 
months I think ... (KI03) . 
Incentives: 
.. . OT who works for ... Education Queensland, and whilst she gets paid ... there's just not a 
great deal of incentive to stay here when she' s got this wonderful qualif icat ion that can take 
her anywhere, why choose Warwick over anything else? So there needs to be some sort of 
reason for people to come to a regional area (COl). 
Central point of information : 
It needs a more central base .... that was partly what we were trying to do with DAGFORCE, 
was make a central base ... they could say, " Hey, look, there' s this problem. Where do I get 
information about it?" .. . like a database place and have different organisations come in 
from time to time, so that if people wanted to come in and learn things it was there. I think 
that is what is needed, is something like that, for people to know where to go and how to 
get the information. I wouldn' t know where to go and get the information from (C02) . 
7.3 Barriers to service delivery 
Key informants were asked 'What do you th ink are barriers to service deliver/provision for thes 
people - locally, and state-wide?' A key point made by interviewees is that lack of funding is a 
barrier, but also how funds are prioritised, with issues being raised about government covering 
themselves and funds being spent on administration rather than services, and how services compete 
against each other for funding. The second barrier identified was a lack of awareness of the needs of 
people with a disability. One interviewee felt the two are related. The third barrier is the 'rules of 
engagement', where one Key informant highlighted government priorities and practices, and the 
challenges related to meeting funding criteria . Part of th is is 'fitting ins ide the square' . The final 
barrier is the stoicism and pride of rural people and the stigma associated with seeking help. 
Barriers to service delivery: 
Funding: 
Lack of funding 
How funds are prioritised and spent 
Competition for funds 
Lack of awareness of people with a disability 
Engaging with government 
Stoicism and pride 
Stigma 
Funding- how much and how it is spent: 
Probably boils down to money a lot of the time, financial ... to provide day services and 
accommodation services ... we've got 37 employees now who range in age from 16 or 17, 
right up to 60, there's a new batch coming through this year, it's not like some drop off the 
other end to make way for those new placements .... once we get someone, we've got them 
for 40 years, and so we need new placements to come through, because that natural 
attrition doesn't always happen ... We don't have a high turnover of supported employees_ 
once they come, they usually stay for a long, long time (KIOl). 
Money it's all about money, really .. . because there's not enough money .. .. we could take a 
whole lot more people if we could get more money. If we were better funded ... there's no 
funding opportunities coming up .... So it's a matter of Disability Services being given a 
greater priority, so that it's got a greater chance of getting a better allocation of funds ... 
only way for Disability Services to get more money is to get better promotion and publicity 
so that the government focuses more on the need (KI03). 
1 think the biggest single barrier is the inappropriate use of funding ... this doesn't mean that 
the programs are unfunded; it just means that the funds are not applied with the benefit of 
the person with the disability at the top of the tree. I think there's a "Cover your arse" 
philosophy that works and then once we've done that once or twice and we make sure 
there's not even a hair on our bum that's exposed, then we might put out a glossy brochure 
and get the marketing shit up to speed ... and the ministerial releases ... and we send people 
out to talk to people in the field about how good all this is and we spent this, that and the 
other, there's probably $5 left in the tin and we'll have morning tea (KI02). 
I think the administrative costs of service provision and delivering things are higher than 
they need to be and because of that, organisations like Endeavour and Blue Care and others 
have to use economies of scale. If you like, the rules force them to building bigger, larger 
centres in regional areas instead of smaller, more effective centres in rural areas where the 
littler, smaller groups need more fine-tuning adjustment, where the program's got to be 
adapted to suit the requirements of the 15 people here not the 1,500 people there.(K02) 
... with the insurance scheme [NDIS] ... it's going to take a long time to implement it, but in 
the end hopefully it will be done well and it will cater to the needs of everybody, and there'll 
be enough money to go around, and I guess that the governments way of saying "hey look 
we recognise that there is need in this area, we understand that there are carers who are 
really struggling, we understand that there are people with disabilities who aren't reaching 
their potential, and are socially isolated and all ofthat type of stuff. But we can't give you 
any more funding, so let's look at a whole different system and that's where this insurance 
has come from", because it works well in America (KI03). 
... that was probably one of the biggest issues ... Home and Community Care is all about 
keeping people with disabilities, frail aged, mental illness or whatever it is, in their own 
homes longer, and they're just isn't enough money for that service ... To me it seems 
ridiculous. We have home community care services to keep people and like 1 said, 75 
per~ent of the care is being done by the carer, or the parent, so only 25 percent, and we 
?on t have enough money to have somebody to come in and help that carer when they need 
1t, so then t~ey fall o~er and they end up in hospital themselves and the person they care 
for ends up m a nursmg home or in respite or something like that while they try to work out 
whether we can get th~m well enough to take on the caring role again, but just how much it 
costs for that short penod of time .... you know what most carers take their respite for? To 
go a~d d_o their shopping. Very rarely do they ever go and get their hair done, they use their 
respite time to g_o and do their shopping and pay the bills. So if there's not enough funding 
to actually sustam the carer in the home, we're going to be in big doodoo because the 
number of carers are reducing and th b f · · . . . , e num er o needs IS Increasing, so unless we get that 
bucket a little bit higher, that s why we like the National Disability Insurance Scheme (K04) 
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Prioritisation I think ... if you're investing that money into home and community services, 
you're sustaining people and you're sustaining communities, making communities that care 
and the caring role is valued in the community .... Caring is not valued in our community 
really. Mother's are not even valued, let alone carers, but if you're investing in that. Do you 
know how much it costs to keep a person, you know like, I will say this story because, you 
know Martin Bryant the guy that shot all of those people down at the Port Arthur disaster in 
Tasmania . He has autism, or Asperger's syndrome, how many times did his mum ask for help 
when he was a little boy and never got it, how many times did he, in his own way, ask for 
help. It might have been inappropriate behaviour or whatever else like that, but do you 
know how much it costs to keep somebody like Martin Bryant in jail, half a million dollars a 
year. Now if we'd invested ... We have families who are, they just can't do the caring role. If 
we invested $50,000 in somebody that I know and gave that $50,000 they would have been 
able to sustain, make alterations to the house, modify their house do whatever they needed 
to do to keep that person home, that child's now in care $250,000 to $300,000 a year (KI04). 
Coordination/Competition: 
... all Disability Services are competing against each other, and when you look at 
Toowoomba ... there was only one [house] for years and years, and just in the last three 
years we've got three houses, and ... I think it was because we had people in crisis situations 
who were having to abandon ... the people they were caring for, and that's a crisis situation, 
and 1 think that helped put the spotlight on Warwick a little bit, and that's why we got those 
houses (KI03). 
Awareness: 
... awareness a little bit in the government, sometimes we have politicians come and visit 
and they weren't aware of what we do or what we provide, and their eyes are quite opened 
once they've been here. We are very well supported by Bruce Scott and our local member 
Lawrence Springborg, they get involved which is good (KIOl). 
... I guess the government has got a lot on their plate, they've got unemployment and 
they've got all sorts of other issues, global financial crisis, housing, you know all that sort of 
stuff. But I think sometimes we do get pushed aside a little bit, and maybe unless you get a 
member of parliament or someone who has got a personal experience, and has that 
member in their family or whatever, it's not a personal agenda for them, or a priority. But if 
you get someone who is very supportive and everything, then sometimes it can come to the 
forefront a little bit (KIOl) . 
... probably comes down to the squeaky wheel gets the oil to a degree. Because there's 
certainly been a lot of people who, parents in particular who've been really active, politically 
active in getting the spotlight on Warwick and getting on consumer groups, representative 
groups, and lobbying groups and stuff like that and that's important (KI03). 
Rules of engagement: 
I think that the biggest barriers are the rules of engagement that are set by the various 
people that control the regulations. I'm quite critical of the state government in this because 
it spends an enormous amount of time producing lovely brochures telling you all about all 
the wonderful things that they're doing but it never bloody does them. There are brochures 
in there about the ten year plan and "Help us do this" and it's a load of crap because not 
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. ve ·1t they don't even attempt to do it. It' s extremely frustrating only o t ey no e 1e , . . . , 
because if you listen to the succession of mm1sters talk about th1s- an~ I have - and 1 ve 
been to community cabinet meetings and I've talked to them and they v_e talked to me and 
we have listened to what had to be sa id and we've said what had to be listened to but there 
have been no real changes as a result of those sorts of discussions (KI02). 
.. . service providers must meet extraordinarily complicated an~ com~le~ accred.it~tio_n 
criteria . There is ... more time spent on accreditation and meetmg cntena and flllmg m forms 
and ticking boxes and having the appropriate piece of paper to say that what you do in case 
the toilet blocks up and stuff like that- there's more time spent on getting all this stuff done 
than is necessary. This doesn't mean that you throw it all out the window because that's not 
what I'm trying to say (KI02). 
... 1 think the bureaucracy .. . has protected itself to the 'nth and it has not delivered on what 
it says to do. All you need to do to be certain of it is to just get a disability services brochure 
and read it; it says all the most wonderful things in the world about how fantastic and "We 
are committed to ... and this is" ... none of it ever happens; well not here anyway ... . I think 
all that stuff is just hype and it's regrettable because ... these people can't advocate for 
themselves either .... without advocacy they struggle; they don't vote usually so that's 
another struggle ... They're batting from a couple of yards behind the stumps .. . they need a 
bit of a hand up but the bureaucrats don't help them I don't think. I think that's where the 
major reason for the inefficiencies in the state-run system is. I' m not certain it will be fixed 
by federal bureaucracy either ... (KI02). 
... I think that what happens is that the senior state bureaucrats look at Warwick as being 
part of the region ... " let's look at the Darling Down region" ... Toowoomba, Warwick ... 
Chinchilla, Miles ... Goondiwindi, ... and they'd say .. . there's 275,000 people .. . there are 
10,000 people with a disability; that represents this and our budget is that ... we're seeing 
whatever the percentage is and that's all good ... what tends to happen is that a lot of that is 
centred in Toowoomba . If you take everybody else out of that and just look at Toowoomba, 
you'll suddenly find that Toowoomba's at about 2.9 - or whatever the percentage is- of 
services for people with a disability and everybody else is about five but they never do the 
numbers that way ... we need to get those statistics drilled down so that they're 
representative of where the people with the disability are; exactly what was said here in this 
thing called the "Productivity Commission's Enquiry Report" which said and I'll quote it .. . 
" It's inevitable. What you receive in assistance depends on where you live not what your 
disability is"- you have to have something that's got national standards and entitlements so 
that you can correct it. ... I don't see that there's any reason why Warwick or the Warwick 
area cannot have that .... we know that there are enough people that could use it- the one 
that's sitting there that Blue Care's got is full and we know that there are people coming 
forward (KI02). 
Fi_tt~ng inside the square: The important point made in the following quote raises an important and 
difficult to address issue -the rules that govern funded disability services are complex and do not 
necessarily work in ways that enable access to these services. 
··· nobody has sat down and said "Well hang on X the bus that goes out here to bring old 
people in from Leyburn and the other one that ru,ns over there that picks up people from 
Yangan and Swanf~l.s ··: why don't we get involved and see if we can pick up some people 
~ho _hav_e got mob11ity Issues with a disability?" Why don't they? 1 don't know whether it's a 
undmg Issue, I don't know whether no-one's told them or asked them- 1 can't imagine that 
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-but it' s probab ly got to do with the fact that they don't qual ify under some fund ing 
support to deal with this. It's probably also got to do with the fact that it's not just the 
person you've got to take; you've got to take the Carer as well. So "Oh hang on, we can take 
th is person but we can't take that person because they' re not old enough" - or too old or 
able to move or not able to move or whatever ... There' s too much of this f itting inside the 
square and no flexibility of the boundaries. Transport and transport-related issues in rural 
areas are very, very important. They're probably just as important as getting resp ite and 
support because you've got to be able to get people to go, to move around- they have to 
socialise, they have to get out, they have to meet other people, they have to do all of the 
things that normal people do. That' s really all that we' re asking for people with a disability; 
they need to have exactly the same kinds of opportunities as everybody else and they're not 
getting that because they' re disadvantaged, not necessarily because of disability but through 
their disability and because of where they live they don't get access to things that other 
people do . That needs to be looked at (KI02) . 
Pride/stoicism : While only one person spoke of the pride of rural Queenslanders perhaps preventing 
them from attempting to access services/support, there is a lingering thread throughout this report 
that is consistent with this idea . 
Stigma: 
... in the senate enquiry that was recently held .. . recommendation number eight- the 
committee said, and I'll quote out of this: "The committee was seriously concerned by 
evidence suggesting that as many as 25% of carers are not linked in with Centrelink and 
therefore are not receiving any payments to which they are entitled . The committee 
therefore recommends that Centre link review its communication strategy with respect to 
carers and engage local disability service providers more directly" . ... In rural Queensland ... 
they're very stoic people- they don' t go looking for hand-outs, they keep fam ily matters to 
themselves and they just accept their lot and say "Well that's the cards that I've been dealt" 
-bit like no rain and the crop's fail- "you just get on with it and away you go again" (KI02). 
.. . So you' re finding that there's a lot of elderly people who have looked after their children 
for 50, 60 years and they've never ever accessed services because they've just seen it as 
their duty (KI03). 
.. . like a lot of country folk- that you just tighten the belt a notch or two and knuckle down 
and get on with it (KI02). 
.. . some families, 1 know for myself, it took me years before I actually asked for help, because 
I had three other children, 1 was a mum, why couldn't I cope with this one? It was reinforced 
in the community from other family members right down, that it's your child you're 
supposed to cope. So when it's a child that your caring of (K104) . 
'So when he was little there was no respite because you didn't go and ask for help because that 
means you're not coping and you're not a good mum, so there's that whole stigma of asking for 
help, so it makes it a little bit difficult you don't want to admit that it's not going so well . I'm going 
just a little bit insane (C08). 
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7.4 Barriers to completing survey questionnaire 
Key informants were asked to indicate what barriers there may have been for people to complete 
the questionnaire. While the list of possible barriers to completing the survey is diverse, most of 
these are well recognised reasons. 
... the most one I was told, haven't had time so there's that time thing (K104). 
Don't know what to ask for: 
... the fact that people with disabilities and their families have been asked so many times 
what they need and want and they don't necessarily know, it's like me trying to answer your 
questions this morning, I don't know what I don't know .... If they don't know the service is 
out there and they don't know what to ask, a lot of families just think this is my lot in life and 
so until we actually get in there and help them with that, it's not going to change (KI04). 
Literacy skills & support: 
the literacy skills of some of the families. I don't think some of them would have been able 
to read them. I think they really needed help to actually fill them out to get a really rich 
feedback from those people, you really needed somebody to actually help them fill them out 
(KI04). 
there would also perhaps have been some people who had some difficulty filling out the 
form- forms can be frightening. It may be that that was one of the reasons (KI02). 
So they really do have to be user friendly, with support available (KI03). 
language: 
The questions themselves I thought were pretty good except the little bit of academic 
language tone (KI04). 
So th~y really d.o have to be user friendly, with support available. So, but I've not heard 
anythmg negatlv; about them. So other than those barriers which are probably common to 
all surveys, I don t know of any others (KI03). 
No actions from previous surveys: 
Apathy: 
.. this would be about :he fi~h o~ ~he sixth attempt in the last 20 years to raise the 
awarend~ss ~!people with a disability in the Warwick area, all of which have met with a 
::ys~·uwnelml gwhOh, that'sdni~e, thanks for coming but we'll get back to you" and they may just 
, Yare we omg this' Wh t' · h 
fitrng out these frigging forms" a~d th: s gomg to appen? .I'm sick and bloody tired of 
back and nothing chang Th . ~go off and they go mto a bucket and they come 
es. ere IS an a1r I think of d d . 
like Warwick ... (KI02). espon ency particularly from a place 
I guess some people would have just said "M .t, 
m, 1 s not worth the effort" (KI02). 
Didn't 1-Jear about survey: 
I also think that we may have failed to reach 
read he papers or because th y' a few because they didn't listen to the radio or 
e re not on anyone's list (KI02). 
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I've not heard anything negative about it, and, but I'm hoping that it's got out to everyone 
(K103). 
Stoicism: 
There's a sense of "Oh well, we'll just get on with it, we always have, we've always had to so 
we'll do that". which is unfortunate but I think there would have been some of that(KI02) . 
Denial of disability: 
"What disability". "I've got three eyes- what's going on?" That's a bit unfair but you know 
what I mean. I think there would have been some of that too; I couldn't quantify any of 
those things but I suspect that both of those reasons would have meant that there were 
some people who felt that the form didn't apply to them ... or because they don't believe 
that they have a problem ... (KI02). 
Desire for privacy I suspicion: 
1 think some of them would have said "Well you know, little Johnnie will be all right; the 
family will look after him- we don't need any interference from you people. I know about 
the survey but thanks but no thanks. I'll deal with it" (KI02). 
Organisations ... people are suspicious of them I suppose. No matter how good you are, it's 
still the department or when it comes to even the LACs help as best they can, but they're 
still employed by the department. We're an organisation and non government organisation, 
an NGO, but we're still an organisation that might be saying to these people we know you 
want 15 hours, but we can only give you six. So we're kind of perceived as being the baddie 
as well probably (KI03). 
Not aware of any: 
So other than that I only had one or two queries, that was it. So I think the majority of them 
were very straight forward and very happy with them (KIOl). 
I'm not aware of any, I would imagine it would be seen as a positive thing (KI03). 
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8. Results -The Future and Final comments: interview results 
8.1 The Future 
carers were asked 'As you age, what are your main concerns about the person with the disability 
who you care for?' For all Carers it is the future care of the person with the disability. In addition 
some wondered about their physical capacity to care, about having a life for themselves and that 
they are constantly concerned about the future. Other issues raised are: employment; 
independence; the uncertainty of the future; having no back-up and day activities. 
Future care: The key point made by Carers is that they are aware of no reliable option for the 
provision of care for the person they care for, when they are no longer able to do it and this is a 
constant concern. Intermingled with this one can hear their reluctance to burden another family 
member, the need for their child to have some supervision because of their vulnerability and their 
desire to have some retirement or time for themselves at some point. In addition there is the issue 
of their diminishing capacity to provide care because of age or ill health. Two have experienced Blue 
Care service and are critical, so are reluctant to use this service. 
Well what's to happen to them when I die (COS). 
That's very difficult, because as she's deteriorating I won't be able to keep looking after her. 
So, she'll have to go into a nursing home. Unfortunately, because of her age, they won't take 
them, but because of her disability they may take her .... Otherwise, I just hope that I'm still 
able-bodied enough to still look after her .... But yeah, I just hope that I've still got the 
strength to keep going (C02). 
... when I think of people who are in their seventies and eighties caring somehow for a 
disabled person, they need to know before they die that their person is being looked after. 
So if you had something like The Oaks ... I'm sure it would put some people's minds to rest. 
I'm not at that stage yet. ... there are people out there who are very elderly, that need care 
themselves. I don't know how they're coping. I think it'd be a terrible thing to have; to be on 
your deathbed and then wondering well, who's going to look after her? ... 1 don't know what 
would happen to X. I suppose I'd have to put the burden back onto y ... my daughter ... I 
guess she'd, I don't know. She'd have to cope somehow (C03). 
That he has somewhere stable to live, before we get too much older. That's our main 
concern, but that he's well looked after in a supported accommodation environment (C04). 
We all put in and paid a third of having a solar put on the house to help cut down the costs 
for the futu~e ;ears an~ I thought well that will help to reduce electricity bills as time goes 
on, at least If I m gone 1t makes it a bit more affordable for them they can stay here. I don't 
know how we'd f t · ' 
. go or rymg to get somebody to come in, whether they'd have to pay 
somebody gl~e.them a wage or whether just them paying for food and that would the 
house be suff1c1ent and then ·f th ' . 
f ' 
1 
ere was somebody that was on the pension perhaps JUSt a ew dollars or something a week B t th . 
h . · u ey would need some sort of supervision to ass1st t em w1th forms and making d · · . 
h t, . ec1s1ons ... No, JUSt that it is a constant worry wondering w a s gomg to happen when I'm t h 
1 1 no ere to ook after them because there's too many peop e around to take advantage ofthem (COS). 
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1 would be worried about putting the burden on our daughter to look after him when we 
can't because she deserves better, to have a life, she's prepared to have him for weekends 
but not full time. X is in his O's now and I'm in my Y's and not particularly well most of the 
time with blood pressure and one thing or another, and he's getting bigger and more of a 
handful, so we need to eventually, work towards an independent place, away from us. For 
him personally, he would be better in a small group, one or two, with a Carer, so he doesn't 
annoy everybody too much the way he is. Somewhere where he can be safe and secure and 
monitored, so that he doesn't make bad choices, which he will, because he doesn't handle 
money and that's part of the problem as well, what is he going to be able to afford and what 
funding is going to be available. It's a bit of a mine field. It's on your mind all the time {C08). 
Every time my other half wants to change jobs or whatever so, okay, what's going to happen 
now, how long is this going to be, are we going to be right, are we going to have something 
left over when we get to retirement to buy him into a place, and how much is it going to 
take out of us before we get to that stage where he's ... how far down and exhausted and 
worn out are we going to be before we can set him up, so we still have some kind of 
retirement as well, where we can get to the end. Like with all of us with kids like X, that 
wasn't our plan when we set out to have kids you know. It was going to be a caravan and a 
trip around Australia, but that's not going to happen now, so everything changes (C08). 
8.2 Final comments 
Both Carers and Key informants were asked if they had any 'final comments'. This was an 
opportunity for interviewees to raise any points they wished to make that had n~t emerged durin_g 
the interview, or to recap on what they have said. Table 4 shows the points made 1n response to th1s 
question. 
Table 4: Points re-iterated and new points made from the Final comments . 
Points re-iterated New points 
More support for Carers (4C) Local government a driver for service 
planning 
Central point for information 
Raise community awareness 
More short term respite 
Inadequate funding for services 
Transitioning to care 
Aging carers 
The need for short term financial 
assistance 
The need for Carers to be flexib le and 
gentle 




Activities for children in the family who 
do NOT have a disability 
Limited staffing for respite care 
The need for flexibility around service 
delivery (for providers) 
9. Discussion and Conclusions 
Summary of results . . . 
The results of this needs analysis for people with a disability and the1r Carers m the Warw1ck district, 
has confirmed results of earlier research. And, because it is the first comprehensive attempt to 
investigate disability needs in this geographical area, the output .is a ~ore. ~ho:ou.gh and nuanced 
description. A comparison between what Carers and the people w1th a d1sab1l1ty md1cate are needed 
through this report, and the services listed in the Disability Resources Directory, shows glaring gaps. 
Due to the purposive sampling approach the results of this study cannot be generalised to the 
broader disability/Carer community in the Warwick district. However it is the consistency of results 
that gives this study its strength and enhances the legitimacy of the results. There is consistency: 
• Between the results of this study and earlier research in the same geographical area, 
spanning almost 20 years 
• 
• 
Between the results in the survey and the interviews in this study 
Between the results in the two survey samples in this study 
A key finding of this study is that there is a need to plan for services for people with a disability and 
their Carers- to meet the significant gaps identified in this study, and previously. It is apparent that 
many Carers in this small rural community have been managing without services, though only a few 
by choice. Related to this point is one raised several times in the study- there is a need for a central 
point for information about disability services. A comparison between the list of services that Key 
informants report and those in the Disability Resources Directory indicate that even those in the best 
position to know what the services are, do not have a comprehensive knowledge . 
One quote captures much of the angst that Carers in this study expressed: 'What will happen when I 
die?'. In general Carers report that important services- respite care and accommodation are limited, 
or entirely absent for people with some types/levels of disability. Less than a quarter of the Carers 
report being able to access emergency respite and just over a third, planned respite. Low or nil 
access was reported by Carers for the various types of accommodation that a person with a disability 
may require. 
While some day activities are available, again this is very limited and only caters for some of the 
population of people with a disability. Day activities could provide Carers with much needed respite 
from their 24/7 role, and the people with a disability with opportunities to learn independent living 
skills, or at least to use their time productively. It is of concern that five of the eight Carers 
interviewed report that they continued their caring role because they 'had no choice' -there was no 
one else to do it. Implicit here is that there are no services as backup. Carers report emotional, social 
and financial costs to caring, resulting in fatigue, mental stress and the lack of a social life or the 
expectations of having one. Another quote expresses this sentiment 'This is our life until we die .. .'. 
The anxiety, de~ression and psychological distress scores in this study that are higher than for the 
general population are consistent with the Carer's concerns and predicament. 
Th~ maj?rity of Carers and people with a disability report that although their current largely private 
residential accommodation is suitable and they are happy, both groups indicate that it is within the 
next 5 ~0 10 years t.h~t the accommodation needs of the person with the disability will change. For 
C~rer~.m ~e~eral th1s 1s because of their declining ability to provide care and for the people with the 
disability, 1t 1s because of their declining health. 
In this study more than 80°7 f c d · · 
. • 
70 0 arers an people w1th a disability were reliant primanly on 
CentreLmk for mcome support· · t h If . 
, JUS over a are Sole carers. In addition 44% of the people w1th a 
disability spent more than a quarter of their income on accommodation, and those who need to 
travel to the Endeavour workshop by taxi may struggle financially . While this is not a representative 
sample, service providers do need to consider the capacity to pay. 
Key result areas 
As the focus of this report is to identify what the needs of people with a disability and their Carers 
are, this section of the discussion is written with specific reference to service delivery and gaps. 
Carers and respite 
An important insight from this study is that caring for a person with a disability is continuous- it is 
24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year; it is physically demanding and the difficult 
behaviours encountered require patience; it is unpredictable because it revolves around the health, 
wants and needs of the person with the disability, and because service provision can be erratic. 
What is keeping those Carers interviewed in this study going, when life gets very difficult, is that 
there is no one else to do the caring. The 'costs' of caring are emotional, social and financial. Carers 
who completed the questionnaire report levels of psychological distress higher than the general 
population . 
Access to key services that would provide Carers with support is limited or non-existent in the 
warwick district. There is limited out-of-home respite, planned and emergency, and no respite for 
those with high care needs; limited access/nil to long hours day care and School holiday care; and 
limited access to day activities for those who have completed their formal schooling. Inadequate 
respite in the Warwick district was first reported almost 20 years ago and was identified in the 1995, 
2007 and 2009 reports (Cavaye, 2009; Department of Anthropology and Sociology, 1995; Warwick & 
District Accommodation Support Group, 2007). The difficulty accessing services when formal 
schooling had been completed was also reported in 2009 (Cavaye, 2009). 
It appears though that there are Carers who do not access services now because they have learnt in 
the past to manage without them; for others their pride prevents them from asking for help; .but the 
stigma of disability is also a barrier. Previous research has identified a variety of factors wh1ch may 
influence the uptake of respite. Attributes such as the severity of the disability, the level of care 
required, impairment in communication, family size and stress levels, and lack of social supports 
have been associated with lack of uptake (Chan & Sigafoos, 2000) but not consistently so (Mac 
Donald, et al., 2007). A lack of knowledge of available services and how to access them, confusion 
over funding availability and options, and lack of variety and flexibility of services have been 
associated with limited uptake (Doig, et al., 2009). 
Day activities . 
In this study the need for more day activities was mentioned in several ways. One half to ~~a.-thirds 
of respondents in the current study report being able to access recreational trips and activities but 
only 20 to 40% can access the learning of skills for independent living. Australia wi~e, b~t~een 9.4 
and 97% of persons with a disability (mild to profound) participate in a social acti~1ty Wl.thm th~1r 
home within a given 3-month period, and 88-93% of persons with a disability participate 1.n a ~oclal 
event outside the home within a given three month period, although in general, persons With hl.gher 
levels of restiictive disability participate to a slightly lesser degree (ABS, 2011b) . Per~ons With a 
disability are less likely than those without a disability to attend or participate in a sp.ortmg event ~r 
attend a cultural event or venue (ABS, 2011b). Persons with a disability spend less t1me eng~ged ~n 
social and community interactions than persons without a disability, but spend more time In 
recreation and leisure activities (ABS, 2011b). 
While attendance at day activities potentially provides the Carer with respite, the emphasis in this 
study was on the need for and the importance of the person with the disability having the 
opportunity to learn independent living skills. While Carers acknowledged that greater 
independence may not be possible for their child, like any parent they are keen for the learning 
opportunity to be available. The importance of learning independent living skills was associated with 
the need for the child/adult child to move out of the family home into some other accommodation 
when the Carer is no longer able to provide care. 
Community access (where day activities fit) provides opportunities and support for persons with a 
disability to participate in social activities within their community, including the development of life 
skills, learning opportunities, and recreational activities (SCRGSP, 2011, p. 14.6). In Queensland in 
2008-9 it is estimated that 8,922 consumers utilised disability specific community access services 
(AIHW, 2011). 
On completion of formal secondary schooling persons with a disability are less likely to move into 
either further education or employment than cohort members without a disability and generally 
remain in the workforce for a substantially shorter time period (AIHW, 2008). 
Employment 
A need for more supported accommodation places is identified in this study. In the current study 
approximately one-quarter of the self-report disability group are employed. Of all persons with a 
disability aged 15-64 living in households in Queensland, 75% are employed in some capacity, 4% 
are unemployed, and 20% are not in the labour force (ABS, 2011a). Comments were made in this 
study about discrimination in the workplace towards people with a disability. This is reflected in 
nearly half of all complaints made to the Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission 
(HREOC) and Federal courts under the Australian Disability Discrimination Act pertaining to 
discrimination on the basis of disability (Darcy & Taylor, 2009). However the majority were about 
access, including both physical access to public and private facilities and information provision about 
accommodation options for persons with a disability. Transport complaints were predominantly 
related to the public transport (e.g. bus and train) but also included taxis and increasingly air 
transport. 
People with a disability 
H.ow .t.he current study was constructed provided information on two groups of people with a 
d1sabl.ltty -.those who the Carers reported on and people with a disability who completed the 
questionnaire themselves. The latter group is older and appears to be more independent than the 
former group. 
While the sam.ples in this study are purposive and therefore the results cannon be generalised to the 
larger pop~latl~~'. there are similarities with the broader disability population. In this study the most 
comma~ dis~bditles reported are Intellectual, Physical, Neurological and Acquired Brain Injury. By 
compans.on ~n 2008, the most frequently reported type of disability was Intellectual (28%L followed 
by. Psychlatnc (18%) then Physical (16%)(AIHW, 2011). While most people had one disability two-
t~lrd~ ~f those being cared for and almost half of the self-report disability group had more than one 
d1sab1ltty. 
Their Carers 
In the current study the largest g f c 
with . . . ' roup 0 arers are parents, but almost one-quarter of the people 
St t /
aT di~abiltty .wh~ . self-report have a spouse as Carer. In 2008-9 users of Commonwealth 
a e erntory D1sabil1ty Agreement a d N t . 1 · · • 
. . n a 1ona D1sab11ity Agreement (CSTDA/NDA) funded 
services across Australia numbered 266 066 Th"rt . 
' · I y-nme percent of these service users had an 
informal carer, and for 34% of those the informal carer was the primary carer. Rates for having an 
informal carer were higher as the location of the person with a disability grew more isolated (i.e. 
Major city/Inner regional/Outer regional/Remote/Very remote). Thirty-nine percent of persons with 
a disability living in a Major city had an informal carer; 42% in an Inner regional location; 43% in an 
Outer regional location; 48% in a Remote location; and 60% in a very remote location (SCRGSP, 
2011, Table 14A2). Approximately half (45%) of primary carers were aged 25-44, an additional one 
third (35%) aged 45-64 (SCRGSP, 2011, Table 14A3). In this study almost one-third (32.7%) are under 
so years and almost one-third (29%) are 60 years or over. 
Assistance required 
Approximately half of both disability groups in the current study received assistance from a paid 
service. In a 2009 ABS survey of all people receiving assistance, more than three-quarters received 
help from informal sources-typically family members, and approximately two-thirds from formal 
sources (ABS, 2009) (note people may receive help from both formal and informal sources). In the 
same survey more than two-thirds of people with a disability reported they did not get sufficient 
assistance with mobility, self care, or health care. 
The proportion of the group being cared who require assistance is higher than the older more 
independent sample, and they also require more support in all areas of life. One-half or more of all 
the people with a disability in this study require support with: learning, applying knowledge and 
general tasks; community and economic life; domestic life; working; interpersonal interactions and 
relationships; self-care; mobility; and communication . 
In this study approximately half of all of the people with a disability spent most of their time at 
home. Almost one-fifth attended school in the Carer sample and in the self-report disability sample 
more than one-quarter were employed . 
Accommodation 
Accommodation is a fundamental requirement. In the current study while the majority of people 
with a disability who live in a house/unit, largely find it suitable and generally are happy with this 
arrangement, there are few alternatives in the Warwick district. In particular, there is no 
accommodation for people with high care needs available locally, nor for older people with a 
disability, or younger people with a disability. 
Legislative changes in Australia in the mid 1980s led to deinstitutionalisation and a subsequent 
increase in community based accommodation for persons with a disability. In 2003 a total of 
105,600 Australians with an intellectual disability and severe or profound limitations were living in 
cared accommodation (e.g. aged care facilities or supported care facilities specific to persons with a 
disability). Twelve percent of these people were aged under 65 years (AIHW, 2008). 
Research into the accommodation needs of carers and person with a disability in Toowoomba, 
Queensland reported only limited long-term accommodation options for adults with an intelle~tual 
disability and had insufficient resources to accommodate the growing number of people With a 
disability who would require alternative care when their carers were no longer able to continue the 
task (Eiey, et al., 2006). Research has found that services in addition to those needed for the general 
ageing population are required for people with a disability who are aging (Ellison, et al., 2011). 
However the provision of care in the home is strongly associated with owning one's home (Beer & 
Faulkner, 2008) . In 2003, the largest proportion of unmet need for accommodation ~nd respite for 
persons with a disability was for people with an intellectual disability (not exclus1ve of related 
diseases) (AIHW, 2008). 
Transport 
In the current study survey respondents indicated that transport needs w~re larg~ly met. However it 
was in the interviews that transport service gaps were identified. In partrcular, In Warwick there is 
limited public transport, and people with a disability are somewhat _reliant on taxis services which 
are expensive for people such as these on a limited income, and taxrs are not always reliable. Also 
identified were specific transport gaps for people with mobility issues. Some interviewees indicated 
that reimbursement of petrol costs would be advantageous, others said having a car would be. 
The National Census ascertains the use of transport by persons with a disability by asking them to 
indicate how they travelled in the last journey they made in the two weeks prior to the census. Of all 
persons with a disability living in a household in Queensland, approximately half indicated they were 
the driver of a vehicle and one-third were passengers for the last journey. Six percent walked or 
used another method and 5% used public transport. Four percent had not made a journey in the 
preceding two weeks (ABS, 201la). When only persons with a core activity limitation were 
considered {78% of all persons with a disability) the distribution of proportions across the sample 
remained very similar. Ninety percent of persons with a disability indicated their transport needs 
were fully met, 6% that they were partly met, and 4% that they were not met at all (ABS, 2011a). 
Anxiety and depression scores 
The 28% of Carers and 25% of people with a disability who scored 'abnormal' levels of anxiety is 
consistent with Shepherd et al's {1966) finding that 30 to 40% of a general populations suffers from 
anxiety that would benefit from clinical intervention, although it contrasts with Crawford et al's 
{2001) 12.6% of a general adult population scoring here, and a prevalence of 13.9% with anxiety 
disorders in Meltzer et al's {1995) survey of a general population. The mean anxiety score for Carers 
(8.14) and those with a disability (7.67) in this study is higher than for others: Spin hoven et al (1997) 
where the mean scores of three general adult populations ranged from 3.9 to 5.9; and Crawford et 
al's (2001) result of 6.4. In previous research mothers of disabled children showed significantly 
higher scores on the anxiety, depression and total HADs scales than mothers with children who were 
not disabled (AI-Eithan, Robert, & AI-Saeed, 2010). The anxiety mean score for mothers with 
disabled children was 8.7, and 4.9 for those whose children were not disabled, which is very similar 
to the mean scores in the current study. 
The 18.9% of Carers and 20.8% of people with a disability scored 'abnormal' levels of depression. 
This compares with Crawford et al's (2001) 3.6%. The mean score for depression in the current study 
fo~ Carers {6.44), and people with a disability (6.88) is higher than Crawford et al's {2001) 3.68, or 
Spmhoven et al s (1997) range for three studies of 3.4 to 4.6. The mean depression score for 
mothers of disabled children was 7.7, compared with 5.4 for mothers of children who were not 
disabled (AI-Eithan, et al., 2010). Again the mean for depression in the current study is consistent 
with this. 
Impact of unmet need 
Spall, et al. (2005) _loo~~d at the quality of service delivery following reforms in policy and funding in 
the Queensland drsabrllty sector. Findings highlighted cutbacks in quality and quantity of in-home 
and_ ce~~re-based respite and domestic care due to funding shortfalls. These reductions in service 
avalla_br_llty placed increased financial burdens on carers and persons with a disability and increased 
the drffrculty of obtaining aids (e h 1 h · ) h. . . . . .g. w ee c arrs , w rch adversely affected carer and person with a 
drsabrllty quality of life. 
In a recent study based i A 1· 
. d . . . n one ustra ran State, Nankervis, et al. (2011) interviewed staff from 
servrces an mstrtutrons involved "th . . .. 
t . . WI persons wrth a drsabrllty who had been relinquished into long-erm resprte care m the preced· 12 h . mg mont s. These Interviews supplemented information from 
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client files to provide insight into why families relinquish care of persons with a disability. 
Relinquishing parents were characterised by physical exhaustion, depression, and feeling 
emotionally overwhelmed. The authors concluded that the provision of specific services -marriage 
counselling to strengthen family relationships, parental training in strategies such as prevention and 
management of challenging behaviours, and additional respite - had the potential to delay or 
prevent relinquishment of care of persons with a disability into care. Nankervis et al. noted however, 
that additional respite alone was not believed to be sufficient to prevent relinquishment. 
In New Zealand it is reported that that carers experienced moderate to severe financial difficulties 
due to lack of information which prevented them from accessing entitlements, and significantly 
impacting on the carer being able to maintain employment (Jorgensen, et al., 2010). 
consequences were noted for other family members: carers noted that additional responsibilities 
were often placed on siblings of the person with a disability; and parental attention given to other 
offspring was reduced (Jorgensen, et al., 2010). Carers also reported social isolation due to demands 
ofthe carer role, consistent with the current study. 
Central point of information 
A point raised in several contexts in the current study is the need for a central point for information 
about disability services. It was also reported in the 2009 study (Cavaye, 2009). 
Responsibilities for service provision and delivery 
Most of the data for this study was collected prior to the announcement of the NDIS. Participants 
perceive that government holds most responsibility for funding services but that they are best 
delivered by accredited providers. 
How to deliver services in a rural community 
Collaboration is the answer most people gave and they were able to report existing collaborations 
and made suggestions for future ones. 
Conclusions 
While the issue remained unstated, a key gap is the planning for services for people with a disability. 
Carers reported being constantly concerned about what would happen to the person they care for 
if/when they were unable to continue providing care- because they have no current alternatives 
and there are no services planned that could provide this care, in their stead. This is the issue that 
concerns Carers most- the future! 
There are notable service gaps for people with a disability and their Carers in the Warwick district. 
Many of these have been previously reported, with the gap in respite care first identified almost 20 
years ago. This is a service that has the potential to be a key support for what in this study are 
distressed Carers, tiring under the burden of care, with no solutions on the horizon, and for many, 




Priority One -Establish or increase the following services 
These recommendations are in rank order. 
1. Create a central point for information about disability services. 
While this point is not the strongest point made, it is the top priority because ~ithout access to 
information about what services exist, people with a disability and the Carers, will not be able to 
access services that do exist. A key argument here is that not even the Key informants could provide 
a comprehensive list of the services available in the Warwick district, for people with a disability. 
While the responsibility for this service does not inherently lie with any one organisation, this is a 
service that needs to be sustainable. Because people with a disability and their Carers access 
specialist and generalist services, but in a specified geographical location, a logical choice to host this 
service is local government. 
2. Develop a plan for the current and future provision of disability services 
This is a key recommendation. Not once was planning for the provision of disability services 
mentioned by respondents. However the lack of a plan is apparent in so many of the comments 
made by people with a disability, their Carers and the Key informants. While it is clear that there is a 
high level of commitment and interest in providing for the needs of people with a disability and their 
Carers in the Warwick district, equally, service delivery appears to be fragmented and sporadic. 
3. Collaborate for service delivery: Revisit existing collaborations and develop further 
collaborations to enable scarce services to be provided. 
4. Address respite care service gaps 
Some respite is available for people with a disability; it is well used and appreciated by Carers, but 
access is quite limited. In addition there are significant gaps where limited or no respite is available. 
These gaps are: 
d. Emergency respite 
e. Planned respite 
f . Respite for people with a disability with high care needs 
5. Address accommodation gaps 
There is some long term supported accommodation in Warwick, but it is limited. There appears to 
be no long term supported care for people with high care needs, and little or limited independent 
accommodation. A primary concern for many Carers in this study is what will happen to their child 
when they are no longer able to provide care, anticipated to happen in the next 5 to 10 years. While 
they want the security of knowing there is future care, they may not be ready to relinquish their role 
of primary carer yet. Therefore, transitional accommodation- places specified as such in supported 
accommodation - would provide the opportunity for the Carer and the person with the disability to 
make this move over a long period oftime, as is required. Key accommodation gaps are : 
a. Long term supported, high care 
b. Independent living accommodation 
6. Create a day activities centre 
The va~ue of a day ac.tivities cen~re is that is provides two services in one - respite for Carers and a 
potentially a pr??uct1ve use of t1me for the people with a disability. The people in this study want 
more opportunities for people with a disability to learn independent living skills -this is associated 
With t~e need for some of these people to learn to become more independent when their current 
Carer IS unabl~ t~ continue providing care. It is also because the current options are limited . The 
recommendation IS for a day activities centre: 
a. To provide respite for Carers 
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b. To provide people with a disability with constructive activities 
c. To teach independent living skills 
1. Employment: Provide more supported employment places in the Warwick district. 
8. Transport: 
While most (but not all) transport needs appear to be met, specific problems with possible 
solutions have been mentioned . These are: 
a. Investigate the possibility of public transport being available to transport 
employees of the Endeavour Workshop 
b. Investigate how collaborations between service providers could improve 
transport options within and outside the town of Warwick 
c. Investigate how increased transport options could be created to meet the needs 
of people with mobility issues 
9. Mobility: Investigate improving wheelchair access to commercial premises in Warwick 
Priority Two- further investigate the following: 
10. Respite 
a. Long hours 
b. School holiday 
c. Age appropriate 
11. Day activities 
a. For elderly people with a disability 
b. Age appropriate activities 
12. Investigate how Carers can be supported directly. 
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Figure 1: Map of the Warwick shire. 
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Appendix 2: Publicity 
Table 1: Oates and type of publicity items 
DATE ITEM 
21/0S/11 Warwick Daily News -
14/06/11 Free Times article -
14/07/11 Free Times Article -
21/07/11 Warwick Daily news 
23/07/11 Warwick Daily news ---
29/07/11 Warwick Daily News 
15/08/11 Warwick Daily News 
-
01/08/11 Interview with David lliffe (not NDIS} 
11/08/11 NDIS interview (references study) 
-

















Article in the Warwick Daily News 21/05/2011 
Analysis gives hope to carers 
Toni Somes 121 st May 2011 
Warwick and District Disability Support Group pre ident Peter Stacy ha welcomed vital govemment 
funding for a disability needs analy is 
survey. 
A NEW university research project 
examining the needs of disabled people in 
Warwick is offering hope to local carers. 
Warvv·ick and Di trict Disability Support 
Group (WDDSG) president Peter Stacy 
announced this week his group had recei ed 
vital government fu.nding for a disability 
needs analysi survey. 
•·our group has been lobbying for funding 
forth is research project for three years and 
finally we have got lucky," he said. 
More than $29,800 has been offered to the 
WDDSG from the Gambling Community 
Benefit Fund for the urvey. 
Mr Stacy said this would be the first time a 
comprehensive disabi lity need analysi 
survey had been unde11aken around the 
Warwick region. 
"We really need this information so we can 
lobby government to improve or develop pecific services here , he said. 
'•It will give u a comp eJ · d 
. . . r lens I ve un erstanding of what disabled people of different age and stages 
need m teim of local support and infrastructure. 
"In the past we have Wlitten repOI1s and talked to people but what ha 
hard data." been missing- until now- is 
He said the survey would be undeJtaken by th U . . 
e mversity of Queensland. 
'There will be questioru1aire people can fill in without gi ing their names or addrc. scs," Ml· Stacy 
aid. 
"Univer ity researcher will then do follow up interviews with anyone wishing to discu s their needs 
or particular ituation in more detai 1.'' 
UQ postdoctoral research fellow Jenny Moffatt said the survey had the potential to become a 
powerful tool for organi ation like WDD G to lobby government. 
• I congratulate the WDDSG on securing funding for thi research because I realise how important it is 
to have hard data," Dr Moffatt aid. 
"Governments tend to under tand numbers. " 
There earch project reference group will include WDDSG members, as well as representative from 
the Endeavour Foundation, the outhern Downs Regional Council and the Deprutment of 
Communitie . 
Mr Stacy said the project. which was expected to take beh'Veen si. and seven months, would initially 
focus on the fo1mer Warwick Shire area. 
But if there are people caring for fa.rrllly members with disabilitie from outside that area we would 
incerely welcome their input," be said. 
A passionate di ability services advocate, Mr Stacy said the survey offered hope for those people 
caring for family members or friends with special needs. 
·My wife Christine and I arc the full-time carers of our son Leigh, who has Down syndrome,'' he aid. 
"Being pa1i of this survey gives us a chance to have our say and to a semble some statistics we can 
use to lever government to improve the future for people like Leigh." 
He said the data collated during the survey would be available to other Warwick organisations 
representing people with disabilities. 
For more information or to be part of the WDDSG disability needs analysis survey contact 4667 1909 
or 0408 674 634 or p.c.stacy@bigpond.com 
Article in Southern Free Times 14/06/2011 
Disability survey to show deficit in care 
A ur ey on the needs of people with di abilities in Warwick should hit the streets later this month. 
Warwick and District Disability Support Group president Peter Stacy is hoping residents will take the 
time to fill out this survey, which will pro ide the necessary facts for funding applications in an effort 
to start addre sing these needs. 
Mr tac aid there were many unmet needs in the local disabilit sector, including the need for a 
learning and life tyle centre which will provide educational uppott for people with di abiiHie once 
they leave chool. 
'·An the children with disabilities coming through school, when they turn 18, have nothing. Some of 
the building blocks that need to be put there arcn 't there at the moment," he said. 
Mr Stac said, unfortunately some people with disabilities end up in an aged care facility because 
there is nowhere else for them to go. 
"This is tragic when you read about it or hear about it but it will be more tragic if we don't do 
anything about it,'' he aid. 
''It directly or indirectly affects e eryone · lives in Warwick. ' 
Another unmet need, which he believed\ ill be identified in the upcoming survey, is the need for 
more respite beds in Warn-ick. At the moment, there are only three respite beds in the Rose City. 
Mr Stacy ants carers and parents of local people with disabilities to fill out the survey, which does 
not ask for names and addresses, but focuses on your unmet needs. 
He belie ed the survey results would be announced in December or Janua1y. 
The questionnaire will be conducted by the University of Queensland. 
The disability upport group has been granted nearly $30,000 through the Gambling Community 
Benefit Fund to conduct the need analysis. 
For more details or to participate in the survey, contact Peter Stacy on (07) 4667 1909. 
Stmy: Rebecca Brown 
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Article in southern Free Times 10/07/2011 
Thursday, July 14.2011 
HER.· \ ...-} eetmes 
• 
surveys now out 
WfUMDllt'lll.'t' fA D ADVERTISER 
People with di abilitie , or their carers. are urged to 
pick up a needs analysis input survey, which are now 
avai !able around the di trict. 
The survey " ill show the needs of people with 
disabilities in the old Warwick Shire Council area 
and will hopeful! pro ide the catalyst to receive 
government funding for necessa1y changes in the 
local disability sector. 
The questionnaire is available at multiple Locations 
around the district to make it easier for people to pick 
up a copy. These locations include the outhern Downs Regional Council Library, the Southern 
Downs Regional Council Mobile Library, State Member for Southern Downs Lawrence Springborg's 
office in King Street, Warwick, the Depattment of Communitie office in Guy Street. Warwick. the 
reception at the Condamine Medical Centre, the Allora Pharmacy, the Caltex Station in Wallace 
Street, Warwick, and Killarney's St Vinnies Store. 
Warwick and District Disability Support Group Inc (WDDSG Inc) president Peter Stacy said the 
group hoped hundreds of locals would complete the survey, which does not require any identification 
details, so they could analyse the best information possible. 
Mr tacy said urveys should be posted in the supplied postage paid envelopes by the end of this 
month. 
This will allow results to be collated by ovember. 
If you need a survey posted to you contact Peter Stac on 0408 674 634. 
Story: Rebecca Brown 
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Article in the Warwick Daily News 21/07/11 
une) could help disabled 
ur\'e~ could help di abled 
Kerri Bum -Taylor J21 tJul} 2011 
Peter tacy i encouraging people '>\ith a di ability or their carers to take a few minute to complete a 
urve) that he hope \\ill bring better acces to facilities and ervices. 
Kerri Bums-Ta. lor 
WAR\ ICK re idents with a disability and their carer are being urged to spend a few minutes 
ompleting a un e) that could potentially inc rea e the facilities and en• ices available in the area. 
The W~" ick.. Disability Group has worked tirelessly over the pa t few years to gain funding for a 
study to tdenttf) the current needs for the disabled communit) and their families. 
President Peter tac} aid people can tal-..e part in the tudy _conducted by the Uni er ity of 
Queensland- by spending a fe\\ min t 1 t. · · u e comp e mg a questJonnatre regarding their circumstances. 
The results \\ill be u ed to identih · oa 't( · th · 
') e ps \\J 1111 e sen1ces offered within the community and will be 
able to be u ed at a later stage to obtain funding and support to fill tho e gap . 
Member for outhern Downs Lawrence Sprinoboro ye terda · 
c-. e o a1d he con idered the project to be a 
1antastic idea and urged people to get behind it. 
lL\0 
''Thi is an enormou credit to the Disability Support group," be aid. 
·'lt ha been a real labour of love and the whole idea of trying to find out that the need i for disability 
support in the community is fantastic." 
Mr pringborg aid people are falling through the cracks and aid the solution" as a combination of 
self-help and government assistance. 
Once the results are compiled, Mr Springborg aid they would also be a valuable tool for council in 
terms of developing future planning and evaluating needs. 
In 2006 there were 1069 individual with di abilitie identified within the former Warwick Shire. 
equating to about 5.27% of the population. 
Mr Springborg aid while many ofthose individual were taken care of by parents or others, there was 
a concern about what would happen when that was no longer possible. 
"Some of these people are happy to can-y the burden while they're able-bodied, but the concern is 
what happens when they're no longer able to care for the per on they love?" Mr Springborg said. 
Mr Stacy said he hoped there ults would open the door to greater re ources for di abled people, 
making the transition during uch a time much easier for tho e involved. 
Pick up the di ability needs questionnaire at: Caltex ervice Station (Wallace t), Warwick Library 
and Mobile Library, Lawrence Springborg's office (King St), Department of Communities office 
(King t), Condamine Medical Centre, Allora Pharmacy, St Vinnie' Killarney. 
For more information call Peter on 0408 674 634. 
Article in the Warwick Daily News 23/07/11 
Dail 
ur ey to help find disabled needs 
Kerri Bum -Taylor J23rd July 2011 
Tag 
Chri tine and Peter Stacy. Dawn crymgeour and Lawrence Springborg. 
Kerri Burns-Taylor 
THE heart-wrenching que t" f ,, h ·u 
JOn ° w o WI take care of my children when I'm gone?" is one that 
some parents ponder for far too long. 
Parent of children with disabTt" ft . 
d 
1 1 Ies o en spend much of their lives fearful of where their children wtll l 
en up when they're gone and th . 
e pre sure can be mcreased by a lack of local resources. 
But the Wan: ick Disability a · · . 
broup IS stn tng to ease the mind ofthese parents and has in 
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tudy to identify the need in the area a a step tovvards providing better access to services. 
Parent Peter and Christine Stacy and Dav n Scrymgeour say they have serious concern over what 
will happen to their disabled children when they are no longer able to take care of them. 
They are fearful a sudden illn s of accident could leave them unable to fulfil their round-the-clock 
dutie in taking care of their children and ha e a deva tating effect on tho e they love most. 
"Without a proper transition it would be devastating to them," Mr Stacy aid. 
''When someone dies there is always going to be suffering but we should be trying to minimise that 
and a good transition reduces the hock and prepares them better. 
"They might not like it and they may wi h things w rc different but at least they won't be de a tated." 
After working tirele sly for funding for the pa t four years the group has now in ested 30,000 in a 
study that will help identify the needs of local di abled people and their carers. 
The group believes a learning and lifestyle centre would a! o be an in aluable asset to the di abled 
community, e pecially to tho e who aren't suitable or are unable to attain emplo) ment. 
Mrs Scrymgeour- whose two daughters are employed at the Endeavour Centre- said the installation 
of a learning and lifestyle centre would provide people with disabilitie the chance to ocialise and 
learn\ hile also providing carers and parents with the down time the:y deserve. 
O\\ disabled people and their familie are being given to make a real difference in not only their 
live , but al o the li es of others "'ith ju t a few minutes. 
The group i on a strict time line and i urging people to get in quick and complete the urve). 
Once compiled, the result \ ill create a tool that will be u ed to gain funding to improve the live of 
all local disabled people and their carers. 
Help make a difference. Pick up the disability needs questionnaire at: 
Caltex er ice tation (Wallace t) 
Warwick Library and Mobile Library 
Lawrence Springborg's office (King St) 
Department of Communitie office (King t) 
Condamine Medical Centre 
A !lora Pharmacy 
St Vinnie s Killarney 
For more information call Peter on 0408 674 634 
Article in the Warwick Daily News 29/07/11 
Kerri Bum -Taylor I 29th Jul) 2.011 
Dail ews 
Wendy and Guy Sugden stick together. 
Kerri Bum -Taylor 
WENDY ugden's hocking diagnosi with MS was not ea y to accept and she constantly ponders 
what the future hold for her"' hen her beloved husband is no longer around. 
At the time of diagnosis she said she "was really pissed off and I just kept thinking 'why did I get 
it?"" 
"At night I would use my brain and really concentrate and think tomorrow I'm going to get up and 
walk'. 
"But rve stopped doing that now and I have accepted it but I still get frustrated sometime \ hen 1 
can't do something I want to do. 
''I have a lovely dog and a lo ely hu band who love me and I love him very much. 
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.- · I can't under tand why he loves me so much " she said. "Sometune 
I Said they would like to see more facilitie available to both people with a disability and The coupe 
their carers. 
S d n is con idered a high-care person and her husband i on hand 24 hours a day to fulfil Mrs ug e 
almost any need. 
Both would like Mr Sugden to be able to take more breaks but said in Warwick there are limited 
options available. 
Mrs ugden can access temporary respite but is either placed with elderly people or tho e with a 
mental disability. 
While she concedes she is happy to go wherever she can to provide her hard-working husband with 
some rest, she aid she would like to be able to interact with people of her own age and intellectual 
capacity. 
Mr Sugden is planning a rare week-long fishing trip with friends and Mrs Sugden will spend some 
time at the Killarney Aged Care facility. 
Although the disease has left her in a wheelchair, Mrs Sugden's wit and alct1ness have not wavered, 
despite the occasional bout of shm1-term memory loss. 
Having spent the past 1 L years caring for his wife on a daily basis, Mr Sugden aid he also fears \\hat 
would happen to his wife if he were unable to care for her. 
''What if something happens lo me- if I get hurt or sick?" Mr Sugden asked. 
''Where do I go? I thought about that the other night " Mrs Sugden said. 
''Would I go to the MS house in Brisbane? But then I would be too far away from Guy." 
The Warwick Disability Group is conducting a urvey to identity and addres the needs of people and 
their carers in the Warwick area. 
The deadline is fast approaching and those eligible to participate are being urged to do so as soon as 
possible. 
Pick up your form at: Caltex Service Station (Wallace St), Warwick Library and Mobile Library.' 
Lawrence Sp1ingborg's office (King St), Department ofCommwuties office (King t), Condarmne 
Medical Centre, Allora Pham1acy and St Vinnie's Killarney. 
For more information call Peter on 0408 674 634. 
Article in the Warwick Daily News 1S/OB/11 
Endeavour helps disabled people 
Kerri Burns-Taylor I 15th August 2011 
Tags 
PEOPLE with di abilities looking for • ork 
Kerri Burns-Taylor 
in Warwick lack employment opportunities despite a Federal Government focus on getting them back 
into the workforce. 
Endeavour Industries in the industrial Estate 
i at capacity with 37 supported employees, 
and has seen an increase in capacity of just 
four places in more than 1 0 year . 
Endeavour employees (front) Dave Gossow, Les Davies, Toby 
Frost, Kellum Doherty, (back) Mason Hartwell and manager Terry 
Politch enjoy going to work each day but other disabled people 
don't have that opportunity. 
Customer service manager Lisa Wilson said Endeavour pro ided an invaluable opportunity for people 
with disabilities to develop skills and personal relationships in a supportive environment. 
While Mrs Wit on said she would like to see more placements made available to the people on their 
waiting list, she aid the decision to expand wa out of Endeavour's hands. 
"We have been at capacity for quite orne time now. We certainly feel we have the capacity to provide 
employment opp01tunities for more people, but that decision is in the hands of the Federal 
Government," she said. 
"In Wmwick I think we are the only employment service for people with disabilities and I guess there 
are limited choices available. ' 
Mrs Wilson said the Endeavour employees get more than just a pay cheque from their job. 
She said it also provided the opp01tunity for personal growth, social networks and friendship, and the 
clients genuinely enjoyed coming to work each day. 
"I think most of these guys would come to work even if they didn't get paid," she said. 
Christine Stacy's son Leigh is employed at the Endeavour centre and she said a learnincr and lifestyle 
0 
centre- where people with disabilities could meet, socialise and take part in games and activities-
would help. 
"If we had a learning and lifestyle centre more people would retire when they should and it would 
stop the clogging, ' she said. 
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Toby Frost has worked at the Endeavour centre for just over a year. 
Mr Frost aid he was bullied in his previous job and was happier in hi new role. 
''lt's a lot better here because there is the be test boss I've ever had,'' he said 
An extensive study is under way to identify the needs of people with disabilities and their carers in the 
local community. 
Get your copy at the Caltex Service tat ion (Wallace St), Warwick Library and Mobile Library. 
Lawrence Springborg's office. Department of Comrnunitie office, Condamine Medical Centre. Allora 
Pharmacy, St Vinnies Killamey or contact Peter Stacy on 0408674634. 
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Transcript of interview by Peter Stacey on ABC Regional Radio with David lliffe, 01/08/11 
WARWICK DISABILITY SURVEY FOR SLOG 3 
David It's a vety important urvcy, if you like, which is happening in the Warwick area at the 
moment of people with a disability and carer' of people with a di ability in that area. The urvey is 
beino undertaken on behalf of the Warwick and District Di ability Support Group. Thi i a group 
0 
that' aimed at raising awarcne s of the plight of young people with a disability so that deficicncie 
andre ow-ce can be highlighted and that's what thi surv y is all about, to identify where tho e 
unmet needs are in the Wart ick community. Peter tacy is with the Warwick and District Di ability 
Support Group and he join me on the line now. Peter. good morning. Welcome. 
Peter Good morning Da id. thank you for the call. How are you? 
David Peter 1 am very. very well. This is a pretty important survey. I would imagine. Tell me 
how it came about? You got a grant from the goYernment? 
Peter Ye \\e did. We were able to get a Gaming Grant, for want of a better word, which enabled 
u to fund the University of Queensland to undertake this research. We need the data to be able to 
lobby government and government organisation to provide the services that are needed to look after 
people with a disability and their carer's in this prut of the world, o that's really the main purpose for 
getting this e, ercise done. We knov .. for example that about 5.3% of the population, this is from the 
last Cen us data, have a severe or profound core activity disability. But, we don't have the services 
to address that. And until we have some hard data to be able to put before people from the anous 
government agencies, they thank us very nicely for our kind words, but they just move on . owe 
need to be able to provide hard infom1ation to get this stuff addressed. 
David Peter, this survey will give you that information on paper and it will give you evidence to 
take along to the powers that be, but you must know anecdotally that the situation is not overly good, 
[suppose, for a lot of people in that situation. 
Peter Well. of course, we do know this, but we can ' t put the hard data there. Interestingly enough, 
\\<hat \o\e intend to do with this, is publish the results. Historically what happens when you get data 
uch as this, it ends up in a filing cabinet some'.vhere and whilst you may be able to put it to a short 
tenn use in longer term and for other groups and other organisations within the area they don' t get 
acces to it. We Sa\>\ that as a shortcoming, so we intend to publish this, it will be presented probably 
to the Southern Downs Regional Council. We hope it will be incorporated in their Futures Plan, but 
more importantly it will be available to other members of the community to use for their purposes, 
so. th~re is a fair bit. there. The people we try to reach are the people that are very hard to reach. 
They rea pretty stOJc lot these people that live in rw-al communities, they don't go looking for 
hruld,outs. they ~eep themsel~es to themselves and their business is kept to them elves and when 
~ey re faced With an adversity such as this, they tend just to tighten their belts, get the famil group a 
httle closer together and get on with it. They don't tell you about it. 
David Given that, I suppose you are a little bit concerned that people will receive this survey and 
not take the time to fi II it out. 
Peter. ~ell, they mightn't even go looking for it. There wa a Senate References Committee 
Meetrng, 1t actually met in Toowoomb · D b 
. am ecem er last year, you may remember it. It's just 
presented 1ts report to the governme t d · ' 
n an tt s concerned that up to 25% of people don't even contact 
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C ll
.nk when they have people with a disability that they're to care for So if25o1 01. tllc. b entre · · t o, 1 ea outs 
fthem don't even bother to tell Ccntrclink, you can just imagine how many people they would ' 
~re ent to the Department ~fDisability Services and that 's really the issue. We want these people, 
otto identify themselves, JUSt to tell us what they need. Becau e of that we have made allowances 
n . r . 
for the forms to be in locations outsrde o Warwrck, so for exan1ple, if you are in the Killarney side of 
town, the forms 31·e at St. Vinnie tore, if you are over on the other ide or out towards Ley bum and 
Allora, they are at the pharmacy in Allor·a. They're at the reception for [Condamine] *0:04:22 
Medical centres. omeone ha to go to the doctors . If someone's in Warwick and has to go to the 
ho pital. then Caltex on Wallace Street ha the e form . They are with the travelling mobile library 
that goes around all these mall rural communities, [Cannonvale and Yangan] *0:0-l.38 and what and 
vou can get a form there. If you are in Warwick for any other reason, you can get them from the 
~ouncil, mobile library. You can get them from Lawrence Springborgs' office or you can get them 
from u. You ha e our contact number there, so if people need the form, then I would hope that 
the> could get acces to it and they do need to end it in . The univer ity has a short timeframe: we 
need to get the stuff in. They need to do their work to produce this data and from that, I hope that we 
can lobby the departments to en urc that the service that are needed are provided. We don't have a 
lot of services in Watwick, there aren't many things that arc there and that 's probably because the 
need hasn 't been ex pres ed. 
David Indeed. Good luck in getting people to respond to this survey. If people miss those detail , 
they can give us a call. 1 will have to leave it there, but I appreciate your time and let us know how 
things go - stay in touch . 
Peter l \\Ould love to do that. Thank you David . 
Oa\ id Thanks Peter, much appreciated. Peter Stacy from the Wam ick & Di trict Disability 
Support Group. News time, it's halfpa t seven. 
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Publicity flyer posted around Warwick 
Supporting disabil" ·es in Warwick & surrounding areas 
WARWICK & DISTRICT 
DISABILI1Y SUPPORT GROUP 
INVITES PEOPLE WITH A DISAB[LITY AND/ OR CARERS OF 
PEOPLE WITH A DISABILITY TO STATE THEIR NEEDS. 
If you require further 
information please call 
Peter Stacy (Chairman) 
07 466'71909 
1-·-:..--1 
University of Queensland 
Researchers ar·e compiling a "Needs 
Analysis Survey" register in the War-
wick region. 
Forms are available at! 
Lawrence Springborg's Office. King Street. 
Warwick 
Albra Pharmacy 
Department of Communities Office, Guy 
Street, Warwick 
Warwick Library 
Warwick Library Mobi~ Bus 
Condamine Medical Centre 
Caltex On Wallace 
Killarney- StVincent De Paul Office 
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire returns and publicity dates 
Table 2: Questionnaire returns and publicity dates. 
Date Received 
Publicity 
21/05/11 Warwick Daily News article (NP) 





21/07/11 2 Warwick Daily News article (NP} 
22/07/11 2 
23/07/11 Warwick Daily News article (NP) 
25/07/11 5 




28/07/11 1 I 
29/07/11 3 Warwick Daily News article (NP} 
01[08/11 ABC Regional radio interview (AM only) 
02/08/11 10 






11/08/11 ABC Regional radio interview (NDIS) 
12/08/11 4 






18/08/11 2 I -
19/08/11 4 - -
23/08/11 1 I -
24/08/11 2 I 
TOTAL 97 I 
Appendix 4: Content of Questionnaire packages 
The questionnaire package included: . . . . .. 






Participant information sheet 
Participant consent form 
Questionnaires (reproduced in Appendix 6} 
Reply paid envelope . 
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d ctory letter from the president of the Warwick and District Disability Support G lntro u roup Inc 
WA12WIC~ & DISTVICT Uli~ULiff SUI>OO~T 
C3~()Uf)lnc 
.4.011 3~ ~lj ~4(M) 
PO!Jt.alltddreM: 010283 New Engtand Hwy, The Glen, 4370 
T~laphone: -4&&71909 
En1ail: p-.c.stacy@bigpond.com 
Warwick District Disability Needs Assessment 
Introductory Jetter from the Pt~sident of WDD.SG Inc 
For some y~ar> we have be~n aware that there are pei)ple Jn our commLJnlty with Q 
disabl~tty who do not !lave enoush s1.1pport. Wf!: have obtained fund~ rrom the Comnno~nH.y 
Gaml)lln& Benefit Flmd and h~ve eng;,:~ged the Uni'lef5itv of Queensland to caf!duct a stt1dy 
on OlJ r h eha/f to identify ~ervic;~:s. ;+nd gaps in se-rvir.e proviskl11 to prople with il disability 
<Jfld tile-if t-atr:::rs. We will th!;!!r'li.Jsf:! tfli:;. :re~;eard! report to help sovernment i.\nd non· 
governmE!nt o rganisatio.n ~ in ttw Wanuld< d l$1rlct with the~r Jllan ~Jng for d isa bllitj' S!J pport 
services. 
We ~re asl(iollg all c;;m~rs of propie with a disability ;md adults with a dl:sablllly, In the 
f1 o~e rn part of the South em Downs, to complete a questkmna Ire. The unrverslty wiii21S() 
wam: to intE>rview some peopl~. Neitfler carers nor people with a dJ.s<lbllity witl be 
~dentlflabl~ in the report the University will give to th lil' Wa rwi<J: District Disability Support 
Group lrle. 
ThG! unl'l.•erslty VJUI also crnate a Resoufc:e dlu~cto•y for dls<~bilit:y s~;~rvi r.~s in tile w~rmck 
d lsrrlct. Ttl £o fef!Ort, camblneti VJilh l h~ ~~source Dir<!C.bory will ;;how wh~ .seMc;es. there are 
for people with ;1 dis.1bility and their c~rHs, ilnd \vhat is M!!d~d- it; will ~now th~ gil~ . 
Thank you in advance for '{OUf participation_ Should you h<nte anv qve:;tion.<; orvmuld like to 
Spe<:l, someone about 111e {>roject please contact me • 
. //f.~·) JLu;r · 
/ ,if//1~ ! 
fj ....... ~ .. ........ .;. .. ........ ... . 
I Peter Stacv 
Pre~id~rt1 
Mobile: OliOS 674 ~tl 
Participant information sheet 
I 
The Umversity of Queensland 
Rural Omical School Research Centre. 
Project title: Disability Needs Analysis for the Warwick District 
Information sheet 
l~Ots 
Dr. Jennifer Moffatt, Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Rural Clinical School Researdl Centre, Sdlaol of 
Medicine, University of Queensland 
Pro;ea 
Unmet needs in the disability sector have been identified in the Warwidt district in 1994 1995 
~~· a~ agai~ in 2009, thro~ r~earch ~~gating broader issues_ The purpose oft~is SU:dy is 
tdentify SI!NICeS, and gaps Ill seMce proVtSron to disabled persons and their caren, to assist 
gwemment and non-government organisations in their planning. 
The ~to_rmamn for_ the study wiD be collected from questionnaires and interviews with people with 
dis:abir~, and thetr carers, living in the Warwi.ck district, and from existing data sources. We would 
like to invite you tD part~!! -., th-IS ..... dy nd __ __,._ - -_ _ .....,..-. ~... a to '-"' •u .... ute your op101ons and views through a 
questJonnaiTI! and possi>le interview. The questionnaire will as1t you about wnur needs as a ~'er or 
person with d- bif '- ~ a ISil rty, and whether those needs are met by the services rurrentfy alliiil:able within 
the Warwick district. A smaU number of partiq,ants will be further interviewed '"' ..__ - -pal cher In...__ - ~r u..: pnna 
r~ar - u..., mterview you win be asked questions about the provision of services for 
wid! a lfiSilbil- liviD - - - • pl!fSOns 
help
- Jty g ~tn the Warwidc distnct. The information you provide will be invaluable in 
111g us Fesearch thJS area. The intet-view ·n take -time - WI appruxunat!!ly 45 minutes; it will occur at a 
and place of your convemence and will consist of a series of ...... nions bo ...__ • 
requirements fdisabl - .,- a ut un: serv.lce 
- - o - ed persons and their carers. The interview will be digitally Fecorded. All 
lnfonniltlon relatmg to your raftici - - - -,... paoon •nthts pro Jed wiD be immediately de-identified b th 
researcher, and held securely in this de-identified fonn t. R. _ ·. Y e 
results used for publications will be a -e~g about the project and any 
aggregated so that nD Individual is identifll!d. 
lnvotvement in the study is voluntary and - - . -
they wish tD without partiCipants t'llily withdraw from the study at any time if 
• consequenc:e. Your answers tD all - -
from the study will be quesbofls will be confidentiaL The results 
reported at the sector level This study d 
review process of the U - • - a hei"I!Sto the guidelines of the ethical 
nrversrty of Queensland and llas 
Queensfand Behavioural and "~""'-' Sci _ been approved by the UniveJSity of 
""'-'"' ence Etlucal Re - Com -
2010000667}. Whilrt you are free to discuss your artici _ ~ _ mrttee_ {Referencl! .number 
you would like tD speaJcto an officer ftb U - P_ pa~on Ill thiS study with the project staff, if 
0 I! n lVetSity not Involved - th 
Ethics Officer on W/3365-,.....
4 
fn&...-- . m estudy, you mil'{ contact the 
~~L - IUIIIIJdtJon On the • . 
Jennifer Moffatt {07/4631-5455 i ffa fil project can be obtamed by contacting Dr 
mo tt uq.edu.aul. 
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participant consent form 
The University of Queensland 
Rural Clinical School Research Centre, 
School of Medicine 
Project title: Disability Needs Analysis for the Warwick District 
Consent form 
ln'festigaton 
Dr. Jennifer Moffatt, Postdoctond Research Fellow, Rm:al Clinical School Research C8l1re, Sdlool 
ofMedicine. University of Queensland 
Ms Donna Rouse, Project Officer, Disability Needs Analysis Study, Rural Cliuical School Research 
Centre, School ofMedicine, Univasity ofQneeoslmd. 
This research project bas been approved by the Univasity of Queensland Bebaviomal and Sociali 
Science E.th:ical Review CcmmiHee. The imrestigators conducting this reseaxch project abide by the 
principles governing tbe efuicai conduct of research and, at all times, :wows to prottrl the interests 
of all participants. This fmm and the accompmying brfonnaiion Sheel ha\'e been givm to you for 
yom own protection, and contain an outline of the proposed study_ Yow- signature below will 
indicate that you agree to participate in the study. 
I agree to participate in the above project and in doing so acknowledge that . 
L I have read the associated Info.nnation sheet outlining tbe nature and pmpose of the project and 
the exfmt of my involvemeot, and ~e had these details explained to me. I have had the 
opportm:ri1y to ask fiu1DeT questions and am satisfied that I llllderstmd what is involved in the 
~~ -
2. I have been infonned as to 1he nature and extent of any risk to my health or well being. 
3. I am aware that part:icipa:tion in ftris project will not result in any direct benefit to nu:-
4. I have been infmmed that participation :in this study is volunblry and tbat I may withdraw .from 
the project at any time without~ to me. _ 
5-I am aware that I may request furtbeJ infm:mation about the pro jed- _ 
6. I undastmd that in respect of any infonnatian obtained during the c~ of the proJect. 
confidentiality will be maintained and 1bat I will not be identified m my way many documeDis 
produced from this project, wilhout my e.qilicit pennission _ _ 
1- This study adheres to the guidelines for tbe ethical review process o~ the ym.vewty_ of 
Qaeensland_ You are free to discuss your participation in this study at my biDe with the pro}tm 
manager~ DI Jennifer Moffidt (01/4631 5455). If you would like to speak to m officer of tbe 
Univexsity not involved in tbe study. you may contad the Ethics Officer on 07/3365 3924. 
Date~ ..................... .. . 
Particip.a:nt's 1laJIIe: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SipatuR: -.-··············-···~····-
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Appendix 5: Interview variables matrix 
Table 3: Interview variables matrix 
Town Age of Age PWD Disability type (main) Relationship Carer 
carer Sex 
CARER Town6 27 5 Intellect 3 Parent 6 Female 6 
O/T2 45 18 Physical2 Spouse 1 Male 1 
45 20 AB11 I Friend 1 
so 31 1 Multi 1 




PWD Town2 57 Physical1 Female 1 
65 Physical/psychological Male 1 
12.1 ___ .... 
Appendix 6: 0 uestion nai res 
carer Questionnaire 
=~ICMSCHllOLilESEARCHCfNJIIE ~ THE UNIVERSITY 
DARUNGHElG~ OF QUEENSLAND 
QW4350 ~ 
PH: 07 46311548 A U S T R A L 1 A 
Warwick. District Disability Needs Assessment 
Questionnaire for carers 
Q1 Primary carer detoils 
To assist us to understand you as a carer, we would like some information. about yourself_ The first 
section asks for general detaJls.. 
a) What is your postcode? 
b]r In What year were your born? 
c) What is your gender? 0 'Male D Female 
d) for how many years have you provided care for a persoo/s with a disa.bifrty? CDvears 
e) What is your relationship to 
this person/people? 
(Please tide one box} 
0Parent 
D Sibling (brother or sister) 
D Other relative 
f) Are you the sole carer for this 0 Yes 0 No 
persoo/people? 
Dfriend 
D Othet" (describe --------> 
g) Do you receive any financial assistance from the government for 0 D Yes No, 
car· g for this person/people? 
b) What is lW.Ul primary means 
of income .support? 
(Please tick one box} 
D filii fune employment 
0 Parttme employment 
0 Supported by spouse 
0 SUpported by ether family 
member 
D Celltrelink 
0 DSO/Other disability 
00ther 
Q2 Details of the person/people. wjth the disability whom you ccue for 
We would like you to describe the person that you care for. If you care for more than one person,_ 
write numbers of people in the box. For example for person 1, write 1 in the box; for person 2. wnte 
2 in the box. MuftiP:Ie boxes are pfO\Iided for some questions.. 
a) What is the postt:ode of the person with the ar;ability? 
b) What is the year of birth of me person with the disablrJty? 
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;::1 ::!=:::!=::==;JP~n 1 
L.[ _.___._...__.[person 2 
~~ =!:::::!=:!;=::;[ Person 1 
L.[ _J_.J.-.L-.J] Person 2 
c) What is the gender of the person with the disability? 
d) How does the person with the disab tty occupy 
~of his/her time? 
(e.g-. Endeavour, therapy centre, sdlool) 
(If more than 1 person, write numbers in the boxes, 
e.g. 1, 2 and so on) 
0 MateD Female 
0 MateO Female 
0Attends secondary school 
0 Employed pan time 
0 Employed casually 
DAthome 
00ther 
e) Does the person with the disability receive assistance from any paid services? D YesD No 
0 full time employment 
0 Part time employment 
D Supported by spouse f) What is the primary means of income support 
received by the perwn with the disability? 
(If more than 1 person, write num~ in the boxes, 
e.g_ 1, 2 and so on} 
0 Supported by other family member 
0 Centrelink 
0 DSQ/Other cfisability 
00ther 
g) Does the person with the disability pay more than 2S% of his/her 0 Yes D No 
income for accommodation? 
h) What are the primary and other significant disability groups of the person with the disability? 
Primary disability group 
Please tick only 1 box 
0 Intellectual 
0 Spedficleiiming/ADD (other than ntellea:ual) 
0 Autism- indud"Jng Aspergers' Syndrome 
0 Physical 
Acquired Brain Injury 
Other significant disability 
















D Developmenta Delay- only valid for a child aged o-5 years 
D 
D 
Q3 The tael of support needed by the person/people with the disabll.ity whom you care for 
How often does the pa-.son with the disability need pe.r:sonal hefp or supervision with ac.tiviies or 
participation in the following life areas? 
The person can ooderotke activities or partidpare in this life area with this level af pe1500al help or 
supeMsJon (or would require this level of help or supeMsion if the person OJJTent1y help- g were nat 
available). 
The leVels of help or supervision are: 
1} Unable to do or always needs help/ supervision in this fife area 
2) Sometimes needs help/ supervision - rbis life area 
3) Does not need help/ supervision in this Ii e area but uses aids or eq - ment 
4) Does not need help/supervision in this life affil and does not use aides or equipment 
5) Nat applicable 
Please indicate the level of help or supervision required for each life area (rows a-i) by tiding only one 
level of help orSIJpervisioo (columns 1-5}_ 
a) Sdf-a~re (e.g. washing onesdf, dressing, mting, 0 1 0 2 0 3 04 0 5 
toileting) 
b) Mobility {e.g. moving around the home and/or 
moving around away from home, including using 
public trrmsport or driving a motor vehicle, getting in 
or oil[ of bed oro chair] 
c) Comm iaJtion (e.g. making self Ullderstood, in 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 
own native language or preferred method of 
communit:ation if applicable, and undemanding 
others} 
d) mterpersonaa mteractions and retationships te.g. D 1 0 2 D 3 D 4 0 5 
actions and beharixr.rs an individual does to make 
and keep friends and relationships, behaving wfthin 
accepred Jim~ coping with feelingS and emotions) 
NOTE: Ill the folJowjng questions 'not appliaible' is a votid response ONLY lF the person is 04 
years old 
e) learning, applying know1edge and general tasb 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 
and demands (f!.!l. understanding new ideas, 
rem.embering, problem solving, decffion making. 
paying attention, undertaking single or multiple 
rasks, ronying our daily routine) 
Question cmtirlues aver the page 
f) Education (e.g. the ac:rions, behaviours and tasks 01 02 03 04 Os 
on inaJVidual pelforms at school, college, or any 
educaaonatsennng) 
g) Community (civic) and economic life (e.g. 01 02 03 04 Ds 
recrecmon and leisure, religion ond spirituality, 
human rights, poOticol/ife and citizenship, economic 
life such as hondfing money) 
NOfE: In the follovnng questions 'not applicableJ is a valid response ONLY IF the person ir o-14 
yearsold ... 
h) Domestic life (e_g. organising meals, cleaning, 
disposing of garbage, housekeeping, shopping 
cooking, home maintenance) 
i) Working (e.g. acrionsJ behoWouTS and tasks to 
obtain ond retain paid employment) 
Q4 Current living arrangements 
Now we would like you to tell us about the ru . -disability. rrent IIWlg arrangements of the per5an with the 
a) Where does the person with a 
disabifrty usually Jive? 
0 Private residence 
0 Domestic-scale supported flYing 
0 SUpported accommodation fadlity 
0 Boanfmg house/private hotel 
0 Independent Jiving it. with. D . un m a retirement village 
Residential aged care fadlity 
D Psychiatric/me tal h . 
D 
. n ealth commuruty Glre fadlity 
Hospital 
b) Does the person with the 




D Lives with tamiJy 
D lives with others 
person been IMng i1 this accommodation? r-r-1 c) How ITHiny years has this . . 
H . · l_L_I years 
d) ow suitable is this accommodation for this 0 v D person (Please ti:k one box} 
ery Suitable D 0 suitable Not sure Unsuitable 0 Very 
unsuitable 
e) WotJid you e to tell us more about your reasons for this choice? Please comment on both 
positiVe and negative aspects ··--····-·------ ----·-----
--·----------·----
d) How do you as a carer think the person with the disability feels about his/her acrommodation 
arrangement? (Pfease ticlc one box) 
0 Very happy 0 Happy D rtot :sure 0 Unh<lPPY 0 Verv unhappy 
e) would your e to tell us more about your reasons for this choice? Please comment on bath 
positive and negative aspects ---···--·----·--·-----------···-------
·-----·-···-··-- --····---·· 
·----·-------·-····· ·-·-
Q5 Future aa:ommodation needs 
a) Do you foresee a change ·n this person's accommodation needs in the future? (Please tick one 
box) 
0 Yes within 1yr D Yes with. 2-5 yrs 0 No, I do not foresee any change 
0 Yes in 5-10 yrs 
0 Yes overlO yrs 
b) Would your e to tell us more about your rea.sons forthis choice? -----· ·----
·------····------· 
------------------------------------~· 
c:) Would you like to see the person you care tor continue to have the 
opportunity to become progressively independent in their 
accommodation and living arrangement? 
d} Would you like to tell us more about your reasons for this choice? ----
·------·-----------·-----------··-----
e) What type of accommodation do you think would best suit the needs of the person you Glre for? 
(Please tick one box) 
0 Large residential- accommodating more than 20 people 
Osma residential-7-20 0 House/unit -living alone or sharing with other people with appropriate amounts or support 
0 Village style- several people in unit accommodation in a supported village sty'le enwonment 
which provides various facilities (e.g., social, recreational) 
0 Other----------------··------··--· ·-----··---·--
f) Would you like to tell us more about your reasons tor this chOice? 
·----·---·------ ~-·--- ... -----·---------
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Q6 Accommodation availability/needs 
a) Please indicate which of the following types of accommodation are currently available to the 
person with the disability {Please tick all that apply} 
D Long term supported accommodation with high needs and 24 hour care 
D Long term shared accommodation with a low level of support 
0Transition to care 
D Respite care (planned) 
D Emergency respite care 
D Short term recreational accommodation 
D Community housing 
o Ousters 
o Independent lmg 
b) It is important for us to know of the problems, obsta des, choices, diffrculties and concerns 
you h11Ve now or had in the pa:St with accommodation needs. Please comment on both 
positives and negatives af these needs ----····-····-·-·----············--···· 
·----·--··--------·-··--
c) Please teD us what you see is impacting upon the future accommod~~-~;~ of~--·- ····---
person you care for _ __ _ ----- ·-··-----·······-····-------·-····-··--
Ql Day activities 
a) listed below are the types of day activities that adults with a disability. wish · - · Pie · d. which of may to paroapate 11 
ase m •cat~ these activities the person you care for rurrentty would participate in if. 
they were available? (Please tick all that apply) 
D Long hours day care (7am-7pm) 
D School holiday hour day care 
D Recreational trips 
D Education (literacy and numeracy) 
D Recreational activities 
D Skills for independent living aaivities 
DOther 
b) Please indicate which of these d · · . ay actJV.it1eS are available now. (Please tick all that apply} 
D Long hou~ day care (7am-7pm) D n. 
D 
n.ecreational activities 
School holiday hour day care 0 
D 
Skills for independent fiVing aaivities 
Recreational trips D Other 
D Education (literacy and numeracy) 
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QB Transport 
a) What type of tranSport does the person you care for currently reouire? (Please tid all that apply) 
0 Usual car traVel 
0 PubfJC transport (e.g. bus, train) 
0Transport purpose built for a perwn with a disabifrty (e.g. Maxi taxi) 
b) Which of the types of transport that the person you care for can use, are available to vou now. 
(Please tick all that apply) 
0 Usual cartra'Vel 
0 Public: transport (e.g. bus, train) 
0 Transport purpose built for a person witfl a disability (e.g. Maxi taxi) 
Q9 Your Fee:lings 
The fo owing section asks about your feeli ~ at the moment. Tid the box that best describes your 
feelings right now, and try to answer without spending too much time thinking about your response. 
a) I feel tense or 'Wound up' 
D Most of the time 
D A lot of the time 
D From time to time, occasionally 
D Not at all 
c) I get a sort of frightened feeling as if 
something awful is about to happen 
0 Very definitely and quite badly 
0 Yes, but not too badly 
0 A little but it doesn't worry me 
D Notatall 
e) Worry1ng thoog'hts go through my mind 
D A great deal of the time 
D A lot of the time 
D 
D 
from time to time, but not too often 
Only occasionaUy 





b) I stiU enjoy the. things I used to 
0 Definitely as much 
0 Not quite so much 
0 Only a little 
0 Hardly at aD 
d) 1 can I8Ugh and see the tunny side of things 
0 As much as I always muld 
0 Not quite so much now 
0 Definitely not so moch now 
0 Notatall 




0 Most of the time 
h) 1 feel as if tam slowed down 





Needs Assessment Questionnaire -carer 
i) I get sort of frightened, like feeling 
'butterflies' in tbe stomach 
D NotataU 
D Ocr:asionally 
D Quite often 
D Veryoften 
k) I feel restless as if I have to be. on the move 
D Very much indeed 
D Quitealot 
D Not very much 
D Notatall 
j} I have. lost interest in my appearance 
D Definitely 
D I don' t take as much Glre as I should 
D I may not take quite as much care 
D I take just as much Glre as ever 
IJ l look fOJWard with enjoyment to things 
D As mudl as I ever did 
D Rather less than I used to 
D Definitely less ~a:n I used to 
D Hardly a tall 
m) I get sudden feelings of panic n) I am enjoy a good book OT radio or 1V 
D Very oftEn indeed program 
D Quite often D Often 
D Not very often D Sometimes 
D Not at all D Not often 
D Very seldom 
Are you happy to be contacted for a foDO\Y-{Jp Wlterview? 
Name 
Address ·---- ----------------· -------·-··--------
Phone number __ _ 
Your final comments are? 
-----------··-----------------------
-------------- ~--------~------··· · · ......... ·------·--
·------------ ------··---
_ THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please place tlus and your signed consent form in the Reply Paid envelope provided and post it 
1 
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Person with a disability Questionnaire 
~==scnootR£SEAR<JICBY111£ ~ THE UNIVERSITY_ 
~:::oHBGHTS. . OF Q UEENSLAND 
PH:0745311648 ~AUSTRALIA 
Warwitk District Disability Needs Assessment 
Questionnaire for Person with a drsability 
Ql. PeJ:sonal details 
To assist us to understand! you as. a person. with il disability, we would like some information about 
you.. The fir5t.section asks tor general details. 
a) What is your postcode? 
b) In what year were you born? 
c)' What is your gender? 0MaJe0 Female 
d) What are your pnm<~rv and other significant disability· groups? 
Primary disability gTO\IP Other significant disability 
Please tick only 1 box 
0 Intellectual 
D S,pecifi£ learning/ADO '(other t:han mtel.lectual} 
D Autism - induding Aspergers' Syndrome 
D Physical 
D Acquired Bratn Injury 
D Neurological- induding EjpilepSV and Alzheimer's DiseaSe 















D ------------- - o Psychiatric 
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e) How do you occupy~ of your time? (e.g. 
Endeavour, therapy centre, school) 
(Pfecne ti'c:Jc one box) 
f) Do you receive assistance from any paid .services? 
0 Employed part time 




g) Do you pay more than 25% of your income for aa:ommodation? 0 D Yes No 
h) What is your primary means ofi incnme support? 
(Piecne tick one box) 
Ql The level of support you require 
a) Do you require the assistance of a care giver? 
0 Full time employment 
0 Part time employment 
0 Supported by spouse 
0 SUpported by other family member 
0 Centrel..ink 
0 DSO/Other disabiity 
00ther 
Oves 0No 
b) What is your relationship to your primary care provider? D Child 0 Sibling (brother or sister) 
0 Other relative 
Ofriend 
00ther(describe ) 
How often do you need personal hel • • . ---·-··-·······-
life areas? P or supetVISIOn with activities or participation in lfle following 
Indicate wheth er you am undertake activit" . . . 
help or supervision or would require this le':l~~a~opate m ~~life area with this level of personal 
were not available. e P or supeMSIDn if the person currently helping 
Please indicate the level of help .. 
level of help or SUpetVision [cor:.::;_e_::;Ion required for each fife area (rows c-k) by ticking only one 
QUestion c:ootinues- on the IIDt page 
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The tevels of help of supervision are: 
1) Unable to do or alWays need help/ supervision in this life area 
2) SOmetimeS need help/ .supervision in this life area 
3) Oo not need help/ supervision in this life area but use aids or equipment 
4) Do not need help/ supervision in this life area and do not use aides or equipment 
t) SeH-eare (e.g. washing oneself, dressing, eating, 01 02 03 04 
tm1eting) 
d) Mobility (e.g_ moving around the home and/or moving 01 02 03 04 
around a'WUY from home, including using public tronSport 
or driVing a motor vehicle, grtting in or out of bed oro 
chojr) 
e) COmmunication (e.g. making self understood, in own 01 02 03 04 
native kmguoge or preferred method of oommll!lication 
if applicable, and urn:Jernonding other5} 
f) Interpersonal inremctions and relatiombips (e.g. 01 02 03 04 
actions and behaviours an individual does to make and 
keep friends and relatioruhips, behoving wil11in accepted 
limits, coping with feelings and emotions} 
g) Learning, applying knowledge and geneTat tasks and 01 02 03 04 
demands (e_g_ undemanding new ideas, remembe.rilflL 
problem solving, decision making, paying attention, 
untJertDJcjng single or multiple tasks, carrying out daily 
routine) 
h) Education (e_g. the actions, betraviOflrs and tasks an 01 02 03 04 
individual peiforms at school, college, or any educational 
setting} 
i) Community (civi~ and eoonomic fife (e.g_ recreation 01 02 03 
04 
and leisure. religion and spirftuolity, human .rights, 
political life and citizenship, economic life sucll as 
hondling money} 03 04 
j) Domestic r. e {e.g. organising meals, cleaning, 01 02 
disposing of garbage, housekeeping, shopping cooking, 
home maintenance) 
k) Working (e.g. actions, behaviours and tasks to obtmn 01 02 03 
04 
and retain paid employment) 
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Q3 CUrrent living arrangements 
Now we would like you t:o tell us about your rurrent IMngarrangements. 
a) Where do you usually live? 
(Please tict one box) 
b) Do you usually liVe alone or with 
others? 
0 Private residence 
0 Domestic-scale supported living 
0 SUpported accommodation facility 
0 Boarding house/private hotel 
0 Independent living unit within a retirement village 
0 Residential aged care fadlity 




0 Live with family 
D Live with others 
c:) How many years have you been living in this accommodation? ITJvears 
d) How suitable is this accommodation for you? (Please tick one box} 
Dverv Osuttable DNotsure Dunsuitable Dverv 
suitable unsuitable 
e) Would you like to tell us more about your reasons for this choice? Please comment on both 
positive and negative aspects ··-·-··-··-·-··------------··-···----------····· ·-·-- __ 
f) How do you feel about your accommodation arrangement? (Please tick one box) 
D Very happy 0 Happy 0 Not sure D Unhappy D Very unhappy 
g} Would you like to telJ us more about your reasons for this choice? Please comment on both 
positive and negative aspects ·---------------- -----------·····-····----
-------------------~·-4••·-~ -----~-----------·---------·- .. ------
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Q4 future accommodation Tfeceds 
a) Do you foresee a change in your acrommodation needs in the tutwe? (Pieose rick one box) 
0No 
Oveswithin lyr 
Oves within 2~5 yrs 
Ovesin 5-tOyrs 
DYes overlO yrs 
bJ Would you II e to tell us more about your reasons fortrus choice? ----------------------
------··---······---···· 
-------·--------------···-------------------
c) Would you Uke the opportunity to become progressively 
independent in your accommodation and living arrangements? 
d) Would your e-ro tell us more about your reasons for this choice? ___ _ 




e) What type of accommodation do yoo think would best suit your needS? (Please tick one boX) 
0 Large residential -accommodating more than 20 people 
Dsmall residential-7-20 
0 House/unit- living alone or shafiing with other people with appropfiate amounts of support 
0 Village stvte- several people in unit arrommodation in a supported village style environment 
which provides various facilities (eg social. recreational) 
0 0 .... ~, -------------UK -·-·-----------··-- -----··--- -
f) Would you 1 e to tell us more about your reasons for this chOice? 
----······--------··· ·-··------------------------
------··-----------------·--··----------····--
Q5 Acrommodation availabJ1.ity 
a) Please · dicate which of the following types of accommodation are currently available to you 
(Please .tick all that apply} 
0 long term su;pponed accommodation with high needs and 24 hour care 
0 long term shared accommodation with a tow level of support 
D Transition to care 
LiSt mntinue:s ollf!rpoge 
1 7 
0 Respite care (planned) 
0 Emergency respite care 
0 Short term recreational accommodation 
0 Community housing 
o Ousters 
o Independent living 
a) It is important for us to know of the problems obst:ades choices diffiu-o ,,.. nd • ' · • , ....... ues a concerns 
VO~ ~ave now or had m the past with accommodation needs. Please comment on both 
poSitiVes and negatives of these needs.. 
------------------------- - -------------~---
b) Please tell us what you · · -see IS tmpactmg upon your future accommodation needs? 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Q6 Daily activities 
a) listed below are the tvn..c of day a,....,... th . ·w~ ... unues at adults with di bT -
Please indicate which of these activities YOU Would •• a ~ ~ Jty may WISh to partidpate in. 
(Please ticlc all that apply) par!Jao1!te rn if they were avaiJable. 
0 Recreational nips 
0 Education (literacy and numeracy) 
0 Recreational activities 
0 Skills for independent living activities 
OOther 
b) Please indicate which of these da - - . 
y actNities are avaUable to you now (Please tick all that apply) 
D Recreational nips 
D
o Education (rrteracy and numeracy) 
Recreational activities 




a) What type of tranSpOrt do you require? (Please tick an that apply) 
0 Usual car travel 
0 Public transport (e.g. bus, train) 
0 Transport purpose built for a person with a disab ity (eg Maxi taxi) 
b) Which of the types of transport that you can use, are 8V8ilab e to you now? (Please tick o/1 that 
apply) 
0 Usual car travel 
0 Public transport {e.g_ bus, train) 
0 Transport purpose built for a person with a disability (eg Maxi taxJl 
QB your feelings 
The following section asks about your tee gs at the mom en Tide the box then best desaibes your 
feelings rigtlt now, and try to answer without spending too much time tll.ir\Ulg about your response. 
a) I feel tense or 'wound up' 
0 Most of the time 
0 A lot of the time 
0 from time to time. occasionally 
0 Notatall 
c) I get a sort of frigJltened feeling as if 
something awful is about to happen 
D Very defmitely and quite badly 
0 Yes, but not too badly 
0 A little but it doesn't worry me 
D Notatall 
e) Worrying thouD~ts go ttlrough my mind 
D A great deal of the time 
0 A lot of the time 
D From time to time. but not too often 
D Only occasionaUy 
g) I can sit at ease and feel relaxed 
D Definitely 
D Usually 
D Not often 
D Not at all 
b) I still enjoy the things I used to 
0 Definitely as mudl 
0 Not quite so much 
0 Only a little 
0 Hardly at aD 
d) 1 can laugfland see the tunny side of things 
0 As much as I always could 
0 Not quite so much now 
0 Definitely nat so much now 
0 Notatall 




0 Most of the time 
h) 1 fed as if 1 am slowed down 
D Nearly a II the Une 
0 Very often 
D Sometimes 
D Not at all 
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Needs Assessment questionnaire- Person with a disabirrty 
i) I get sort of frightened, like feeling 
'butterflies' in the stomach 
D NotataU 
D Occasionally 
D Quite often 
D Veryoften 
k) I feel restless as if I have to be on the move 
D Very much indeed 
D Quitealot 
D N{)t very much 
D Notatall 
m)l get sudden feeJings of panic 
D Very often indeed 
D Quite often 
D Not very often 
D Notatall 
Did you receive any assistance from a 
carer to rompfete this questionnaire? 
j) I have lost interest in my appearance 
D Definitely 
D I don't take as much care as 1 should 
D I may not take quite as much care 
D I take just as much care as ever 
l)llool< forward with enjoymentto things 
D As much as 1 ever did 
D Rather less than I used to 
D Definitely less than 1 used to 
D Hardly at an 





D Very seldom 
Are you happy to be cootacted fD£ a follow-Up int • ., 
Name eJVIeW. 
Address_. ____ _ 
Phone number._ 
H:n com ents: 
_ THA.NICYOU FOR 00 1'tE11N 
F'teilse pi<KI! this and fOOT,._._. . _ G 1HIS QIJES'TlONNAIR.E 
- ... ~ consent filrm m tbe Reply Paid ~provided and past it.. 
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Interview guide - Carer 
lntPnil'W guide - c-arer 
m to mstch mO.. qu~= 
Ql As y011 a~, what a:n yo11 mllia co-abo the pu-,oa with tR disability tlut yoa ure 
for'!~ ..c~ suppOO; tnnsport; iJwleopende•~<'2; 6:oomce; a~ 
friends/advoc;ates) 
Ql ~en: !bose who .- c:uueuily axing for a pe:son 'lriih a disability .at hame){foc tbase who used tD 
do tbis but ibepeBOIL inDDWinsuppmtedl'other ~ation-repbrase questiao) 
What lift the N"syday ~M fo.ryoa as :a r:a.IU' 
Q5 Co:nsidering your circumstanc~, an thrre senicrs that you wish you coUld ac:uss? 
(prompt for what those services are; banias to access eg don't exist; costs) 
Q6. H there-mas just O"D.f surice dl~t you could uve that yo• don't ll.ave cVJifJlt)y, 
what would it be? 
Q7 Whai is it that .kHps you '-oiu.g at th~ tim~ ·~ lih u THY diftie1llt'! 
QlO la :a Slll2ll rur:a1 eoJIIliiDJiitr it i'J more rliflicalt to protide tR ~ of serrl~ tlut would 
be anib'ble ia tJJ.. m:y. WUt jdy.s do you. ha~ ,.bout lum mOft ~ coald be proridM for 
.~ witll :a. disabilitr, :ia 1M w anril:k district'! 
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Interview guide- Person with a disability 
Inteniew guide- person with a disability 
Q3 "Aat senRM do you co.rftllliy KUU': 
Q+ Considering your circumst.mc there . (prompt forwha:t those savices are;~ t s~rnces that yo~ wish you could acce.ss? 
o access eg don't enst; costs) 
Q5. H there was just o:ne sari 1h t what would it be? ce ~ you could fuln that you don•t han ClllTently, 
Q6lnu.t is it dut be,p$ you r;~ at tile limes whHo Hle is ~ diflkalt? 
e pro r; SU"TKes for peoph with a diubility? Q7 :m yoar new w~ao sJaouid h ridia . 
Q8 h. :a oaa1I rural nt • • • ~. -lliiUyit IS more difliroltto pronde ~ 
a le • Dl &e. city. Ullat idus do you bn about Ja, ~ge of serviees that wollld be 
peop with a disability,ia tJ.e "-anridt clistrid:' ow more &en"JHS couldi be proridfll for 
urn~ for pe«~pl.! with a disabilicy'.' Q9 Who &laould fmld · 
QIO Do ;roo han u.:y questia.s or fiaal coJIIDleDb .. 
IhaJak yoa for :fOlD' time :m.d assiata:DM 
1\ oa1d Tnn .,.__ • - uar a sa:IIIIII.UY of tile report Y1N 
1-L 
1 
Interview guide- Key informant 
Q1 Wtm sefYic;l!5 are cuRRE'NTl-Y AVAILABlE to P£0Pl£ WITH A D&SABIUIY in theW~ 
district:? (Prompt fortt\is pnwider and otbeT provldef"s,. respite, residefltiill.lh'i senOO!s, tr.tnspoJt,. 
socii~~, aged c:are. high needs, in home, recreational, independent r~ 
lU Whauemc-.es are you~ of that are cURRfHTl.Y AVAII.ABU to~ .support CARERS 
in llbeiJ role? (Prompt for thili proWls and olbs providers, soc:iill, psydlotogical, edJK;iltional, 
information, financial; aJ.so serviceS tbat<~ Clrec c.ould access that~ NOT .spec:if'lalv designed for 
Carers) 
Q;J What do you tbink are the GAPS IN SERVICES for PEOPlE WITH A ()ISAIIIlJTY il the Warwick 
district:? {Prompt for respite, residential.~ se-Ma!s, ~social, aged care. high needs, in 
borne, recreational, independent living sUis, independent tMncl 
Q4 What do you think are the GAPS IN SDtVICES FOR CARERS in the Warwidl ~? 
(Prompt fur social, psychological, educational, information, fin;ancial) 
QS WbaliMPACT do you tbink tbese 51!AKz pps ~on peoptewilh a dis;abiitYand/06tbeir 
Ql"ers? {Prompt for sorial, emo6onal, finan(:ial, psymoiocjGll, hmitY. Jonr; terrn/sbort ten~, tr;JW!, 
muttiple/rel~, sets of __ ) 
Q6 Wbal do you think owe llAftRIERS TO SEJMC£ ()(LJVBtY/PflOVI5ION ...-theSe JM!CII*? 
a} l.ocally? 
b) Sbte-wide? (PrompUo.- f'uncf"mg. stJffirc. buildings, wif.ngnes5 of Carers orPWD to iiCP!SSsefVke5,SC3Ie-
number of people with a cfiS<IbilitV 1 no-people with specific types of cfigbitity, prioritY P11 to 
people wbo are part of a minority gou:p) 
Q7Would there be 8ARRJERS TO CAMERS AHO/OR PWD C()MPLETING the qlPedi~ in this 
pr-ajea? yjn If yes. wbolt _.ad these be? 
Q8 Do you holve any questions «final WIJIIIM!fiiS? 
Tl\;lnkyou ...-your lime ....S ~WOIIId yog ~a su~ of till! report Y/N 
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Appendix 8: Results 
Support needed for self-care 
No help - No aids 
No help - Uses aids 
Sometimes needs help 
Unable to do 
NA 
Figure 3: Support needed for self-care- carer's responses and Person with a disability self 
report. 
Support needed for mobility 
No help- No aids 
No help- Uses aids 
Sometimes needs help 
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Figure 4: Support needed for mobility - Carer's responses and Person with a disability self 
report. 
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Support needed for com11utnication 
2S.4% 
No help- No aids 
No help- Uses aids 
38.1% 
Sometimes needs help 28.0% 
Unable to do 
NA 
0% 
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Person with a disability self 
report 
. ti n - Carer's responses and Person with a disability 
Figure 5: Support needed for commuruca 0 
self report. 
Support needed- interpersonal 
No help- No aids 
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Sometimes needs help 
23.4% 
\ 
Unable to do 0% 
10.9% I NA 
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d Person with a disability 
Support needed -learning, applying knowledge, general tasks- both 
No help - No aids 
No help- Uses aids 
Sometimes needs help 
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Figure 7: Support needed for learning, applying knowledge, general tasks- Carer's responses 
and Per on with a disability elf report. 
Support needed for education- both 
1 
No help - No aids 
46.2% 
No help - Uses aids 
Sometimes needs help 
Unable to do 
40.7% 
NA 
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Figure 8: upport needed for education- Carer's responses and Person with a disability self 
report. 
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d dfor community and economic life 
No help- No a1ds 
SO.O% 
carer's responses 
• Person with a disability self 
report 
. ·r Carer's responses and Person 
Figure 9: Support needed for community and economtc 11 e-
with a disability elf report. 
Support needed for Domestic life 
No help- No aids 
No help - Uses aids 
Sometimes needs help 
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Support needed for Working 
No help - No aids 
No help- Uses aids 
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Figure 11: Support ueeded for working- Carer's responses and Person with a disability self 
report. 
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